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Abstract
Among the biometric modalities suitable for mobile applications, face
verification is definitely an interesting one, because of its low level of
invasiveness, and because it is easily applicable from the user view-
point. Additionally, a reduced cost of the identity verification device is
possible when sharing the imaging device between different applica-
tions. This is for instance not possible with fingerprint verification,
which asks for a specific sensor.
This Ph.D. thesis addresses the problem of conceiving a low-power face
authentication system adapted to the stringent requirements of mobile
communicators, including the study and design of the algorithms, and
the mixed hardware and software implementation on a dedicated mul-
ti-processors platform. With respect to the anterior state-of-art, this
thesis proposes several original algorithmic improvements, and an
original architecture for a VLSI System-On-Chip realization, where
the algorithmic and architectural aspects have been jointly optimized,
so as to enable the execution of the face verification to be entirely proc-
essed on low-power mobile devices such as mobile phones, or personal
digital assistants. At the time when this work was undertaken and
completed, there were no similar results published either from the ac-
ademic scientific community, or from the market in form of a product
description / announcement.
The mobile environment is known to be characterized by large varia-
tions in image acquisition conditions with regard to the scene acquisi-
tion viewpoint and illumination, and it is therefore requiring a sound
optimization of the algorithmic robustness. Moreover, face verification
is a quite complex task that is usually performed on powerful - possibly
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multi-processor - mainframe computers rather than on low-power dig-
ital signal processors. In the case of mobile applications, the algorithms
need to be tightly optimized, and specific hardware architectures need
to be developed in order to fulfill the power consumption constraints.
This thesis thus embraces several domains such as cognitive science,
pattern recognition, image acquisition and processing, and low-power
digital circuit design. The first part of the thesis presents a list of pos-
sible applications and of constraints raised by the mobile environment,
and an extensive literature review. A class of algorithms is selected,
characterized, and optimized with respect to the specificities of mobile
face verification. The second part of the thesis describes a System-on-
Chip implementation performed at system-level, including image ac-
quisition and higher-level processing. Finally, the architecture of a spe-
cific embedded VLSI coprocessor is described and discussed
complementarily to the corresponding design methodology used.
ix
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Résumé
Parmi les modalités biométriques convenant à la vérification d’identité
sur un dispositif portable, la reconnaissance de visage est
particulièrement intéressante de par sa faible invasivité, et de par sa
simplicité d’usage (du moins du point de vue de l’utilisateur). De plus,
le coût du dispositif de vérification d’identité peut être réduit lorsque le
senseur d’image est partagé entre plusieurs applications. Ce n’est pas
le cas de la reconnaissance d’empreintes digitales, par exemple, qui
nécessite un senseur propre.
Cette thèse traite le problème de la conception d’un sysème de
vérification de visage à faible consommation, adapté aux besoins
pointus des terminaux mobiles. Ce travail comprend l’étude et la
conception d’algorithmes, ainsi qu’une implantation mixte matérielle-
logicielle sur une plate-forme dédiée comprenant plusieurs
processeurs. Par rapport à l’état de l’art, cette thèse propose plusieurs
améliorations algorithmiques originales, et une architecture VLSI
originale pour la réalisation d’un système sur puce, dans laquelle les
aspects algorithmiques et architecturaux ont été conjointement
optimisés, de sorte que l’exécution de la reconnaissance de visage peut
être entièrement traitée sur le dispositif mobile (téléphone portable ou
un agenda personnel). Au moment de la réalisation et de la clôture de
ce travail de thèse, aucun résultat équivalent n’avait été publié par la
communauté scientifique, ou n’était disponible sur le marché sous la
forme d’une description ou annonce de produit.
L’environnement mobile est caractérisé par de larges variations des
conditions d’acquisition des images, en ce qui concerne l’angle de vue et
l’illumination, ce qui nécessite une conséquente optimisation de la
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robustesse des algorithmes. De plus, la vérification de visages est une
tâche relativement complexe, généralement effectuée sur des stations
comportant un ou plusieurs processeurs performants, plutôt que sur
des processeurs de traitement du signal à faible consommation. Dans
le cas des applications portables, les algorithmes doivent donc être
également optimisés en termes de complexité, et des architectures
matérielles spécialisées doivent être développées pour arriver à
respecter les contraintes de consommation électrique.
Cette thèse couvre donc différents domaines, tels que les sciences
cognitives, la reconnaissance de formes, l’acquisition et le traitement
d’image, et la conception de circuits intégrés numériques à faible
consommation. La première partie du rapport décrit une liste
d’applications possibles, et les contraintes imposées par
l’environnement mobile, ainsi qu’une revue de l’état de l’art étendue.
Une catégorie d’algorithmes est sélectionnée, caractérisée, et optimisée
en fonction des spécificités de la vérification d’identité sur un appareil
portable. La deuxième partie de la thèse décrit au niveau système une
implantation sous la forme d’un système-sur-puce contenant aussi bien
le senseur d’image  qu’un micro-contrôleur et des blocs de traitement
spécialisés (coprocesseurs). Finalement, une architecture spécifique de
coprocesseur embarqué est décrite et discutée, complémentairement à
la méthodologie de conception utilisée.
xi
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivations
This thesis report presents several algorithm improvements and a ded-
icated VLSI system-on-chip architecture, which jointly allow the execu-
tion of face verification algorithms that are entirely operated on a low-
power mobile device (e.g. a mobile phone or a personal digital assist-
ants, PDA).
The motivations driving this work were multifold: firstly, one of the
major problems in face recognition is clearly its sensitivity to lighting
variations, and this phenomenon is even emphasized for mobile devices
because of the strongly varying and uncontrolled environmental condi-
tions. Therefore, the challenge of understanding the effects of lighting
variation on algorithms in order to improve their robustness, while
maintaining a reasonable computational complexity, was very stimu-
lating.
A further strong motivation was given by the fact that – to the best of
our knowledge – no commercial solution providing true mobile face ver-
ification, in the sense that the verification is being performed on the de-
vice itself and not in a base station, existed at time of the realization
and closure of this Ph.D. work.
Finally, considering the design of low-power digital or mixed circuits,
one observes that pushing the limits of power consumption requires in-
tegrating increasingly more functionalities on the same chip, which
leads to the so-called System-on-Chip (SoC) paradigm, and requires a
careful co-design of software and hardware. The realization of a single
Integrated Circuit dedicated to face verification, and embedding e.g. a
digital camera, a general purpose micro-controller and several specific
coprocessors, represents a challenging example of SoC design.
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1.2 Organization of the thesis
Chapter 2 introduces the biometrics domain and illustrates the need of
enhanced security on mobile devices. In addition, a list of possible ap-
plications and of constraints raised by the mobile environment is pro-
posed.
Chapter 3 is then presenting an extensive but non-exhaustive review
of the literature dealing with face authentication. Several criteria to se-
lect proper algorithms are defined and used to classify the discussed al-
gorithms. Additionally, existing commercial products and patents are
reviewed. Finally, a set of algorithms fulfilling the requirements of mo-
bile face authentication is selected.
Chapter 4 describes in detail the selected set of algorithms, which is
based on the so-called Elastic Graph Matching method, and includes
the characterization and the optimization of several parameters with
respect to the specificities of mobile face verification.
Chapter 5 extends the use of Elastic Graph Matching to face detection,
and proposes the structure of a low-complexity color-based face detec-
tion algorithm, complemented by a further extension to fingerprint-
based biometric authentication.
Chapter 6 deals with a System-on-Chip implementation at system-lev-
el including image acquisition and higher-level processing. Finally a
specific embedded coprocessor is presented together with the applied
associated design methodology and the resulting performance figures.
Finally, the conclusions provided in Chapter 7 are summarizing and
discussing the different contributions reported in this thesis, and are
sketching perspectives for future research and application develop-
ments.
1.3 Contributions
The major contributions reported in this thesis are the following:
Chapter 2: The identification of biometric applications that are imple-
mentable on mobile communicators, and the definition of the corre-
sponding performance requirements.
Chapter 3: The determination of algorithm selection criteria, and their
application to choose proper algorithms fulfilling as well the perform-
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ance requirements established in Chapter 2. Furthermore, an addition-
al contribution is given by the compilation of an updated review of the
literature coming from both academic and commercial sources.
Chapter 4: A detailed analysis of the effects of illumination variations
on the face authentication, and the review of several normalization
techniques based on this analysis. A further contribution concerns the
systematic comparison of feature extraction techniques combined to
the Elastic Graph Matching (EGM) algorithm, including the introduc-
tion of a novel low-complexity feature extraction technique. A further
contribution in this chapter consists in using the Simplex Downhill
methods for the iterative optimization of a graph correspondence
search, combined to a new scale adaptation and a new graph deforma-
tion penalty.
Chapter 5: A VLSI architecture for online color-based face detection
combined with a model-based face detection that is reusing the EGM
algorithm. A further contribution is given by the extension of the EGM
usage to the fingerprint modality.
Chapter 6: The description of a low-power embedded face authentica-
tion system, including a dedicated coprocessor executing most of the
EGM operations.
These major contributions are discussed in detail in the respective
chapters, and they are also discussed in Chapter 7.
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5Chapter 2
Biometrics
This chapter introduces the necessary basic terminology and general
concepts related to the biometric technology, which will be helpful in
the rest of the thesis. Section 2.1 defines the term Biometrics and sev-
eral associated expressions, and discusses the requirements of a bio-
metric system. The different physiological traits that can be used in
biometrics, i.e. the biometric modalities, are briefly presented in Sec-
tion 2.2, followed by a discussion of verification vs. identification sce-
narios in Section 2.3. Additionally, potential applications of biometric
systems are discussed in Section 2.4, from which particular applica-
tions benefiting from low-power mobile biometrics will be identified
(Section 2.5). A discussion of privacy concerns related to the application
of biometrics (in general and in the particular case of mobile personal
applications) is proposed in Section 2.6. Finally, a discussion of the bi-
ometric performance evaluation will be carried out in Section 2.7, joint-
ly to the description of a list of existing face databases and protocols
that are commonly used to compare algorithms.
2.1 Introduction
A very general definition of the term Biometrics finds its root in biolo-
gy:
“Biometrics is a branch of biology that studies biological phenomena
and observations by means of statistical analysis”
In this sense, biometrics covers equally the analysis of data from agri-
cultural field experiments (e.g. comparing yields of different wheat va-
rieties), the analysis of data from human clinical trials (e.g. evaluating
the relative effectiveness of competing therapies), or the analysis of
data from environmental studies (e.g. effects of air or water pollution
on the appearance of human disease in a region or country) [2-7].
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However, we are more concerned here with the information technology
oriented definition, where biometrics usually refer to technologies for
measuring and analyzing individual physiological characteristics such
as fingerprints, eye retinas and irises, voice patterns, facial patterns,
and hand measurements. A conventional [2-2] definition for biometrics
is thus given as follows:
“Biometrics are automated methods of recognizing a person based on
a physiological or behavioral characteristic”.
Several important observations can be readily made:
• the terms physiological or behavioral refer to properties individu-
ally characterising the being of a person, in contrast with an infor-
mation known by the person (a password, a personal
identification number) or an object possessed by the person (a
key, a card, a token), which are two other pillars of security appli-
cations.
• only applications associating an identity to physiological or behav-
ioral characteristics can be considered as biometric technologies.
Some applications may perform a recognition of the behavior or of
some physiological characteristics for other purposes not directly
related to identity management e.g. human-computer interaction,
HCI. Definitions and distinction between terms “verification”,
“authentication”, “recognition” and “identification” will be dis-
cussed in Section 2.3. 
• uniqueness (or individuality of the physiological or behavioral
characteristics) is necessary to separate two persons. This means
that the characteristics associated to two different identities shall
be “sufficiently different” so that their identities can be distin-
guished, i.e. the probability that any two or more individuals may
have sufficiently similar representations, so that they lead to a
false correspondence, is very low. Yet otherwise stated, the dis-
tinctiveness of the features, i.e. the variations or differences in
these features among the general population, should be suffi-
ciently high to ensure their uniqueness.
Note that in real systems, although the underlying physiological
traits are unique, the measured characteristics may not be unique
(see Subection 3.2.2).
• the term automated indicates that the decision of recognizing a
person should not involve a human decision. Some systems are
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called semi-automatic systems when they require some human
action during enrolment (i.e. the creation of a set of physiological
or behavioral reference characteristics and its association to an
identity. This human interaction generally consists in a manual
registration of characteristic points, so-called fiducial points, in
an image, followed by the automatic extraction of biometric char-
acteristics. However the testing stage is most of the time fully
automatic.
• the level of intrusiveness (i.e. how the technology interferes with
privacy concerns of a person) will generally define the user accept-
ance level (i.e. how users perceive and are willing to use biometric
technology). User acceptance may be depending on several factors
such as the ease of enrolment, a possible required contact
between the user and a machine performing the verification, the
required disclosure of otherwise unseen traits, or even the disclo-
sure of more information than required for a simple identity rec-
ognition (e.g. DNA analysis might reveal details about the
medical state of a person).
• accuracy is generally inversely proportional to the intrusiveness
because a more constrained and more intrusive technique leaves
less room to environmental variations. Depending on the targeted
application and level of security, a very accurate albeit intrusive
technique might be necessary. Alternatively if the required level
of security is not drastically high a more “user-friendly” technique
could be used.
• environmental factors (e.g. lighting or position of camera, i.e.
viewpoint, for faces; moisture or dirt for fingerprints) generally
have an effect on accuracy: the more sensitive physiological traits
are to external factors, the less accurate will they generally be.
Indeed in order not to falsely reject genuine users (i.e. users
whose physiological traits are known from the system and who
should therefore be recognized) in environmentally degraded con-
ditions, the required correspondence between the measured traits
and the know reference will have to be relaxed, thus allowing
more impostors to gain access to the system.
• liveness (or liveliness) detection: the possibility for the system to
assess that the sample comes from a live human is necessary for
unsupervised (i.e. unmanned) check points, or they could be oth-
erwise attacked with fake physiological “templates” (e.g. photo-
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graphs in facial recognition systems, “gummy bear fingers” in
fingerprint systems [2-13], voice records in speaker verification
systems, or prosthesis in hand geometry verification systems).
• vulnerability refers to the risk for the biometric system and
method (and for the associated data) to be compromised, generally
as a result of a fraudulent activity.
Other factors such as cost, speed, ease of integration or template size
can also be considered depending on the targeted application [2-15].
2.2 Biometric modalities
Biometric modalities represent the physiological or behavioral charac-
teristics that are used for identification or verification. This section
briefly presents the most popular modalities together with their advan-
tages and inconveniences in order to select the best suited modality for
mobile applications.
2.2.1 Hand geometry
One of the first biometric technologies to reach the practical applica-
tion level was hand geometry as it was used in several U.S. airports in
the frame of the United States Immigration and Naturalization Service
(INS) Passenger Accelerated Service System (INSPASS). This systems
is currently operational at Los Angeles, Miami, Newark, New York
(JFK), and San Francisco airports in the U.S., as well as at Vancouver,
and Toronto in Canada. 
Advantages of hand geometry are mainly its ease of use compared to a
relatively good performance. Hand geometry systems start from a 2.5D
view of the palm using a digital camera and mirrors, from which a cer-
tain number of characteristics (length of fingers, thickness, etc.) are ex-
tracted and compared. Similarly to the situation occurring with
fingerprints, the issue concerning the positioning of the hand on the
platen is important and shall be consistent from one session to the oth-
er. Moreover, the uniqueness of this modality might be questionable,
thus limiting the number of clients that may be enrolled in such a sys-
tem. Finally, hand geometry requires a dedicated scanner and is obvi-
ously not usable in mobile applications.
2.2 Biometric modalities
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2.2.2 Retina
Although sometimes confused with iris, the imaging of the retina re-
lates to a different region of the eye1. Indeed, the blood vessels in the
retina form patterns which are considered stable and unique and can
be used for discriminating persons. The image acquisition is generally
performed with an infra-rared light source.
This method was mainly used in the military domain and for very high
security applications. Its high reliability is however balanced by its
high level of intrusiveness: most of the time the user needs to align his
face, possibly being in contact with a binocular, and he / she needs to
fix a point in an image. Glasses shall be removed contrary to what hap-
pens with iris scanning. Clearly this method seems difficult to use in
commercial applications and even impossible to use in mobile environ-
ments if precise alignment is required.
2.2.3 Iris
Experiments showed that the texture of the iris is unique among indi-
viduals - but also unique from one eye to the other - and stable across
several decades. The very discriminating patterns of the iris make it a
very interesting modality providing with a very high accuracy even in
the presence of glasses or contact lenses.
After detection of the eyelids and iris, the texture is usually analyzed
with a set of Gabor filters. A measure of energy is performed leading to
a scalar measure for circular regions. All these values are grouped into
a vector called Iris Code. A simple comparison of codes is finally neces-
sary to distinguish genuine from impostor irises.
The image acquisition is carried out with a digital camera assuming
that the eye is relatively close to it although there is no direct contact.
This is a clear advantage as compared to other modalities requiring
such a contact (e.g. retina or fingerprint scanners).
This method is potentially usable in a mobile context but several pend-
ing patents are limiting the use of this modality [2-5][2-21].
1. The iris is the colored frontal part of the eye. It controls light levels inside the eye similarly to the aper-
ture on a camera. After being focused by the crystalline, the light reaches the retina - at the back of the 
eye - that is the sensory tissue of the eye.
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2.2.4 Voice
A relatively natural means to identify persons is by using their voice.
Characteristics of the voice are different among individuals due to dif-
ferences in vocal chords, vocal tract, palate, and teeth, which interact
during phonemes formation. The dynamics of the sound can thus be
used to discriminate people based on audio recordings.
There are nonetheless difficulties coming from the acoustic environ-
ment which may vary considerably with the use of mobile devices.
However this solution seems interesting for mobile phones, for instance
because they already contain a microphone the user is familiar with.
Finally a continuous verification can be performed while the user is
speaking.
2.2.5 Fingerprint
Fingerprint matching is perhaps the most widely known biometric mo-
dality due to its extensive use in the forensic domain as reported by
popular thrillers. This also means that the disclosure of fingerprints for
everyday applications may limit its user acceptance due to its possibly
inherent connotation referring to forensics. Fingerprints can be consid-
ered as being characteristic (they are unique among individuals) and
robust (they remain stable during adulthood).
Most of the early automatic fingerprint identification systems (AFIS)
were based on standard methodologies used in forensic domain. They
consisted mainly in extracting features called minutiae (e.g. end of
ridges, bifurcations, etc.), in classifying the print (e.g. arch, whorl, etc.)
and then in comparing these features (type, location, orientation). The
principal task of these AFIS systems was then to locate the minutiae
in binary or gray level images. 
Unfortunately, the degradation of the image quality - due to damaged
fingers or dirty scanners - can lead to the detection of a high number of
false minutiae. For this reason recent systems also use pattern recog-
nition techniques for registering two images. Typically, statistical in-
formation is extracted from each image through a process called
feature extraction. Then, these features are compared in a multidimen-
sional feature space, leading to the class allocation of the test sample
to one of the trained reference classes. It is assumed that extracted fea-
tures are less sensitive to local degradations than minutiae extraction.
Combination of pattern-based and minutiae-based systems seems to be
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the most robust [2-8] (see also Section 5.2 for a discussion on pattern-
based fingerprint matching techniques).
The major problem with fingerprint recognition thus comes especially
from the image acquisition and from the degradation of the fingers
themselves. In the majority of the fingerprint scanners, the tip of the
finger is placed in contact with a flat surface2. Depending on the angle,
orientation and pressure of the finger, the image acquired during two
different test sessions (e.g. one day apart) could be already significantly
different. Consequently, the deployment of the system may become
complicated in order to assure that clients place their fingers consist-
ently on the device. The quality of the images is also dependent on the
humidness of the finger and on the dirt present on the sensor. This last
issue generally reduces the use of fingerprint authentication to certain
categories of professions practiced by the user (e.g. well applicable to
lawyer, but not to garage mechanic).
Finally a special image acquisition device is required for grabbing fin-
gerprint images. Current techniques are mainly optical (CMOS, CCD)
and solid-state (capacitive, temperature) but other solutions recently
appeared (e.g. ultra-sonic) [2-20].
2.2.6 Face
The uniqueness of the facial pattern might be difficult to prove due to
the intrinsic variations encountered for a single person, regarding for
instance hairstyle, expression, glasses, beard. Moreover it is very sen-
sitive to extrinsic variations such as lighting, view angle and scale.
Still, it is probably one of the more user friendly modalities because the
client only needs to look at a camera, i.e. to disclose an image of his face,
an action done daily without having the impression to reveal critical in-
formation.
Additionally, facial recognition might be used in non-cooperative envi-
ronments because the user is not required to precisely place his face in
a given position and he might be identified without even knowing it.
This could be however questionable in terms of legacy and/or privacy
(see also Section 2.6).
It is possible to apply facial recognition to mobile environments (as this
thesis will demonstrate it) at the cost of a higher computational com-
2. Some “contact less” optical scanners are however now available on the market.
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plexity for the necessary increase in robustness. To the best of our
knowledge this modality has thus never been implemented entirely in
mobile devices because they do not provide sufficient computational
power for these complex algorithms. However, this becomes feasible
when designing dedicated low-power accelerators.
2.2.7 Others 
Other biometric modalities include for example handwritten signature,
which already has some application in e.g. mail delivery business. and
gait (i.e. the way a person is walking). Since personal digital assistants
are readily equipped with a tablet and pen, they seem naturally ade-
quate for this implementation. However the consistent reproduction of
a signature on these devices requires a non-negligible user training.
Another modality is given by gait (i.e. the way a person is walking),
which is nonetheless in its early stage of research only.
A further possibility to enhance the accuracy of a recognition system is
to combine several modalities, i.e. by creating a multi modal system [2-
9][2-18][2-10]. By using a soft3 combination of probabilities given by
two or more modalities, a more robust decision is expected. For in-
stance voice and face recognition could be used on a mobile phone al-
ready equipped with microphone and camera, or face and fingerprint
could be used, while sharing part of the necessary dedicated image
processing hardware.
2.3 Verification vs. identification
The distinction between identification and verification mainly resides
in the number of comparison performed between templates, and in the
presence or absence of a prior identity claim. 
Verification means a one-to-one matching (often labelled “1:1” match-
ing) for which the client presents a claim of identity. The system then
extracts from its database a trained template corresponding to the
claim and verifies that the newly extracted test template corresponds
to the stored one. This operation is also often called authentication. The
error rate is normally not dependent on the number of persons enrolled
in the database, which means that the addition of new clients should
not deteriorate significantly the verification rate. 
3. By contrast to “hard” decisions where a logical “1” indicates an acceptance and a logical “0” a rejec-
tion, a soft decision provides intermediate probabilistic decisions.
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Identification on the other hand implies a one-to-many search (often la-
belled “1:N” matching) in which no prior identity claim is made. The
system will systematically compare the extracted test template to all
the stored templates. Sometimes however only a subset of the enrolled
templates is searched (e.g. based on additional “clues” such as the
structure type in fingerprints). Moreover the test image might corre-
spond to a person who was never seen by the system so far. Conse-
quently it should be possible to use a rejection class (i.e. verification in
an open-set by contrast to a closed-set). 
Recognition is used in this thesis for matching one template against
one or many references, i.e. without further distinguishing its use ei-
ther in verification or in identification. Many authors apply it as a syn-
onym of identification.
The execution time of a single verification is generally in the order of
one second or below whereas to search large databases of several thou-
sands of entries, a comparison in a much shorter time (typically 1 ms)
is necessary. Apart from this speed difference the algorithms will be
generally very similar in the way they handle a single matching.
Other types of classifications might be imagined, for instance the one
answering the question “is this person known from the system?”, with-
out necessity to retrieve the name of the person. In this thesis, we are
however mainly interested in the identity verification problem, thus re-
laxing constraints on matching speed.
2.4 Applications of biometrics
Typical applications [2-1] of biometrics are (in increasing order of re-
quested level of security):
• intelligent environments (automatic adaptation of settings);
• visitor management systems;
• time and attendance monitoring;
• device access control (ATM4, personal computer, personal digital
assistant, mobile phone, etc.);
• physical access control (for buildings or offices);
• national identity passports (border control).
4. Automatic telling machines.
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These different applications require different security levels. For in-
stance, access to an ATM should be more secured than the access to a
home personal computer when the latter solely aims at restricting
some access to children. 
Similarly, some modalities are more convenient for certain applica-
tions. More intrusive systems can be used for physical access control on
a door based on the required level of security. However it would not be
practical to use iris scanning for time and attendance monitoring or for
visitor management. In the latter, more natural and non-cooperative
methods (e.g. facial recognition) are required.
Vastly deployed systems (e.g. national identity passports) should en-
compass several biometric modalities so that disabled persons failing
to be enrolled with one modality for physiological reasons could use an-
other modality without discrimination.
Based on these observations we can conclude that facial recognition is
applicable and interesting in monitoring and lower-security domains,
especially where ease of use is important. This is the principal motiva-
tion for using facial recognition in mobile environments. We will now
consider the constraints involved by this choice.
2.5 Mobile applications of biometric authentication
Face recognition (i.e. identification or authentication) may be used on
a mobile device (laptop, Personal Digital Assistants - PDA, mobile
phone, etc.) in the following typical application scenarios:
1. Restricted use of the device and restricted access to the local data 
it is containing.
2. Access restriction to controlled products that are accompanied by 
the mobile device (from the production plant, throughout their 
transport and up to their distribution).
3. Use of the device to verify/recognize the identity of an individual 
in the field (e.g. police controls of driver licenses).
4. Automatic adaptation of the mobile device’s user settings.
Based on the required level of security, facial verification might not be
sufficiently effective for scenarios 2 and 3, while the fourth one involves
identification rather than verification because no identity claim should
be necessary to automatically adapt the settings. Consequently the
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first category seems the most adapted to mobile devices when consid-
ering an authentication scenario.
Following the predictions of the International Biometric Industry As-
sociation (IBIA) reported by BMI [2-16], there will be a shift in the bi-
ometric market from the currently widely developed physical and
logical access control (90% in 2001) to the telecom arena (59% of the
market in 2006). Simultaneously, worldwide mobile phone sales to-
talled 520 million units in 2003, a 20.5 percent increase compared to
20025.
Furthermore the convergence of PDAs and mobile phones can be ob-
served, the latter containing more and more features of the first. The
trend is then naturally to have a single device with extended capabili-
ties (wireless internet, phone, camera, GPS). This will result in an in-
creased number of potentially sensitive and private data stored on the
device and/or transferred to remote locations. Thus the need for more
effective security is clearly evidenced. To achieve security and privacy
of data during transmission, all communications will be encrypted in
3G devices. However, this clearly does not protect the terminal itself.
Similarly, the subscriber account is protected by appropriate codes that
are exchanged between the phone and the network but again, these
codes protect the communications and not the device.
Currently available methods for the protection of mobile phones heav-
ily rely on Personal Identification Numbers (PIN codes) that prove in-
efficient for the following reasons:
• A code (i.e. something that we know) is indeed identified, not the
person actually knowing the code.
• A code can be easily stolen (e.g. many people write it down).
• A code can be easily guessed (e.g. people use very simple codes
such as birth date or simple sequences like ‘1234’).
• Codes are sometimes not used at all due to their inconvenience or
because the users don’t even know about their existence.
Most handsets do not provide PIN protection while left on, but rather
ask for a PIN only when being switched on. This is not usable since the
majority of the users leave their mobile on in order to be able to receive
a call. However according to a survey carried out by Clarke et al. [2-4]
5. Source: http://www.cellular.co.za, 2004
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on the users’ opinion regarding the security of mobile phones, around
80% of the current users believe that an enhanced security of the mo-
bile phones would be good or very good. The motivations most often cit-
ed by the subscribers to explain why they are not using PIN codes are
the lack of convenience and the lack of confidence in PIN codes. Logi-
cally the authors of this study asked the respondents which biometric
technology they would be ready to use on mobile phones. Not surpris-
ingly the quoted leading technology was fingerprint (74% of positive re-
sponses), with voice, iris and face coming behind, and ear geometry and
typing style being even less favoured. This can be explained by the fact
that the vast majority of users already had some experience with the
fingerprint technology whereas it is generally not the case for other bi-
ometric technologies.
In new generations of devices, face verification can be instead favoured
due to the presence of digital image sensors, the cost of which being
then shared between multiple applications. Consequently biometrics
seem ready to be implemented in these devices either in order to in-
crease the security or to augment the convenience at an equivalent se-
curity level.
Interestingly, and obviously for privacy reasons, 52% of the respond-
ents to the survey by Clarke et al. also favoured storing templates on
the handset instead of storing them on a remote network. This gener-
ally involves performing the verification on the terminal itself instead
of acquiring a template and sending it to a base station to perform the
verification remotely.
Incorporation of biometric technologies in 3G devices could be made
seamlessly, i.e. without modifications of established 3G specifications
(see http://www.3gpp.org), as it is not directly related to communication
protocols but rather handled locally. Instead of storing a PIN inside the
SIM (Subscriber Identity Modules), biometric verification would use
the new USIM (Universal-SIM) to store the biometric template of the
user. The encryption achieved on the module would further enhance
the protection of the biometric features themselves.
As a conclusion, the mobile environments clearly requires security im-
provements and biometrics seem an adequate solution. Additionally,
the face modality seems appropriate due to its low level of invasiveness
and its minimum extra cost because of the growing presence of digital
cameras on PDAs and mobile phones.
2.6 Privacy
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2.6 Privacy
A recurrent concern with the application of large-scale facial identifica-
tion systems is the protection of civilian liberties. Organizations trying
to protect the civilian liberties are becoming more present in all mod-
ern democracies. The ACLU (American Civil Liberties Union) in the
US is certainly the most prominent in this area but other examples can
be found all around the world. 
In Switzerland, a pilot experiment organized at Zürich airport (Unique
Airport) was the target of such organizations. The authorities actually
accepted a test phase where passengers arriving from specific countries
were enrolled in a face identification system. The so established data-
base, maintained during 30 days only, would have been used to recover
the origin and identity of persons who were later assigned an illegal
residence status and lost their passport. With this information, illegal
residents would be sent back to the originating country, according to
the agreements of the International Civil Aviation Organisation. Due
to the ethical concerns connected to this project, and especially due to
the fact that the system would have been applied only to some specific
incoming flights and to specific persons presenting the “profile of poten-
tial illegal immigrants”, it was decided to provisionally renounce to this
application beyond the test phase, until a new federal migration policy
will regulate the use of biometrics for this type of applications. 
Clearly the application of biometrics in smaller scale scenarios, e.g. at
company or building level, or further at personal level as it is the case
for mobile phones, does not present the same controversy regarding
ethical reasons. Anyway, proportionality remains an active concern in
Switzerland.
Arguments formulated by the opponents to the biometric technology
mainly concern the fact that:
• biometric templates cannot be changed: “once you are filed in a
database you cannot change your identity”;
• compromised templates cannot be changed: “a publicly known
template can be used by an unauthorized individual and cannot
be changed to a new secured template”;
• security is not significantly increased at the cost of large invasive-
ness and liberty reduction;
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the first two arguments referring to the user’s loss of control upon her/
his private data.
Biometric face verification as proposed for personal mobile devices does
not suffer from the above arguments if the templates are stored locally.
In such case, the user template remains local to the terminal and is not
delivered to remote (government or private service-based) databases,
so there is no reason to dissimulate one’s identity.
The risk of compromising one’s template or the possibility to create
fake templates might be increased by a mobile context, as compared to
a centralized database. Indeed, the impostor attempts at extracting a
reference template or creating a fake test template would be undetec-
ted on a stolen device, whereas repeated attempts on a central data-
base would be logged, resulting in the attacker being discovered. In
addition, the possibility of taking components of the stolen device apart
might help the attacker finding covertly weaknesses in the device.
However current cryptography already provides a high level of security
for the locally stored data and moreover the theft of the decrypted tem-
plate would certainly not allow to reproduce a valid authentication or
identification (i.e. to produce a fake fingerprint or a fake face mask). In-
deed it is not directly the template that is used in the system but a live
representation of the considered biometric from which a matching tem-
plate is extracted. As long as the system performs liveliness tests and
is secured against direct feeding of templates in the core of the verifi-
cation engine this theft would not be dramatic. If direct feeding is pos-
sible, then it would be presumably more effective to directly feed an
“accept” signal into the system by totally bypassing biometrics engine!
This small example clearly shows that biometrics are only part of a
whole verification system that must be secured at several levels, i.e.
the security is only as high as its weakest part.
2.7 Performance evaluation of biometric systems
In Chapter 4 different implementations of the Elastic Graph Matching
(EGM) algorithm will be compared. To be able to estimate their per-
formance, it is necessary to define a technical performance evaluation.
Other types of evaluations (e.g. vulnerability, user acceptance, privacy
compliance [2-12]) go beyond the scope of this thesis.
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Following Phillips [2-17] and Blackburn [2-3] it is necessary to divide a
technical performance evaluation in three distinct steps, namely:
• Technological evaluation;
• Scenario evaluation;
• Operational evaluation.
The first category of tests is necessary to measure the state of the art
and particular capabilities of a given algorithm. This is generally done
using standard databases that also allow comparisons with similar re-
sults achieved by other research teams. Open competitions such as the
Face Recognition Vendor Test (FRVT) also belong to this category. 
The next category - i.e. scenario evaluation - is dependent on hardware
(e.g. the camera), and on an application and its policy. The latter de-
fines procedures to be applied during the enrolment, the training and
the testing in the system, e.g. the number of enrolment attempts, the
number of test attempts before a rejection, the required level of quality
of the template acquisition during the enrolment, frequency of tem-
plate update, etc. This evaluation allows to extract characteristics
which may be different from those extracted with technological evalu-
ation alone because they could not be imagined before the scenario was
defined (e.g. incompatibilities between some hardware). Finally the op-
erational evaluation is similar to the scenario evaluation but is per-
formed at the actual site with real users (instead of involving engineers
only !).
It is very important to understand that all performance evaluations are
data dependent. Therefore in our opinion it does not make sense to an-
nounce error rates without a link to the data used, or to compare direct-
ly results that were obtained using different data sets. Even when
using the same data set it should be a best practice to use the same pro-
tocol, i.e. dividing all the individuals in same groups of clients, evalua-
tion clients and impostors, since the results may potentially be
influenced by this distribution (this may not be the case for very large
databases).
In this thesis most of the tests will fall in the technological evaluation
category. For this purpose a sufficiently large database will be used to
collect informations about modifications of the algorithms. However
the evaluation of application configurations with such databases will
be limited since they are fixed.
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In the case of face verification on a mobile device it is however neces-
sary to perform scenario evaluations that take into account variations
in lighting and in view-point that are generally not present in a stand-
ard database. Scenario evaluation were used to assess the effectiveness
of algorithmic improvements by using small data sets presenting par-
ticular characteristics. In addition a real-time software demonstrator
was built in order to show the functionality of the system in a given
range of operating conditions. Again these results can not be compared
directly to other published results but they can serve to extract useful
qualitative information about e.g. weakness of an implementation.
2.7.1 Definitions
We define the training set as a collection of images used to build a rep-
resentation (template) of clients, called genuine clients, whereas the
testing set is a collection of images of the same genuine clients (but im-
ages are different from the training set) and impostors, used as probes
[2-12]. 
A basic way to report tests realized with these probes is to plot a histo-
gram of the distances, or probabilities (i.e. confidence), returned by the
algorithm. By placing a threshold at a certain distance, or probability,
it is possible to decide whether the client shall be accepted or rejected.
Clearly if there is an overlap between the two distributions related to
the client and impostor probes, there will be some misclassified sam-
ples, i.e. genuine probes with distance above the threshold (respective-
ly confidence probability below the threshold) will be falsely rejected.
Similarly impostor probes with distances below the threshold (respec-
tively confidence probability above the threshold) will be falsely accept-
ed (see also Section 4.6 Classifiers and decision theory).
The false acceptance rate (FAR) is defined as the number of impostor
probes that are falsely classified as genuine clients - given a certain
threshold - over the total number of impostor probes. Similarly the
false rejection rate (FRR) is the number of genuine probes that are
falsely classified as impostors over the total number of genuine probes.
The FRR is sometimes called false non-match rate (FNMR) whereas the
FAR gets alternatively called false match rate (FMR).
By varying the threshold, it is possible to draw the FAR and FRR re-
sponses in function of the threshold, out of which it is possible to estab-
lish the so-called Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) which is a
parametric function representing the FAR vs. FRR. Although the latter
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definition of the ROC response will be adopted in this report, it hap-
pens sometimes that the ROC actually refers to the parametric plot of
the genuine acceptance rate (i.e. 1-FRR) vs. the FAR, and that the so-
called Detection Error Trade-off (DET) curve denotes instead the para-
metric response of FAR vs. FRR.
The equal error rate (EER) is defined as the point on the ROC curve
(corresponding to a certain threshold) where the FAR equals the FRR.
It should be noted that a notion of “total error rate” would be dependent
on the probability of impostor and genuine occurrences. In a real sys-
tem however it is difficult to measure the probability of an impostor at-
tempt if it is not detected. 
Additionally it is possible to use two other error criteria i.e. the failure
to enrol rate and the failure to acquire rate. The first describes the pro-
portion of volunteers who failed to obtain an enrolment in the system
using the defined policy. The second describes the proportion of trans-
actions (either genuine or impostor tests) that could not be realized due
to the same policy. This policy could be for example an image quality
evaluation. There are chances that rejected images will improve the
FAR and FRR at the cost of increased enrolment and acquisition fail-
ures. This policy is however generally application dependent. Conse-
quently in this thesis no special policy was developed and all
transactions will be considered leading to increased FAR and FRR.
Following the UK CESG best practices [2-12] the genuine and impostor
scores shall be used directly, i.e. no model should be substituted for the
FAR and FRR calculations of the ROC (DET) curve. This also means
that no a posteriori normalization shall be made based on the histo-
grams of the probes. However when evaluation data are available nor-
malization of probe distances using this a priori information is allowed
(see also Section 4.6).
2.7.2 Technology evaluation
Several databases are available to the research community for evalu-
ating face recognition implementations. Table 2-1 contains a list of the
most widely used databases, which are generally applied to compare al-
gorithms in publications as well as to make performance evaluations
internally to the research teams.
Name
Num. 
of 
persons
Total 
num. of 
images
Image size in 
pixels
Color/
gray
Lighting 
variationsa
Pose (P) or 
expression (E) 
variationb
Yale [2-22] 15 165 320 x 243 Gray Yes E c
Olivetti [2-23] 40 400 92 x 112 Gray No d
MIT [2-24] 16 432 120 x 128 Gray c
Weizmann Institute [2-25] 28 840 352 x 512 Gray Yes P+E c
UMIST [2-26] 20 1’013 ~220 x 200 Gray e
BioID [2-27] 23 1’521 384 x 286 Gray c
University of Stirling [2-28] 1’591 ~275 x 350 Gray Yes P+E f
 University of Oulu [2-29] 125 ~2000 428 x 569 Color Yes 
(color)
No g
XM2VTS [2-30] 295 2’360 720 x 576 Color No No h
Purdue / Aleix Martinez 
(AR face db) [2-31]
126 >4000 768 x 576 Color Yes P+E i
Yale B [2-6][2-32] 10 5’850 640 x 480 Gray Yes P c
Banca [2-33] 208 6’240 720 x 576 Color No No j
Essex University [2-34] 395 7’900 ~200 x 200 Color No P+E c
Table 2-1: List of available databases (sorted by increasing number of images). 
Color Feret [2-35] 994 11’338 512 x 768 Color c
Feret [2-36] 1’204 14’051 256 x 384 Gray c
University of Notre-Dame 
[2-37]
334 33’247 1600 x 1200  
2272 x 1704
Color Yes E k
CMU (Pie) [2-38] 68 41’368 Color Yes P+E c
a. Indicates whether the database was collected under constant illumination condition or under different illumination conditions (artificial or natural light).
b. Indicates whether the database contains pose or expression variations; a “-” indicates that the database is taken under almost constant pose and with neutral 
expression.
c. Publicly and freely available for non-commercial use.
d. Once publicly and freely available, it seems no longer available on the original website at the time of writing this report.
e. Rotations.
f. This database is divided into a number of databases, the three largest being: nothingham scans, aberdeen, and stirling_faces. All data sets are publicly and 
freely available for non-commercial use.
g. Camera calibration available.
h. Non-free (£100 for academic; £200 for industry).
i. Occlusions.
j. Non-free (£100 for academic; £200 for industry). The database is divided into three sets representing the following acquisition conditions: controlled, 
degraded, and adverse conditions.
k. Freely available.
Name
Num. 
of 
persons
Total 
num. of 
images
Image size in 
pixels
Color/
gray
Lighting 
variationsa
Pose (P) or 
expression (E) 
variationb
Table 2-1: List of available databases (sorted by increasing number of images). 
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In this thesis the following databases were used:
• the extended M2VTS database labelled XM2VTS [2-14];
• the Yale B database [2-32][2-6].
While the XM2VTS database is very interesting due to its large
number of clients, the Yale B database is interesting to specifically test
the robustness against variations of the illuminant direction, of the
light intensity and color, and also against variations of the clients’ pose.
a) XM2VTS database
The XM2VTS database provides 4 recording sessions of 295 candidates
that were acquired over a period of 5 months. Therefore, changes in
physical condition, hairstyle and expressions are included in the data-
base. For our experiments we used 8 still images per person, which
where extracted from video sequences by the database providers, lead-
ing to a total of 2360 images. The original color images were trans-
formed into grayscale (luma) images, and reduced to a size of 320x256
pixels using low-pass filtering and decimation in Adobe Photoshop.
A standard protocol for person verification - the so-called Lausanne
protocol (Figure 2-1) - was developed for this database [2-11], according
to which the 295 persons were subdivided into three sets, correspond-
ing to clients, to evaluation impostors, and to test impostors, respec-
tively.
The client set is itself composed of three sets of images (training, eval-
uation and test). The subdivision is made according to two different
schemes that are called configurations. The main difference between
the two configurations comes from the choice of client images used in
the training, the evaluation and the testing of the system, among the
eight available (two per session) as described in Figure 2-1. In Config-
uration I three training samples per client are available, which are tak-
en from Sessions 1, 2 and 3 (1 image per session), whereas four training
samples are available in Configuration II, which are taken from Ses-
sions 1 and 2 only (two images per session). In both configurations the
test samples come from Session 4. In this thesis we mainly used Con-
figuration II since it seems more representative of real-world applica-
tions where the enrolment is done in a limited period of time (2 sessions
in Configuration II vs. 3 in Configuration I).
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The evaluation set is mainly used for setting a class threshold or equiv-
alently to normalize class distributions before using a uniform thresh-
old (related details are furnished in Section 4.6).
The four training samples in Configuration II6 can be used to build one
or more templates for each client (this is indeed not defined in the pro-
tocol). It is possible to build a single template based on the 4 views, e.g.
by averaging the four feature values extracted from the four training
images, or better by using a weighted sum of these four feature values.
However this does not seem to improve the performance of the system
as 4 views are not sufficient for extracting the statistics necessary to
the weighting. 
On the other hand only one image can be used as a reference, e.g. shot
1 from session 1 (i.e. all the client images ending in “_1_1”, e.g. image
“003_1_1.png”, “004_1_1.png”, etc.). This image is then matched
against all test images. This latter approach (see Figure 2-2b), which is
used for most of the trials in this thesis, is called single template in the
rest of this report.
If four different templates are extracted from the four training images,
then each probe has to be matched against each template. In this case,
the FRR will certainly be lower, because some variability of the refer-
ence class is obviously taken into account, but at the price of a possibly
higher FAR. 
Alternatively, only a subset of significantly different training samples
could be used to extract additional reference templates (Figure 2-2c). A
training template would thus be matched against the other existing cli-
Figure 2-1: Configurations I and II of the Lausanne Protocol.
6. The same training can be applied for the three training images available in Configuration I, but they are 
not explicitly discussed here because results for Configuration I are not reported.
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ent templates and only those that lead to a large (i.e. larger than a pre-
defined threshold) matching distance would be added to the reference
template set for this client. This results in between 1 and 4 templates
per client. In fact, a large distance between images in the training set
might be due to variations introduced by e.g. glasses that shall be in-
cluded in the template. This approach is called multiple templates in
the rest of this report.
b) The Yale B database
This database contains 5760 images of 10 persons (i.e. 576 views for
each person) corresponding to 9 poses and 45 illumination conditions.
It is mainly used to report face identification results against variations
in illuminant and pose rather than verification results due to the small
number of enrolled clients. It shall be noted however that the varia-
tions of illumination concern only the direction (and so implicitly the
intensity) of the illuminant, and not the color. Still, the illuminant color
is an important issue as we will show it in Subection 4.2.1.
Figure 2-2: Single vs. multiple templates training.
a) Four training samples are extracted from the client training dataset; b) Single template ap-
proach: only the first sample is used to extract a reference template; c) Multiple templates ap-
proach: all the training samples are used to extract between 1 and 4 reference templates
depending on matching distances (d: matching distance; th: pre-defined threshold depending on
feature type). 
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The Yale B database is divided in four subsets characterized by illumi-
nant conditions getting increasingly severe with the subset index. Sub-
set 1 contains 7 illumination conditions, Subset 2 contains 12, Subset
3 contains 12 and Subset 4 contains 14 illumination conditions. The
last subset contains the worst illumination conditions, i.e. large shad-
ows are covering the face region. In this thesis, comparisons with this
database will be made by reusing the protocol defined by Georghiades
[2-6]. The first experiment consists in enrolling the clients with Subset
1 in frontal pose (7 images per client) and in performing a closed-set
identification of the Subsets 2, 3 and 4 (38 images per client).
Another protocol is defined by Short et al. [2-19] who perform the au-
thentication by using the ten frontally illuminated images (i.e. one im-
age per person) to build the templates and who use the remaining 5750
images as test claims (i.e. 575 genuine claims persons).
2.7.3 Scenario evaluation
The technology evaluation described above allows mainly performance
comparisons between variants of algorithm implementations. However
the databases used (XM2VTS and Yale B) do not present a sufficiently
large number of different image acquisition conditions (e.g. illuminant
color variations) as necessary to validate the functionality of a selected
algorithm for the foreseen mobile application. Consequently a real-
time demonstrator was built within this project, allowing to simultane-
ously:
• prove the functionality of the algorithm operating under given
scenario conditions;
• identify particularly difficult conditions requiring an increased
robustness.
No ROC was however calculated for results obtained with this demon-
strator. The setup was constituted of an off-the-shelf webcam connect-
ed to a laptop equipment (see Appendix A for a description of devices
and drivers used).
The camera was software controlled using the Logitech QuickCam
Software Development Kit. This allowed to grab images from the cam-
era and also to control some parameters such as exposure time, analog
gain, etc. However it was not possible to fine tune parameters such as
white-balance, which were rather handled after image acquisition us-
ing a self-made software intervening as a separate pre-processing.
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Experiments allowed to test the robustness with respect to:
• Lighting direction, intensity, spectral distribution;
• Scale;
• Expression and other intrinsic variations (hairs, etc.).
For example it could be concluded that Logitech’s proprietary schemes
for compensating illumination intensity and white balancing as they
are implemented in the QuickCam drivers used (see Appendix A) were
insufficient to remove the illumination dependency problems. Namely,
when switching from artificial to natural illuminants (or reciprocally),
the drivers could not compensate for the new illumination conditions
and the newly acquired image was very often falsely rejected.
2.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we defined the term biometrics together with its utili-
zation for verification and identification. Several biometric modalities
were described and face verification was selected for low-power mobile
applications due to its low intrusiveness and high ease of use. The rise
in security level - though it is not as high as for other modalities - seems
relevant considering the commodity added to the device.
However, the handling of the camera, and thus the image acquisition,
is not very well constrained. Secondly, the mobile nature of the system
will introduce large variations on illuminant and background. Conse-
quently, the matching method requires an increased robustness as
compared with a fixed system. In addition to robustness against facial
features variations (intrinsic variations), the system will have to com-
pensate for larger extrinsic variations: 
• Viewpoint: the user holds the camera with a possible tilt (both in-
plane and out-of-plane).
• Scale: the distance between user and camera will be variable (a
factor of % seems reasonable).
• Illumination: the user can employ the system under various illu-
mination conditions such as indoor or outdoor, near a window or a
lamp, etc.
A basic requirement is that the user should be capable of taking an im-
age of the scene that contains his own face. Intrinsic variations must
50±
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be handled to some extent using statistical models of appearance vari-
ations. 
The state-of-art regarding algorithm robustness will be presented in
Chapter 3 and algorithmic improvements will be proposed in Chapter
4.
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Chapter 3
State-of-art in Face Recognition
This chapter provides an overview of the state-of-art in face recogni-
tion, with the aim of selecting an appropriate category of methods fit-
ting the specificities of mobile applications. For this purporse, a list of
algorithm classification criteria will be established based on cognitive
and computational considerations.
Firstly in Section 3.2, face recognition will be considered from a cogni-
tive point of view, i.e. by analyzing how the human brain is able to rec-
ognize faces of familiar people. Some interesting properties of the
human cognitive process will help to differentiating the possible ap-
proaches of the computational process. In Section 3.3, a list of criteria
for classifying existing approaches will be given, while a large part of
this chapter will be devoted to the non-exhaustive survey of face au-
thentication algorithms (Section 3.4). Based on the discussed criteria,
an algorithm will be selected in Section 3.5, which fulfils the require-
ments of mobile face verification. The optimization for mobile devices
and environments of the selected algorithm will be then discussed in
Chapter 4. Finally, a survey of consortia, available commercial prod-
ucts and patents will be given in Section 3.6 to complement the review
of academic research. The whole information aims at sketching current
trends in biometric development.
3.1 Introduction
Research in face verification truly started in the early 1970’s but bene-
fited from a regain of interest starting from 1995 and more recently due
to the extended security demand following the events of September 11,
2001. It is therefore difficult to provide an exhaustive overview of all
the current research undertaken in the field since the late 1980’s. This
chapter will however contribute in trying to sketch major trends and
open issues in this domain.
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In the 1990’s as the major conferences explicitly dedicated to biomet-
rics appeared1 and the number of biometric-related articles in general
purpose pattern recognition journals increased, several authors wrote
surveys on face recognition from a computational point of view [3-18][3-
32][3-33][3-86][3-99]. The most recent survey is the one made by Zhao
et al. [3-106]. Additionally, several cognitive science publications
sketched the recent advances in neuropsychology, where the face cog-
nition process had always been of great interest. 
At the same time, some authors comparatively implemented different
methods and tested them on limited sets of galleries (e.g. [3-42][3-
73][3-80][3-105], see also Colorado State University’s project [3-109]).
When published, these results allow the community to draw “some”
conclusions but the lack of systematic tests on the same data set - i.e.
each algorithm being optimized, instead of one optimized version vs.
non-optimized ones - is still obvious. Recently, the National Institute of
Standards (NIST) conducted several large tests of commercial and ac-
ademic software2 in order to evaluate the state-of-art in face recogni-
tion technology. This event was organized in 2000 and 2002. Results
will be briefly discussed in Section 3.6. Databases used during the
FRVT events were however not fully disclosed for academic testing.
3.2 From cognitive to computer science
In this section we will start by giving a short overview of latest advanc-
es in cognitive science aiming at understanding some basic concepts
that will be useful for the design and classification of computational
methods. Then, some classification criteria spanning the space of avail-
able algorithms will be defined. By listing major algorithms published
from the late 70’s and sketching their position in this space, we will be
able to select a class of face verification algorithms based on the re-
quirements of mobile applications.
3.2.1 Face recognition: a cognitive process
The process of face analysis by humans is very well developed and car-
ries important social informations (e.g. it is used during communica-
tion, to evaluate the mood of a person or even to determine the gender
or age of a person). Indeed humans are very effective in recognizing fac-
1. The pioneering conferences were definitely the Workshop on Face and Gesture Recognition (FG) and 
the Conference on Audio- and Video-based Biometric Person Authentication (AVBPA) launched in 
1995 and 1997 respectively in Switzerland (Zürich and Crans-Montana).
2. Face Recognition Vendor Test (FRVT), http://www.frvt.org.
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es from far, under varying viewpoints, in cluttered scenes, with varying
expressions or even under varying illuminants [3-13]. These capabili-
ties would be highly desirable in an automated system.
Cognitive science concepts involve both some physiological information
(i.e. how the brain physically and chemically works) and psychological
information (i.e. how the brain interprets these stimuli). These cogni-
tive informations will possibly give us clues on how to improve the face
recognition process, and they also help us in classifying face recogni-
tion algorithms. It is definitely not proven however that mimicking the
brain behaviour leads to the best implementation of face recognition
from a computer point of view.
a) Basics in neurophysiology
We will not extend too much on the retinal image formation e.g. involv-
ing photo-pigment receptors (rods and cones). For this information the
reader is directed e.g. to Uttal et al. [3-98]. We will rather focus on the
several levels of neural cells, which are responsible for extracting low-
level characteristics from the image that can be later used by the brain
to build higher-level models.
Ganglion neural cells existing in the retina extract both spatial pat-
terns (differences of intensity across an image) and temporal informa-
tion (differences occurring in time) due to their synaptic
interconnections. These first patterns will be extracted through a proc-
ess called lateral inhibition enhancing differences of contrast in the
scene. Moreover depending on the size of the receptive field of these
cells, finer or coarser spatial details will be selected. The retina conse-
quently acts as a set of spatial filters effectively achieving a kind of sub-
band processing of the image. These stimuli are then transmitted out
of the eye to the brain through the optical nerve.
Neurons in the visual cortex (striate cortex) present the interesting fea-
ture of being selective to orientation [3-50]. The combined effect of gan-
glion and cortical neurons provide an encoding of the visual
information which is highly optimal [3-107]. Indeed we could compare
it to a kind of feature detector, which is involved in most pattern recog-
nition processes. Gabor filter banks, which are largely used in pattern
recognition (see Subsection 4.3.1), model quite adequately the effect of
the cortical neurons [3-50][3-94].
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This encoded information is then processed in different regions of the
brain depending on the higher-level tasks associated to face analysis.
This clearly means that certain regions of the brain are specialized in
definite tasks. For example spatial perception is distributed in an ex-
tended region of the parietal and frontal lobes, while face perception is
mainly involving occipital and temporal regions, especially near to the
mid line of the brain [3-13].
Due to the presence of two eyes furnishing slightly different images,
the brain is able to build a unified image and to extract information on
the depth of the scene (this process is called stereopsis [3-13]). Motion
information is also used to infer models of the 3D shape of an object
since the motion will appear different for one eye than for the other.
However, this twofold information on the depth and on the motion is
not available in a 2D representation (e.g. photographs) of a face seen by
the eyes, though the brain is still able to recognise the face. This could
indicate that 3D information is not necessary for face recognition, but
rather helps for compensating changes in lighting and view angle. Ca-
pability of reconstructing 3D information from shades in a 2D image is
called shape from shading and was proposed by several authors (see
Subsection 3.4.6 for some references).
Before considering the neuropsychology of the face interpretation proc-
ess, we can summarize the adaptation of the human visual system to
the task of facial recognition. Firstly, it is observed that multiresolu-
tion, coarse-to-fine information is present and probably necessary for
face recognition. An indication supporting this assertion is that famil-
iar faces can already be recognized from a coarse (i.e. “blurred”) image
and that edges (in the extreme case: line drawings) are generally not
sufficient to recognize someone although they help for finely separating
different individuals. Additionally coarse-scale information gives infor-
mation on the illumination context (shading) to apply “corrections”.
Secondly, orientation information is present in the visual cortex and al-
lows to extract patterns that are subsequently used by higher-level rec-
ognition mechanisms. It can be assumed that this combination of
multiscale and orientation information leads to the robustness of hu-
man processed face recognition, even under a wide range of illumi-
nants.
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b) Basics in neuropsychology
All faces are essentially similar but are characterized by small distinc-
tions that allow humans to discriminate them. How, from the inputs
described before, is the brain able to perform this operation? Due to the
complexity of the brain, current theories on this topic are still evolving.
The first psychological evidences were studied from patients with brain
injuries who lost some faculties. For example, prosopagnosia (the loss
of the faculty to recognize faces but not to recognize other objects [3-13])
could be a good indicator that the face recognition process is using fac-
ulties different from those applied to recognize the make of a car for in-
stance. Similarly, studies by Haselmo et al. reported by Farah [3-29]
state that face-selective cells, in particular regions of the temporal cor-
tex, are more sharply tuned to emotional expression recognition than to
facial identity, whereas it is the opposite for inferior areas of the tem-
poral cortex.
Starting from the hypothesis that different regions of the brain are
used for the ability to recognize faces, while other regions are used for
other objects, Farah concluded that facial recognition is somehow “spe-
cial”. Several experiments indeed showed the importance of the overall
structure or Gestalt over explicit representation of the eyes, nose and
mouth. Farah demonstrates that faces are recognized in their entirety
concluding that “the whole face is more than the sum of its parts”. This
is indeed coherent with the early observations of Sir Galton [3-35]
claiming that: “one small discordance overweights a multitude of simi-
larities and suggests a general unlikeliness”.
This property of a face being represented as a whole in the early cogni-
tion is called holism. Following Farah, although there could be a mix
between holistic and feature (or atomic) representations, the latter is
proportionally several orders of magnitude less important in face rec-
ognition. Also, it is generally believed that feature representations
could be more useful in emotional expression recognition than in iden-
tity recognition, and that it would follow a top-down approach in which
the part-based representation would follow the whole representation.
The holistic processing of the brain is also highlighted when consider-
ing the recognition of upside-down faces. Inverted faces are actually
much harder to recognize than upright ones, even though the same fea-
tures and configuration exist in both images [3-83]. If the configuration
is slightly modified in both representations (e.g. the nose being higher)
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the modification will be more visible in the upright than in the inverted
face. In the extreme, if the whole face is inverted but facial parts (e.g.
the eyes and the mouth) remain in an upright orientation the face ap-
pears “normal” when inverted but very strange in a normal orientation.
This phenomenon is illustrated by the well-known “Thatcher illusion”
published first by Thompson [3-95].
It is important to note that the holistic approach is however somehow
different from other frameworks such as the connectionist model3, al-
though not incompatible with them. The distinction between connec-
tionist [3-99] and non-connectionist models is mainly based on the
parallel vs. serial processing of the image and on the memory storage
(which is either distributed in the connectionnist approach or local/cen-
tralized in the non-connectionist approach). In the holistic model, no
assumption is made about the processing or storage of templates. This
means that algorithms processing sequentially a centrally represented
face template can still be qualified as holistic but not as connectionist. 
A second important parameter of the connectionist model is the de-
pendence on configurational properties. Facial features (eye, nose,
chin, etc.) can be labelled as first order features, while the configura-
tional properties (spatial relations among first order features; face
shape) represent second order features. Clearly, the first and second or-
der features are necessary for face recognition and are in many ways
holistic, but the holistic approach makes no explicit distinction be-
tween the two types of properties.
Bülthoff et al. [3-15] compared three different conjectures about the
recognition of three-dimensional objects by the brain, namely:
• a 3D model is reconstructed from perceived scenes and this model
is matched against a memorized 3D model;
• 3D models are used to synthesize (i.e. project) 2D images that are
compared to the perceived images;
• several two-dimensional viewpoint-specific representations are
stored and new 2D views are compared to the stored views using
interpolations.
Similarly to the first and second order categories of above mentioned
features, Bülthoff distinguishes entry-level from subordinate-level cat-
3. Additionally, there is sometimes a confusion made between holistic and connectionist models (e.g. in 
Gutta et al. [3-42]).
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egories of objects, the first being used to group objects having a similar
overall shape and spatial relationships (e.g. cars on the one hand, birds
on the other hand, or faces, etc.) while the latter serves to discriminate
two objects belonging to an entry-level category (e.g. two different fac-
es). Bülthoff observes that entry-level classification is generally view-
point-independent and is accordingly using a 3D model (first two
conjectures), whereas subordinate classification (and thus face recogni-
tion) is generally viewpoint-dependent i.e. using multiple 2D views
(third conjecture). Although it may be possible that entry-level classifi-
cation of familiar objects is also viewpoint-dependent due to extensive
experience [3-15], it remains that identity determination as such seems
clearly viewpoint-dependent and thus 2D-based. Experiments show
that recognition of familiar faces is equally efficient from frontal views
as from three-quarter views, confirming the viewpoint dependence [3-
13].
Finally, human face recognition is shown to be virtually unaffected by
a transformation reversing hue and maintaining the same lightness,
while it is completely disrupted if the lightness is inverted (this is
known as “negative” effect). But different color perceptions can carry
social information such as signs of illness, or embarrassment [3-13]. A
consequence is that an absolute hue is not necessary, and that only a
relative variation (e.g. a relative lightness) is sufficient for face identity
recognition. In Subsection 4.2.1 we will illustrate that a robust relative
measure of lightness is however often hard to obtain under varying
types of illuminants.
3.2.2 Face recognition: a computational process
By definition, the ultimate goal of face verification is to extract physio-
logical features, which depend on unobservable variables, through
physical observations (i.e. patterns). Models will be built (deterministi-
cally and/or stochastically) from these patterns in order to infer an ob-
served object to a given category. It should be noted that the
dimensionality of the observable patterns, or variables, is usually sev-
eral orders of magnitude smaller than the dimensionality of the origi-
nal unobservable variables themselves, due to the limitations of the
acquisition setup (e.g. image formation on a digital CMOS sensor). This
may be a concern, because, although we can claim that some biometric
features are unique among individuals (e.g. fingerprints [3-74]), their
observable patterns or the feature vectors extracted from them might
not be so! This observation is a fortiori also verified for face verification.
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As an example, a 2D image of a face acquired with a digital image sen-
sor is the result of an interaction involving the face surface and a light
source, and the interaction between photons and electrons in the sen-
sor diode. The final image is an enormous simplification of the situa-
tion itself. The underlying physiological characteristic could be for
instance the 3D shape of the head (which is itself depending on the
skeleton and on the disposition of muscles and fat under the skin), the
texture and spectral reflectance of the skin. These unobservable varia-
bles are interacting with extrinsic parameters, such as the illuminant
spectral distribution, and could be depending upon other unobservable
instrinsic factors such as the temperature of the body and environ-
ment, humidness, recent exposure to the sun, etc. It should become
clear that it is not possible to model all these factors from a single ob-
servation nor would it be possible to realize a biometric face verification
system based on them. Nevertheless, understanding some of these phe-
nomena will help us to eliminate as much as possible extrinsic varia-
tions. For example in Subsection 4.2.1 and Subsection 4.3.4 we will
show possible normalization methods for images or features to get a
measure being as much as possible independent from the illuminant
spectrum.
The observables, which can be considered as random variables [3-34]
(or random vectors) can then be used to train the system. This can con-
sist for example in estimating the distribution of the classes in the
space spanned by these random vectors. A classifier (see Section 4.6) is
a function taking as inputs a single observation and resulting in a class
inference, generally based on statistical class estimations. It has to be
noted that estimating class distributions can consist either in estimat-
ing parameters of a model, or in making no assumption at all on the
form of the distribution (non-parametric estimation). Generally the
number of random variables is reduced so that the classifier can be sim-
plified (see Section 4.4). A novel set of random variables previously un-
seen by the system can finally be inferred to one of the trained classes.
However if the probability of the new sample belonging to the inferred
class is too small – or otherwise stated if the distance to the inferred
class is too large – the new sample might be rejected.
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3.3 Classification of computational methods
3.3.1 Determination of algorithm selection criteria
In order to help us in the selection of a class of algorithms for face ver-
ification on mobile devices, selection criteria must first be set up. For
instance, a complex list of criteria is given by Zhao et al. [3-106]. We
will however classify the most popular algorithms using the following
computational and/or cognitive criteria:
a)Holistic vs. feature-based methods;
b)Rigid vs. deformable templates;
c) Problem-specific vs. untuned image features;
d)Global vs. local image features;
e) Bottom-up vs. top-down methods;
f) Two- vs. three-dimensional methods;
g) Implementation specific characteristics.
A more precise definition of these criteria is given in subsections below,
followed by a non-exhaustive review of published algorithms, which
shall be examined in light of criteria a) to g). Finally, Section 3.5 will
summarize the advantages and inconvenients of all methods with re-
spect to criteria a) to c) − the most important criteria for mobile face au-
thentication systems − in the form of a Vennes diagram (Figure 3-5).
a) Holistic vs. feature-based methods
The famous work of Brunelli and Poggio [3-14] distinguishes the use of
individual facial features like eyes, eyebrows, mouth, nose or chin, from
the use of global face templates. This corresponds to the cognitive dis-
tinction between feature-based and holistic representations, as already
mentioned by Farah [3-29].
In feature-based methods the relative position, orientation and size of
the facial features constitute a feature vector of random variables,
which is then used as input to a general classifier (e.g. a Bayesian clas-
sifier or neural network). Consequently, feature-based methods consist
mainly in precisely locating facial landmarks for extracting useful and
possibly robust characteristics. By contrast, template-based methods
extract a whole image of the face and feed it to a comparison mecha-
nism (e.g. a simple correlation). Note that automatically extracting a
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region of interest (i.e. the template) from an image containing a face re-
quires the detection of the said face. This “template matching” opera-
tion is either done by scanning the image with the reference template
and calculating the matching distance at all positions, or by locating
special facial landmarks. The latter case is consequently a mix of tem-
plate- and feature-based methods although it is often considered as
template-based.
b) Rigid vs. deformable templates
This distinction has an important impact on the robustness to view-
point variations. True deformable approaches are reported to perform
better than rigid ones when faces slightly turn away from the camera
[3-105]. In this case 3D objects still project on a 2D image the same pat-
terns or first order properties with slightly different configurational
(i.e. second order) properties. For larger out-of-plane rotations howev-
er, the projection of 3D objects produces completely different patterns,
which can no longer be handled by simple deformations. This is espe-
cially true for salient facial features such as the nose or the ears.
c) Problem-specific vs. untuned image features 
This distinction especially concerns the low-level pattern extraction
rather than the higher level classification, which is anyway tuned to
the application. Cottrell [3-23] distinguishes general pattern extraction
techniques – i.e. techniques which are used for other pattern recogni-
tion problems up to a difference of parameters – from problem specific
techniques that are learned based on a training data set. Generally the
selection of parameters is not trained but is chosen based on the appli-
cation (e.g. choosing parameters of Gabor filters).
The impact of one method or the other is not clear on the performance.
However we believe that the generalization of trained patterns to a
new data set could cause more problems than an untuned version de-
pending on the quality of the training set. Consequently, untuned char-
acteristics shall be preferred.
d) Global vs. local image features
Following Cottrell et al. [3-23] templates extracted from an image can
be described as global when the spatial extent of the features covers the
whole face and local when they cover only a small subregion. Some fea-
tures are however lying in between e.g. when the information is ex-
tracted with a relatively spatially limited operator, e.g. Gabor filters4
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sampled at discrete locations, but that it is possible to reconstruct or at
least to approximate an entire image [3-82].
Local features have the advantage of being more robust to noise creat-
ed for example by variations of expression or occlusion. Furthermore,
they are definitely required in deformable models as it is more difficult
to distort a global representation.
e) Bottom-up vs. top-down methods
Hallinan et al. [3-43] distinguish “bottom-up” from “top-down” ap-
proaches. The first is also called “feed-forward” while the second is com-
monly called a “feedback” or an “analysis by synthesis” approach.
Whereas significant patterns are extracted and classified in bottom-up
approaches, the input signal is analyzed and a new version is synthe-
sized using the inferred model in top-down approaches. In the case of
three-dimensional representations of objects methods falling into the
top-down category consist in inferring parameters of a 3D objects from
a 2D view, projecting a new (synthesized) 2D view, and then comparing
the result of this projection to the original view to compare the exacti-
tude of the parameters. In other words inverting the image formation
allows to determine which object is most likely to have generated the
image.
In the 2D case we will see that some methods allow to reconstruct an
image from the pattern extracted in the original view. E.g. a projection
of the 2D view on a subspace can be used to recreate an approximated
view (cf. 3.4.3 Eigenface-based methods). This synthesized view can
eventually be compared to the original view to measure how close the
model represents the actual image. This reconstruction is generally
possible with global image features (as defined in criterion d) above),
but sometimes also with local features (e.g. when using a decomposi-
tion with local filters or wavelets).
This possibility is often helpful to overcome occlusion problems where
only a small region of the face is different (e.g. due to the presence of
sunglasses) from the reference: the global distance of the test template
to the reference will lead to a rejection. But a synthesized version
would show that only the eye region is actually disrupting the classifi-
cation while the rest of the face is relatively close to the test template.
It can be an advantage also to get rid of expression effects assuming
4. Gabor filters have theoretically an infinite impulse response but they are in practice windowed.
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that only the identity is of interest by synthesizing an “expression free”
version of the observed image.
However the fact that the image of ones face or fingerprint may be syn-
thesized from a stored template may be a concern for privacy (see Sec-
tion 2.6) because a stolen template may be used to recreate a useful
representation, or for security. 
f) Two- vs. three-dimensional methods
It seems quite immediate that 3D representations carry more informa-
tion than 2D representations, and this could be potentially used by rec-
ognition algorithms. Before the apparition of 3D sensors, early
attempts tried to generate 3D representations from 2D views (e.g. Ka-
nade [3-52]) in order to build view-point invariant methods. 
A list of available methods to infer a 3D model can be found in Uttal [3-
98]. The 3D representation may possibly be used for a direct compari-
son of “meshes” (or wireframe representations) of 3D models, or for the
synthesis of a novel 2D view for comparison purpose (i.e. the above
mentioned synthesis/analysis method).
Profile view based methods should not be considered as a 3D method
since they are not using a 3D representation anywhere in their data-
flow.
Finally, as we saw in Subsection 3.2.1, the brain does not seem to infer
3D representations of faces, although depth information might be used
for lighting compensations or other secondary tasks.
g) Implementation specific characteristics
This general category regroups several characteristics that are more
related to a specific implementation than to a particular algorithm. It
is therefore difficult to add these characteristics in the general compar-
ison framework but they can however help in finely separating differ-
ent implementations.
The first categorization is based on the spectral information contained
in the image, i.e. whether the implementation is using grayscale, color
or whether it is based on other multispectral representations of images.
Special spectral bands, e.g. infra-red, could be used but they require
dedicated equipment and do not allow comparing performance with
other methods relying on standard databases (see also Section 2.7).
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The use of a single view or of multiple views per client in the training
phase is obviously linked to the 2D/3D and the rigid/deformable classi-
fication criteria. Firstly, because recognition of 3D objects may poten-
tially need several simultaneously acquired 2D views [3-97] or because
it will again need some special equipment (e.g. laser range scanner,
stereo cameras) or special lighting conditions (e.g. for “shape from
shading” methods). Secondly, because methods not handling specifical-
ly deformation can compensate this by keeping several views of a single
face in their database. Even when compensating for deformations it
may be necessary for certain clients to acquire several views to take
into account varying situations (e.g. presence/absence of beard or glass-
es, etc.). Generally this improvement is not directly depending on the
chosen method but can be applied to all of them.
Whereas almost all methods are based on static images some authors
propose to use video streams, which can be either used as a special case
of multi-view recognition with very high temporal correlation, or can
benefit explicitly from spatio-temporal correlation [3-106]. In addition
to face detection using motion clues, it is theoretically possible to en-
hance the resolution of a particular region using so-called super-reso-
lution techniques [3-9]. We might assume that all the still-image
methods described here could benefit from video-streams and as a re-
sult this characteristic does not constitute a major classification crite-
rion in this discussion. Again no standard database seems to exist for
testing such methods.
3.4 Non-exhaustive review of algorithms for face 
recognition
Bearing the above criteria in mind, we will now discuss several imple-
mentation variants based on five major classes of algorithms dis-
cussed in the next subsections, namely:
• Feature-based methods;
• Template-based methods;
• Eigenface-based methods;
• Local feature analysis methods;
• Graph-based methods.
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A further class of algorithms to be discussed is grouping more exotic
implementations that are not directly linked to the five above.
Each of these widely used approaches can be subdivided in a multitude
of different flavours. We will now review several possible variants be-
longing to these categories in light of the previously defined criteria.
3.4.1 Feature-based methods
The early attempts of Alphonse Bertillon (1853-1914) to recognize
criminals based on statistical evidences, like measurement of the head
and face, hands and arms, probably inspired the first researchers on
face recognition. Indeed, the use of facial features for recognition is
rather obvious, still some facial features seem to bear more importance
with respect to their discriminating capability. The work of Goldstein,
Harmon and Lesk [3-36] is a representative example of this belief. In
their work they started from a set of 34 features including properties
(e.g. size, relative position, thickness, texture, opening, and so on) of
the hair, eyebrows, eyes, nose, mouth, chin, ears, cheeks and forehead,
and reduced it to a smaller set of 22 features showing that a large
amount of correlation existed among several initial features. It is inter-
esting to note that this study was carried out based on the subjective
perceptual evaluation of human “jurors” that was then fed to a compu-
ter program for classification. There was clearly no discussion of the
automatic extraction of the above-mentioned facial features. The sur-
vey of facial feature-based methods by Samal et al. [3-86] lists contri-
butions of several approaches, but points out that generally, to let them
perform reasonably well, strong assumptions on the image quality
need to be made. One of these assumptions is that the image is suffi-
ciently good (with respect to lighting, viewpoint, and occlusion by facial
hair, glasses or scars) to easily detect the facial features, although they
don’t give clues on how to perform this operation. The fundamental ar-
ticle of Brunelli and Poggio [3-14] introduces some basic clues on the
detection of facial features. In their description, prior normalization
needs to be carried out to remove influence of illumination gradients.
Then, the position of the eyes is located by template matching (robust
cross-correlation) with an arbitrary set of templates. It has to be noted
that further normalization is based on the distance between eyes, and
that therefore a failure to detect correctly these features (e.g. due to
glasses) will lead to a general failure of the algorithm. Other features
such as location and size of nose, eyebrows and mouth are calculated
by using integral projections.
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Clearly, more robust methods are necessary. Starting from the fact
that eye detection is a key issue in locating other facial features, sever-
al authors try to increase its robustness. E.g. Sirohey and Rosenfeld [3-
88] compared two methods based on one hand on color information and
anthropometric data, and relying on the other hand on linear and non-
linear filtering. Without considering color-constancy problems and
with a database of faces devoid of glasses, they achieved a performance
of 90% of correct eye location on the Aberdeen subset of the Stirling da-
tabase (see Subsection 2.7.2 for information on this database). A direct
consequence is that feature-based identification methods would at
most achieve 90% of correct identifications on this database when us-
ing this method assuming the classification is 100% correct once the fi-
ducial points have been correctly detected. The expected performance
of such methods on real-world images is thus relatively poor due to the
variability of lighting conditions (see also Subsection 4.2.1, Effects of il-
lumination variations).
Similarly, Han et al. [3-45] use the eye location as a preliminary step
to face detection based on heuristic matching rules. Haro [3-46] uses a
specific equipment, namely infra-red lighting, to benefit from the so-
called “red-eyes” physiological phenomenon. Although effective, the ap-
plication of this method is limited due to the special lighting required.
Using an eigenface approach (see Subsection 3.4.3 below), facial fea-
tures can also be detected by means of special feature templates called
eigenfeatures [3-79] and more specifically “eigeneye”, “eigenmouth”
and “eigennose”. However the lack of holistic information generally re-
sults in unsatisfying detection rates.
An interesting category of methods originated from the work of Cootes
et al. [3-20][3-21]. Active shape models (ASM) can be applied to several
domains involving deformable objects, including faces and medical im-
ages. ASM are built on a principal component analysis of aligned model
coordinates, and they represent thus the main motion modes of point
models. When placing these points at precise facial features location
(landmarks), it is possible to find a matching pattern by statistically al-
lowing deformations. The degree of matching (or distance) can be meas-
ured by extracting information from the pixel underlying a point, e.g.
grey-levels of the image [3-21]. By combining models under different
viewpoints [3-22] it is also possible to predict novel views. This method
can be used either to locate facial features in order to build “shape-free”
representations [3-58] (see also Subsection 3.4.3 for an application in
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the context of eigenfaces), or to recognize faces directly by using the
matching distance [3-28]. In this sense this method is relatively similar
to the graph matching approach that will be described in Subsection
3.4.5. One drawback of the ASM method is that for the iterative method
to converge the model needs to be placed closely to the target matching
position, so that this operation may need a prior detection or template
matching phase (e.g. [3-3]).
Many other methods were proposed (e.g. [3-17][3-40][3-49][3-87][3-
108]), also in relation with the problem of feature tracking in human-
computer interfaces [3-72]. Still, the lack of robustness needs quite al-
ways to be compensated either by special equipment and/or by special
guaranteed operating conditions. Finally, the detection of facial fea-
tures is often related to the detection of the face itself. A review of face
detection methods can be found in the paper by Yang et al. [3-102].
In conclusion, the detection of features is definitely very sensitive to
the image acquisition. A false detection of an important facial feature
generally leads to the rejection of the client unless a very complex heu-
ristic process is used to detect such situations. Moreover even with
comparative tests like those made by Goldstein et al. the selection of a
starting set of facial features is rather subjective and the reduction to
a smaller set is highly depending on the ultimate classification method.
Based on these observations, we conclude that it is better to start from
a holistic set of local features not related to facial features, and to select
an appropriate reduced number of them based on statistical properties
of face images, instead of achieving an arbitrary pre-selection by hand.
Even if the features are ultimately correctly detected, the pose varia-
tion will also have a high impact on the relative positions of the fea-
tures due to the perspective, although their relative size would remain
fairly stable. In order to compensate for this effect, an explicit pose es-
timation would thus be necessary.
Finally, occlusions (or even the presence/absence of glasses) are not
well handled by this kind of methods, since they complicate the detec-
tion of possible key features. Regarding the classification introduced in
Section 3.3, feature-based methods are typically using local image fea-
tures, and are top-down and two-dimensional methods with a limited
amount of deformation compensation. Feature-based methods may use
either specific or untuned image features (i.e. the c) criterion) depend-
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ing on whether trained filters are used to detect parts of the face (e.g.
the trained “eigenfeatures” are specific).
3.4.2 Template-based methods
Template matching is a widely used technique basically consisting in
the calculation of a correlation between a test image and a template of
the reference. The template can represent the whole face [3-14] or parts
of the face. But it is clear that a single template will not separate the
global shape of the face from local texture [3-37]. For this reason, Fis-
chler and Elschlager [3-31] proposed to consider objects as collections
of components and to use an embedding metric to solve the problem of
registration between two images. In their general framework, rigid
templates (components) are connected by a number of springs, which
serve both to constrain the movements of the templates and to measure
a deformation penalty. Note that this spring model is devoid of any sta-
tistical model. It has to be stressed that this approach, although com-
bining global and local information, is still linked to facial landmarks.
It is otherwise very close to the Elastic Graph Matching approach (see
Subsection 3.4.5).
Yuille [3-104] uses the same approach with templates that are less sen-
sitive to illumination variations and that allow faster matching conver-
gence. Moreover the templates themselves can be deformed to better fit
the test image. Still these templates are related to facial features and
thus, in one sense, this approach is also feature-based. 
This direct form of image matching can be broadened to the matching
of transformed images (considering the application of the edge map [3-
104], or of the discrete cosine transform, the Fourier transform, the Ga-
bor transform, etc.) or to vector-fields representing the image or part of
the image (e.g. using Principal Component Analysis, Linear Discrimi-
nant Analysis, etc.), rather than directly the pixel values. The principal
goal of these variants is generally to increase the robustness to varia-
tions of light conditions and of face expressions. Finally, multiple (pos-
sibly global) templates can be stored for each database entry
representing different expressions or viewpoints (as discussed in Sub-
section 3.3.1 under item g). 
Direct template extraction is conceptually simpler than facial features
detection. Even if at first this method seems to require a higher compu-
tational power – because it requires computation of a transform of the
whole image and of large correlations – it can appear advantageous on
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some platforms due to its high regularity and intrinsic parallelism,
when compared to complex and irregular methods for feature extrac-
tion and heuristic classification methods.
However, if template extraction requires prior detection of facial fea-
tures, as it is sometimes proposed in the literature, the advantage of
the robust holistic approach is clearly lost! For this reason, the scan-
ning process of the correlation with the whole template shall be main-
tained, possibly in conjunction with more elaborated minimization
functions such as multiscale (pyramidal) correlation, iterative meth-
ods, etc.
3.4.3 Eigenface-based methods
The now famous work of Turk and Pentland [3-96] – probably one of the
most widely used methods and possibly counting the largest number of
variants – is based on an earlier work of Kirby and Sirovich [3-89][3-
51] who constructed a low-dimensional representation of images of hu-
man faces using the Karhunen-Loève transform.
In the eigenface approach, N×N pixel images are represented as vec-
tors, where each of the  vector element represents one picture ele-
ment, or pixel. This can be achieved e.g. by concatenating all pixel
rows, but other organizations can be imagined as well. Anyway, the ei-
genface approach does not take into account correlation between adja-
cent pixels so that the choice of a particular pixel organization in the
vector representation does not play a crucial role. All possible image
vectors represent the image space, which is consequently very large. It
is expected however, that faces only span a small subspace of the image
space. This subspace is later called the face space.
From a set of training images comprising faces from different persons,
Turk and Pentland derive a subspace spanned by the so-called ‘eigen-
faces’ – i.e. the principal components – that minimizes the reconstruc-
tion error of the training samples in the least-square sense. It can be
showed (see e.g. [3-96]) that the basis of this subspace is obtained by
calculating the eigenvectors  of the symmetric non-negative covari-
ance matrix C (Eq. 3.1) established from the image training samples
using Eq. 3.2. As the size of the images is N×N pixels, the resulting co-
variance matrix is  by .
(3.1)
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where M is the number of images in the training set,  is the -size
vector representing the n-th image,  is the -size vector representing
the average face estimated from the same training set,  and the
superscript index T denotes matrix transposition. This procedure leads
to M-1 eigenvectors  (eigenfaces) of size , and M-1 eigenvalues, due
to the singularity of the matrix C when M<<N (all other eigenvalues
are 0). The eigenvectors are complemented by the average face  (cf.
Figure 3-1).
Since obtaining the eigenvectors of a  by  matrix is a practically
intractable problem, Turk and Pentland proposed a solution where
eigenvectors of a M by M matrix are calculated first, and from which
the M-1 eigenvectors of matrix C can be obtained.
A new face image  is projected on this subspace by first subtracting
the mean face , and then by multiplying the result with the eigenvec-
tors obtained from Eq. 3.1 (i.e. projecting it on the subspace spanned by
the eigenvectors), cf. Eq. 3.3.
Projected face images of different persons should occupy different sub-
space regions of the generated face subspace, because the face images
of different persons were taken in the training set and that finding the
eigenvectors of the sample covariance matrix leads to a vector basis
that maximizes variance across the different samples.
Equivalently it is possible to reconstruct a view of an enrolled person
as a linear combination of the eigenfaces (Eq. 3.4). 
The possible face space dimensionality reduction (i.e. taking only the
first K eigenfaces, K<M, corresponding to the highest eigenvalues in-
stead of M vectors) thus allows a shortening of the feature vector,
which is still sufficient for face recognition but not for reconstruction.
Indeed, the reconstruction is error-free only for a face image present in
(3.2)
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the training set and when using all the eigenfaces. The process is oth-
erwise an approximation hopefully sufficiently close to the test image.
It is expected that images with slightly varying viewpoint, or illumina-
tion or facial expression, will still get projected onto a region of the sub-
space  close to each other, i.e. that they will form a cluster in the face
subspace. By measuring the Euclidean distance − or as a better choice
a Bayesian estimation [3-68][3-69][3-70] − between the reference pro-
jection (or reference cluster) and test projections, it is possible to tell if
the test view belongs to the same person as the reference one. Addition-
ally, if the reconstructed image differs too much from the test face, it
can be claimed that the image presented to the system does not corre-
spond to a face (Figure 3-2).
Consequently, this method can also be used for face detection by calcu-
lating the so-called distance from face-space using different orienta-
tions and scales. Nevertheless, this would become computationally
very intensive due to the interpolation process to produce scaled and
rotated images. Alternatively, it would be possible to build several
models (i.e. eigenfaces) at different scales and orientations.
Figure 3-1: Example of eigenfaces.
Example obtained from the X2MVTS database (cf. Subsection 2.7.2), the data set comprising
200 images representing 100 different persons, with 2 images per person. Top-left image: Cal-
culated mean face ; Remaining images considered from left to right and from top to bottom:
Calculated first 9 eigenfaces.
Ψ
ωk
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Because the Karhunen-Loève transform, also called Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA), produces a subspace that maximizes the variance
but not the discriminability of the classes contained in the training set,
some authors (e.g. Belhumeur et al. [3-10]) proposed to use the Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA), also known as the Fisher Linear Discri-
minant (FLD) after the PCA step. The transformed version of the ei-
genvectors, which were called eigenfaces, are now logically called
fisherfaces after the FLD has been applied. As discriminability among
different classes, the fisherfaces are also called Most Discriminating
Features, as compared to the Most Expressive Features that corre-
spond to the eigenfaces. These fisherfaces were demonstrated to per-
form better than simple eigenfaces or than simple correlation.
Nevertheless, this transformation is class-dependent and is difficult to
generalize when the number of samples per class is relatively small [3-
65]. Liu and Wechsler proposed a slightly modified version of Fisher-
faces [3-60] called “Enhanced Fisher linear discriminant”. Other meth-
ods such as Independent Component Analysis (ICA) can also be used
advantageously instead of PCA, because they separate the high-order
moments of the input additionally to the second-order moments, as is
the case with PCA [3-8]. Wechsler et al. [3-59] proposed also an evolu-
tion pursuit algorithm implementing strategies for searching the opti-
mal representation basis. The authors claim to have obtained improved
performance as compared to the Eigenface approach, and better gener-
alization than the Fisherface approach, which tends to overfit the
Figure 3-2: Reconstruction of face and non-face type images using eigenfaces.
Example obtained from the XM2VTS database, the data set comprising 200 images represent-
ing 100 different persons, with 2 images per person. a) Out-of-sample image (i.e. image not in-
cluded in the training phase) of an enrolled client, and b) Corresponding reconstructed face
using 199 eigenfaces; c) Novel non-face image fed into the system, and d) Corresponding face
image achieved after reconstruction. A simple Euclidean distance measured between the imag-
es c) and d) can indicate that c) does not represent a face, whereas image d) does indeed.
a) b) c) d)
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training set but give poor results with test images taken in different
conditions.
In addition, since the direct pixel values are used as features, the meth-
od is strongly illuminant dependent. This can be already observed in
the eigenfaces represented in Figure 3-1, since they clearly incorporate
the information on the illuminant direction. This problem can be re-
duced if the training database contains enough images with different
illuminants, i.e. if illuminants appearing in the test phase were present
in the training phase. In this case, information about illuminants is
taken into account in the eigenfaces, so that the illuminant is analyzed/
synthesized jointly to the facial features. Not only this does not gener-
alize to non-trained illuminants but it also reduce the information allo-
cated to facial features! Thus, a better solution is to preprocess the
image prior to eigenface projection (similarly to the preprocessing per-
formed with template-based methods). Chung et al. [3-19] proposed to
use Gabor-filtered images before proceeding to PCA. Liu and Wechsler
[3-61] proposed similarly the use of Gabor filters before their Enhanced
FLD. Heseltine [3-48] implemented several pre-processing techniques
(e.g. image smoothing, sharpening, edge-detection, contours, color nor-
malization, etc.) showing that results can be significantly improved.
However Adini [3-1] tested edge maps, image intensity derivatives and
images convolved with 2D Gabor-like filters representations for recog-
nition under changes in illumination direction, and concluded that: “all
the image representations under study were insufficient by themselves
to overcome variations because of changes in illumination direction”.
Another problem of the basic eigenface approach is its view-point and
expression dependence. Indeed the system can only reconstruct images
with view-points and expressions that were present in the training set!
Consequently, the training phase is crucial for this system to work sat-
isfyingly. Alternatively, it can be the goal of the system to remove some
unwanted features (such as glasses or expressions): a system trained
with facial features devoid of any image with glasses will be unable to
reconstruct glasses in a novel view [3-43] (see Figure 3-3). This can be
used e.g. to detect and remove the glasses prior to using another algo-
rithm [3-75]. According to Belhumeur [3-10] the Fisherfaces are per-
forming better than the Eigenfaces regarding the detection of glasses.
A solution to the view-point dependence consists in the removal of any
“shape” information prior to the eigenface calculation, so as to keep
only “texture” information. For example Craw et al. [3-25] propose to
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use 34 control points in the face image (related to facial features) in or-
der to warp5 all the image faces to a standard face. Warping is achieved
by bilinear interpolation between the control points. In their experi-
ment Craw et al., manually selected and aligned the 34 points on all
the images of the database. This approach is thus in turn sensitive to
the precise detection (when performed automatically) of a high number
of points and a complex bilinear interpolation is moreover necessary.
For Gong [3-37] only a sparse correspondence − i.e. a correspondence
limited to a small set of features called salient features − is necessary,
noticing also that dense correspondence based on a regular grid (i.e.
similar to optical flow calculation) is expensive and is not interesting,
except for taking into account parameters such as expression. Martinez
[3-64] used only seven different facial features to normalize the shape,
and ensured that the warping did not deform the important facial fea-
tures. Further, he stated that: “It would be unrealistic to hope for a sys-
tem that localizes all the facial features described above with a high
degree of precision”. Martinez thus proposes to model the localization
problem with a gaussian (or mixture of gaussians) model. However the
method of Martinez requires an estimate of the error of the localization
algorithm, which is almost as unrealistic as the assumption of precise
localization of facial features.
Figure 3-3: Reconstruction of a sample face with glasses using a set of eigenfaces.
a) Image containing glasses of a person included in the training set, though this particular image
was not included in the training set (i.e. an out-of-sample image); b) Eigenface reconstruction
of a) built on a training set of 190 images containing glasses and representing 190 different per-
sons; c) Eigenfaces reconstruction of a) built on a training set of 192 images devoid of glasses
and representing 189 different persons, with 1 image per person, and 3 additional images for the
person illustrated in a).
5. Warping is the transformation used to register (i.e. align) two images by deforming a typical image 
template into alignment with a target image of interest. Warping is extensively used in pattern recogni-
tion, e.g. in biomedical image processing.
a) b) c)
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As a conclusion, we saw that the problem of warping the image for
shape-free representation and normalizing it for illumination inde-
pendence, largely enhances the quality of eigenface-based methods, but
that they induce non-negligible extra manipulations. The proposed so-
lutions for warping depend on the detection of facial features and they
are prone to error and thus to reduced recognition rates. It is interest-
ing to note that the proposed solution to achieve an illumination nor-
malization seems more concerned by the direction of the illuminant
rather than by the color of the illuminant, which is obviously a serious
problem for mobile applications (see also Subsection 4.2.1).
Finally, although some authors consider the general eigenface method
as holistic (Zhao  for instance [3-106]), we regard this method as an hy-
brid between feature-based and holistic methods due to the alignment
of faces which is often grounded on the prior detection of fiducial land-
marks.
3.4.4 Local feature analysis methods
We use here the term Local Feature Analysis (LFA for short) for a
method developed by Penev & Atick at Rockfeller University [3-76][3-
77][3-78], which is actually an extension of the Eigenfaces developed by
Kirby and Sirovich, and needing to be distinguished from the different
LFA method developed by Arca et al. [3-4] (the latter being closer to
Elastic Bunch Graph Matching and Active Shape Models, see Subsec-
tion 3.4.5). 
LFA is used to extract local information from global PCA modes by us-
ing kernels at selected positions that have a local support instead of the
global support of PCA kernels (i.e. the latter extends over the entire im-
age). This solves two issues of the PCA approach. Firstly, the fact that
the global representation of the PCA affects images presenting local-
ized changes reduces the efficiency of PCA in case of pose, alignment,
cropping and expression variations. 
Indeed, different locations of features in the training set would lead to
different eigenmodes. Consequently, if p parameters would be neces-
sary to describe a well-localized feature, it would take L×p parameters
to describe exactly the same feature appearing at L different locations.
LFA introduces an explicit notion of locality so that the above situation
can be encoded with p parameters for its description, plus one for its lo-
calization.
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Secondly, PCA is non topographic, i.e. neighbouring vectors in the fea-
ture space (i.e. the face space) do not necessarily represent similar im-
ages. Conversely, two images differing only locally may not project onto
neighbouring locations in the feature space. When using the same
number of kernels as for PCA, a better perceptual reconstruction is
achieved with LFA.
Starting from the PCA decomposition (Eq. 3.1 to Eq. 3.4), a topograph-
ical kernel K of the representation is calculated with Eq. 3.56 
where  represents a possible location of the sampling grid (i.e. one
pixel index),  represents the r-th eigenvector (  is the -th ele-
ment of the eigenvector  and is thus a scalar), M is the number of ei-
genfaces, and  is the associated r-th eigenvalue.
K is thus a set of images (represented by vectors in the above notation),
constructing a dense representation of the training ensemble.
The projection of an image on these kernels is given by the dot product:
while the residual of the correlation of the outputs is obtained from Eq.
3.7.
This way, a dense representation K (for all  on the sensor grid) is ob-
tained, temporarily containing an important residual correlation (i.e.
redundancy) as opposed to the previous low-dimensionality of the ei-
genfaces. Therefore, the authors propose as a second step to dynamical-
ly sparsify K, e.g. by using the so-called lateral inhibition principle. As
a result, it is possible to predict the entire output from the knowledge
of the output at a subset of points and from the correlation matrix P.
(3.5)
6. Note that the notation starting from Eq. 3.5 is adapted to match that of Turk and Pentland, and conse-
quently does not reproduce the notation introduced by Penev et al.
(3.6)
(3.7)
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Once a face is mapped onto the above representation, the final opera-
tion consists in matching it against the templates in the database. Sev-
eral metrics can be used, e.g. the “normalized correlator between the
two sets” [3-6]:
This method seems to present some advantages but curiously received
less attention in the literature, possibly due to its inherent high math-
ematical complexity. This method is said to be used in Visionic’s com-
mercial system called FaceIt [3-6] (see also Section 3.6). Still, this
method seems to suffer from the same limitation as the Eigenface ap-
proach, namely that a precise face detection is necessary for the align-
ment of faces.
3.4.5 Graph-based methods
The baseline eigenface approach benefits from an inherent simplicity
that makes it interesting for low complexity applications and thus for
low-power consumption. However it must be noted that the several
mandatory improvements discussed in the case of eigenfaces or fisher-
faces tend to increase their computational complexity by incorporating
irregular processing. In the case of methods based on deformable tem-
plates, the computational complexity is present from the beginning but
the process is more regular, i.e. applied uniformly over the whole im-
age. Consequently this category of methods seems also interesting.
Nonetheless, the deformable template based methods presented in the
case of eigenfaces (see e.g. discussion of Craw et al. [3-25] in Subsection
3.4.3) consider only templates located on reference points (also called
fiducial points) associated to facial features. Tuned filters (i.e. models
of those fiducial points) are then used for the precise detection of those
points, which is a clear drawback. A holistic method combining local
templates not related to facial features and taking implicitly account of
deformations would be more interesting.
A method falling into this category was introduced by Lades et al. un-
der the name “Elastic (Bunch) Graph Matching” (EGM), which was in-
spired from the “Dynamic Link Architecture” (DLA) method. Because
the DLA method is also based on fiducial points, some authors argue
that this is a feature-based method [3-106]. However in our opinion,
since the feature extraction is performed in the EGM algorithm with-
(3.8)E OmOnPm n( )
m n,
∑=
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out association to particular facial features, but rather by using a reg-
ular grid, the EGM algorithm clearly fall in the holistic category.
The DLA algorithm is based on neuropsychologic considerations [3-62]
but it appears to be indeed relatively close to the computational ap-
proach proposed by Fischler and Elschlager. In EGM, a face is holisti-
cally represented by labelled graphs, i.e. graphs formed of edges and
nodes, containing simultaneously global (i.e. topographical) and local
information. The local information associated to a node, i.e. a local tem-
plate, is not associated to a particular fiducial point but is sampled on
a regular grid in the reference image (Figure 3-4). In some contribu-
tions however (e.g. [3-73]), nodes are located on specific points of the
face and the sampling is not regular.
At each node, a shape or texture information is extracted with untuned
pattern recognition techniques such as Gabor filters. In the case of Ga-
bor filters the information is pseudo-local because information from the
whole image is used due to the infinite impulse response nature of the
filters, even though pixels close to the node have more influence than
pixels further away from the node. The Gabor filters will be discussed
in Subsection 4.3.1.
The node information together with the geometric graph structure (i.e.
distance between nodes) can be stored as a reference template that will
be compared to a new view. When this new view is presented to the sys-
tem a correspondence is searched between the two images, so that fea-
tures of the test graph minimize a distance measure with respect to
features of the reference graph. This distance measure also contains a
penalty for deformations of the graph.
Figure 3-4: Labelled graphs and Elastic Graph Matching.
a) Model of five connected nodes, with their attributed features connected by edges (actually
springs), as considered by Fischler and Elschlager [3-31]; b) Reference image with a regular
orthogonal graph rotated to align with the line connecting the eye centres; c) Corresponding
matched graph drawn on a test image. 
a) b) c)
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Finding such an isomorphism between two graph representations is
known to be a complex task (noticing that conjectures about P or NP
complexity are still pending [3-67]), and a simplification is necessary in
order to find this correspondence in a reasonable amount of time. Lades
[3-56] proposed first to perform a rigid scanning with an orthogonal
graph (similar to the one used during the training phase) and, from the
best orthogonal graph position, to deform iteratively the nodes using lo-
cal random perturbations until no further improvement in the fit is ob-
served. Kotropoulos [3-55] argued that this method is possibly not
converging and proposed an optimization based on simulated anneal-
ing. As we will see in Subsection 4.5.1, convergence is strongly depend-
ent on the type of features used. Nevertheless, to improve the
robustness of the system with respect to scaling and rotations, Lades
[3-57] devised a new optimal version of the rigid scanning, by searching
for the best rotation and scaling using a Monte-Carlo approach.
The method proposed by the University of South California (USC) uses
40 values (called “jets”) extracted from Gabor filters (5 resolutions and
8 orientations) at each node location, these jets being either complex [3-
73] or real valued [3-56]. The proposed cost function between fea-
tures associated to a node is a normed dot product of jets , comple-
mented by an additional term  for deformation penalty (Eq. 3.9).
where λ is a factor of elasticity, E is the set of all edges that are con-
necting the node to its four neighbours, I represents the “image do-
main” (i.e. the test image), while M is the “model domain” (i.e. the
reference), J denotes the jet, and V represents the set of vertices, and
finally  is an edge between vertices  and :
The main computation consists then in the calculation of the 40 filter-
ing operations per vertex and the iteration of the rigid and elastic
matching. Lades performs this task on an MIMD architecture com-
posed of 23 “transputers”. The identification of a face in a database of
87 faces is reported to take about 25 seconds [3-56].
(3.9)
(3.10)
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Another similar implementation by Duc et al. uses a Gabor filter bank
composed of 18 filters (3 resolutions and 6 orientations) and an orthog-
onal 8 by 8 graph [3-27]. Wiskott claims that this method needs only
small modifications to be applied to gender recognition, object recogni-
tion or other different tasks [3-100]. A proposed improvement consists
in: incorporating phase information of the wavelet transforms and us-
ing a new metric; supporting large in depth rotations by using bunch
graphs i.e. a collection of jets for each node instead of a single jet per
node [3-100][3-101].
It must be noted however that bunch graphs are again related to fidu-
cial landmarks. Attempts to increase the robustness with respect to
depth rotated probes were made by modelling rotation properties and
transforming features [3-66]. Some improvements to the bunch graph
matching method were also proposed by Okada [3-73], namely that his-
togram equalization is performed after landmark detection (in this
case nodes of the model graph are facial feature-based) to adjust for dif-
ferences in lighting and camera settings. Precise measurement of the
face size is achieved by computing the mean Euclidean distance of all
landmarks. The method is believed to be robust to illumination varia-
tions because the Gabor kernels are DC free, and because similarity
functions are normalized and robust to variations in pose, size and fa-
cial expression due to its deformable nature [3-33]. A complete com-
mercial system based on the USC method exists [3-54] and a patent
was filed (see Section 3.6).
As stated by Zhang et al., many choices exist for the features vectors [3-
105]. Kotropoulos et al. use mathematical morphology operators (i.e.
dilations and erosions [3-55][3-92], or morphological signal decomposi-
tion [3-93]) and use an Euclidean distance instead of a dot product.
This solution is obviously less computationally intensive compared to
filtering with multiple Gabor kernels. We will evaluate these classes of
features in Section 4.2.
As a final note, interesting similarities between graph matching meth-
ods and earlier work are observed. For example Burr already proposed
elastic matching of line drawings [3-16]. The formerly mentioned work
by Fischler and Elschlager [3-31] is relatively close to graph matching
despite of the fact that they consider facial features and components in-
stead of more general patterns (e.g. texture, shape), an approach gen-
erally classified as articulated matching rather than elastic matching
[3-2].
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It has to be noted that known variants of the above methods are all
model-free in the sense that no statistical model of deformations is
built. The already mentioned work by Cootes (e.g. [3-20]) is however
model-based although close to the graph matching approach. Neverthe-
less, Active Shape Models are clearly feature based, leaving the model-
based but holistic area of our classification empty for the moment.7 The
multiresolution elastic matching of Bajcsy is also very similar, using
partial differential equations as constraint equations during the
matching [3-7].
Finally, warped images used in eigenfaces (i.e. shape-free eigenfaces)
are also a form of deformable templates. However in this case, a modi-
fication of the test image (i.e. a bilinear interpolation) is necessary
while EGM compensates directly for such deformations.
3.4.6 Other approaches
An important number of implementations differs notably from the
above methods. For example several authors proposed the use of neural
networks for classification (e.g. [3-84][3-85]), using possibly a preproc-
essing (e.g. a FFT [3-11][3-30]). Three-dimensional based methods
based on stereo information [3-47], on shape from shading or profiles
[3-5][3-38][3-39][3-103] are also quite common. Finally it is worth men-
tioning Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [3-63][3-71], error correcting
codes [3-53], and saccadic movements (retinal sampling) [3-90][3-91].
However, the deeper study of these methods depart from the scope of
this thesis.
3.5 Summary and algorithm selection
To get an overview of the listed implementations, we can use the clas-
sification criteria described in Subsection 3.3.1 and plot a Vennes
graph representing different operating domains (Figure 3-5). Because
a six dimensional diagram is difficult to represent, we will omit the fol-
lowing criteria in the diagram and in the discussion: d) Global vs. local
image features, e) Bottom-up vs. top-down methods, f) Two- vs. three-
dimensional methods, and g) Implementation specific characteristics 8.
In fact the three remaining criteria are the most important criteria for
mobile applications: a) Holistic vs. feature-based methods, b) Rigid vs.
7. In Subsection 4.5.3 we will propose deformable models built on principal warps.
8. They were however used previously in the discussion.
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deformable templates, and c) Problem-specific vs. untuned image fea-
tures.
Criterion a) Holistic vs. feature-based methods is important, because
methods belonging to the latter are less robust due to possible impre-
cise localization of specific features (i.e. fiducial landmarks), or they are
more prone to errors related to the occlusion of some essential features.
Criterion b) Rigid vs. deformable templates is also important because
the method shall still be robust enough even with an unconstrained
view-point, which is essential for mobile device, and that rigid tem-
plates are less effective for this purpose. Note the importance of using
deformable templates also for robustness to varying facial expressions
and the fact that the global vs. local criterion is somehow anyway relat-
ed to criterion b), because deformable templates are most of the time
using local instead of global information. Finally, problem specific im-
Figure 3-5: Classification along three criteria a), b) and c) of the surveyed algorithms.
Vennes diagram representing the classification of several algorithms based on the major crite-
ria defined in Subsection 3.3.1. Only the names of authors are given; see the full text for dis-
cussion and references.
a) Holistic methods
c) Untuned image features
c)Problem specific image features
a) Feature-based methods
b) Deformable templates
b) Rigid templates
Belhumeur et al.
Liu & Wechsler
Kirby & Sirovich
Turk & Pentland
Heseltine
Schubert et al.
Siroey et al.
Fischler & Elschlager
Cootes et al.
Edwards et al.
Lanitis et al.
Brunelli & Poggio
(templates)
Brunelli & Poggio
(features)
Lades et al.
Tefas et al.
Kotropoulos et al.
von dr Malsburg et al. ,
Wiskott et al. , Maurer et al. , 
Okada et al. , Konen et al.
Moghaddam et al.
Penev & Attick
Yuille
*
*
*
* *
*
*
* : these methods are at the limit of
     holism since they usually require
     a facial landmark detection, which
     is most of the time feature-based
     (i.e. non-holistic).
Craw et al.
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age features can lead to generalization problems9 that are not present
with untuned features, thus the presence of criterion c).
The darker regions enclose the holistic methods that are using deform-
able templates (criteria a) and b)). A method for mobile face authenti-
cation should be preferably selected in this region. These regions are
further split into “untuned image features” (darkest region) and “prob-
lem specific image features” regions, the former region being again pre-
ferred for mobile face authentication. Indeed, although methods
belonging to the latter (and which are essentially derived from eigen-
faces, e.g. LFA from Penev & Atick) can be trained more or less success-
fully to fit novel views, the efficiency of the training heavily depends on
the quality of the training set. Consequently, it seems to us that un-
tuned image feature extraction is preferable as it should generalize
better to images other than those available in the training set, and as
they should relax efforts in designing a “perfect” training set.
This selection consequently eliminates all the non-holistic methods (i.e.
feature-based and local template-based methods), as well as the rigid
methods such as the baseline eigenfaces of Turk and Pentland. The ac-
tive shape model of Cootes et al. is interesting in the sense that defor-
mations are modelled based on statistical observations. An extension of
its use to non feature based methods would be however necessary in or-
der to fit in the holistic category. 
Finally inside the dark blue region, we can make a fine distinction be-
tween implementations of Lades, Kotropoulos and Tefas, from those of
von der Malsburg, Maurer, Wiskott, Okada and Konen, because the
prior use an orthogonal grid, whereas the latter use fiducial land-
marks, falling close to feature-based (i.e. non-holistic methods). Since
we have no a priori knowledge of the discriminatory power of the dif-
ferent parts of the face, it seems wiser to use an arbitrary grid and then
to perform a statistical analysis to weight the importance of different
nodes. One could argue however that adapting statistically the power
of the nodes is a problem specific approach, thus falling back in the
light blue category, but it remains clear that the approach (i.e. feature
extraction) remains untuned.
To conclude this section, we will review some conclusions reported in
the surveys mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. Chellappa [3-
9. I.e. the training set is overfitted, but new test images produce poor fitting.
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18] makes essentially a discussion of the methods without comparing
them explicitly. The same observation is true for Samal and Iyengar [3-
86], who essentially listed issues in feature-based methods, and for
Valentin and Abdi [3-99], who compared different connectionist models
without comparing their performances on a given data set. The survey
of Chellappa can be complemented by that of Fromherz [3-32] for the
years 1995 to 1998. The conclusion of Gutta et al. [3-42] is also that ho-
listic methods outperform feature-based approaches and simple corre-
lation methods. However their definition of holism may not be precisely
the one used in this report. Hancock et al. compared Eigenfaces and
Graph Matching approaches from a human point of view [3-44]. Their
conclusion is that both systems are able to capture human perform-
ance, provided that the shape-free PCA is used. They also state that
PCA seems to account for how humans recognize previously unfamiliar
faces, while graph matching may provide a representation of how novel
views of familiar faces can be generalized.
Gross et al. systematically compared two algorithms (based on Moggh-
adam [3-68] and Penev [3-76]) with respect to robustness to expression,
illumination, pose, occlusion and gender [3-41]. Both algorithms were
provided with precise face location information, thus not testing direct-
ly their robustness to small or larger detection errors. Their conclu-
sions are that the viewpoint can vary up to ±45° without largely
reducing the recognition rates; and that illumination changes are han-
dled well; and that expression does not cause too much problems except
for large modifications; and that recognition of female subjects seems
more robust (approx. 5%) than for male subjects. Zhang, Yan and Lades
compared the Eigenface, Graph Matching and Neural Nets approaches
[3-105], and concluded that eigenface performance deteriorates when
the view-point and lighting conditions change. Consequently, they be-
lieve that Graph Matching is superior, although it may require a high-
er computational effort. However two important considerations should
be made here: firstly, the simple version of eigenfaces was tested, and
consequently shape-free eigenfaces would probably improve the per-
formance; and secondly Lades, who is at the origin of Elastic Graph
Matching, is co-author of this comparison, meaning that the conclusion
could be potentially biased.
Zhao et al. [3-106] consider that the Elastic Bunch Graph Matching
method has very good performance, although it is limited to relatively
high resolution images.
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Finally, two ultimate motivations favouring the use of Elastic Graph
Matching are given by modularity and regularity. Modularity is indeed
supported in the sense that it is possible to modify the type of extracted
features (e.g. Gabor filtered images, or dilated and eroded images) with
few or no modifications to the Graph Matching framework. The second
argument referring to regularity is explained by the fact that this algo-
rithm − although it seems at first glance very demanding regarding
computational complexity − appears easier and more regular than ei-
genfaces with shape-free structures. For these reasons the rest of this
report will describe algorithms based on Elastic Graph Matching with
the addition of improvement for mobile applications (Chapter 4), as
well as hardware architectures allowing their use on low-power devices
(Chapter 6).
3.6 Projects consortia, commercial products and pat-
ents
First, a number of consortia, workgroups and directories related to Bi-
ometrics emerged recently. It is worth mentioning:
• Biometrics consortium (http//www.biometrics.org)
• International Biometric Group (IBG) 
(http://www.biometricgroup.com)
• International Biometric Society (http://www.tibs.org)
• The Biometric Foundation (http://www.biometricfoundation.org)
• Association for Biometrics, UK (http://www.afb.org)
• SecureID news (http://www.secureidnews.com)
• InsideID (http://www.insideid.com)
• BioAPI consortium (http://www.bioapi.org)
• US Department of Defence Biometrics
(http://www.biometrics.dod.mil)
• Biometrics Institute (http://www.biometricsinstitute.org)
• BioSecure, European Network of Excellence (NoE)
(http://www.biosecure.org)
• Biometrics catalog (http://www.biometricscatalog.com)
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• Biometric Information Directory
(http://www.biometricinfodirectory.com)
• findBIOMETRICS (http://www.findbiometrics.com)
• Biometric Watch (http://www.biometricwatch.com/)
• Biometrics in Human Services User Group
(http://www.dss.state.ct.us/digital/faq/dihsug.htm)
• COST 275 action 
(http://www.fub.it/cost275/; see also http://www.cost.esf.org)
• The Face Recognition Homepage (http://www.face-rec.org/)
Specialized magazines also appeared, the leading ones being:
• Biometric Technology Today (http://www.biometrics-today.com)
• Biometrics Digest (http://www.biodigest.com)
• Biometrics Market Intelligence (http://www.acuity-mi.com)
• Global ID magazine (http://www.global-id-magazine.com)
As observed during the Face Recognition Vendor Test (FRVT) the
state-of-art in facial recognition is constantly improving (1% false ac-
ceptances at 90% of correct recognition in 2003 on this particular data-
base). This means that a description of commercially available
products at the time of writing this report will inevitably become out-
dated soon after. Consequently the purpose of this section is not to
build a precise image of state-of-art commercial solutions, but rather to
give clues on − or trends in − this domain.
Participants to the FRVT 2002 event are a good representative subset
of the key players in the field of facial recognition. These companies are
briefly mentioned below (in alphabetical order), together with the type
of algorithm used at time of this competition.
• AcSys Biometrics Group (http://www.acsysbiometricscorp.com):
their system seems to be based on an artificial neural network 
with a special “quantum mechanics inspired” back-propagation 
algorithm. No references to academic work were found.
• Cognitech Systems GmbH (http://www.cognitech-systems.com):
different variants of their FaceVACS system are available. The 
system seems to be mainly based on a Fisherface variant.
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• C-VIS Computer Vision and Automation GmbH 
(http://www.c-vis.com): they provide both hardware and software 
through their FaceSnap recorders (http://www.facesnap.de). The 
type of algorithms used is said to be “based on neural computing 
and combines the advantages of elastic and neural networks”. It 
might thus be based on a method similar to Dynamic Link Archi-
tecture.
• Dream Mirh Co. Ltd. (http://www.dreammirh.com):
this Korean company is active both in facial and fingerprint recog-
nition. The type of algorithms used is not known. They provide 
with a solution for mobile phones, but the image is transmitted to 
a remote server without local processing on this mobile.
• Neven Vision (formerly Eyematic Interfaces Inc.) 
(http://www.nevenvision.com): their products mainly target mobile 
multimedia (e.g. real-time avatar chat, advanced user interfaces), 
but also provide real-time facial tracking and recognition. They do 
not mention explicitly if matching can be done on the mobile ter-
minal. The type of algorithms used is not disclosed but seems to 
be based on Active Shape Models. In addition, 3D head recon-
struction is mentioned.
• Iconquest (http://www.iconquesttech.com):
Iconquest claims that their technology fractals based technology 
is especially effective when poor image quality is present.
• Identix (http://www.identix.com): 
their products are based on the FaceIt technology provided by 
Visionics (http://www.FaceIt.com), which uses the Local Feature 
Analysis (LFA) described in Subsection 3.4.4. IBIS mobile termi-
nal allows to capture fingerprints and face image and transmits 
them wirelessly to a remote server and database for matching.
• Imagis Technologies (http://www.imagistechnologies.com/):
ID2000 is mainly a law enforcement software. Their products are 
all based on their ID-2000 technology which is using spectral 
information in conjunction with 3D models. Re-rendered images 
are then wavelet transformed and compared.
• Viisage Technology (http://www.viisage.com):
the underlying technology - namely a variant of eigenfaces - was 
mainly developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT). In addition, Viisage acquired ZN-Vision Technologies, a 
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spin-off from the Ruhr University in Germany, which was produc-
ing ZN-face based on Elastic Graph Matching of Gabor features.
• VisionSphere Technologies Inc. (http://www.visionspheretech. com): 
available products rely on the UnMask technology using so-called 
“holistic feature codes”. Further details on this method are how-
ever not disclosed, but the method requires precise face and eye 
location for normalization. The VisionSphere software was ported 
on a Texas Instrument TSM320DM640/642 DSP. Proposed prod-
ucts encompass FaceCam for physical access control, ItsMe for 
network access, and HawkEye for video surveillance. No mobile 
application of the DSP port is described.
Other producers of face recognition technology who did not participate
to the FRVT 2002 event can however be found. Here is again a non-ex-
haustive list:
• Gaga Security System (http://www.exim21.com/security/frm4000.php) 
they promote a Facial Recognition Module and software develop-
ment kit (SDK) called FRM4000. It is centred around a 32 bit 
DSP and a 230 or 430 thousand pixel CCD camera. The verifica-
tion is said to be performed in about 0.5 second, however the algo-
rithm used in the matching is not mentioned. Still, from the 
pictures displayed on the manufacturer’s website, it can be 
believed that a feature based approach is used. Finally, targeted 
applications seem not to be mobile, as the illustration given on the 
same website showcases a door access control.
• FaceKey Corporation (http://www.facekey.com) is an integrator of 
face and fingerprint biometric systems, mainly targeting access 
control. Detection and recognition are possible, the latter allowing 
the comparison of 20’000 faces per second.
• Keyware (http://www.keywareusa.com) is essentially an integrator of 
biometric technology. Example of products is the CAS SignOn log-
on software.
• ID-arts (http://www.id-arts.com) promote the “Passfaces Cognomet-
ric Authentication”, which is not really a biometric authentica-
tion. Rather, it replaces standard keywords with a sequence of 
faces that the user has to recognize.
• ImageWare Systems Inc. (http://www.iwsinc.com) claim to have 
developed a scalable “Biometric engine” that seems to integrate 
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third-party algorithms (such as Identix, Cognitech, Viisage, or 
Neven).
• BioID (http://www.bioid.com) proposes an SDK, which performs 
multimodal authentication relying on face, voice and “pass-
phrase” (measurement of the lips movement). The technology 
used for the face modality is not mentioned.
• Biometric Systems Inc. (http://www.biometrica.com) targets mainly 
casinos. No technology information is available and this company 
seems to be an integrator rather than a developer of biometric 
technology. It is furthermore a subsidiary of Viisage Technology.
• ITC-irst (http://spotit.itc.it) delivers a system called SpotIt that 
is said to create “photographic quality face composites and to 
automagically find the most similar faces in a large database”. 
Developed among others by R. Brunelli, this software can thus 
generate and transform faces. This technology is patented (US 
5764790).
Note that this list is certainly not exhaustive, since hundreds of com-
panies emerged in the five past years. For instance 546 companies in
the biometric field are indexed by the “Biometric Information Directo-
ry” as of November 23, 2004. However 127 are related to the face mo-
dality i.e. less than one fourth, whereas 291 are related to fingerprint
for instance. We believe however that the above subset is quite repre-
sentative of the largest companies in years 2004-2005. Additionally,
note that web links may change very rapidly and soon become obsolete.
A quick search on pending patents in the biometrics and face authenti-
cation domain was then performed. Firstly, while using the above men-
tioned companies as assignees, a number of patents (European,
American, Japanese and Worldwide patent numbers are given when
available) seemingly related to biometrics could be identified (see
Table 3-1). It can be observed that large companies possess several pat-
ents, but from a preliminary review it is difficult to assess if these pat-
ents are strong and cover a large area or if they are more specific to a
particular implementation used by the corresponding company.
In the US classification, the majority of patents regarding face authen-
tication are within “image analysis” categories 382/115 (“personnel
identification e.g. biometrics”) and 382/118 (“using facial characteris-
tics”). A search on the latter returns 231 patents, while the combina-
tion of both returns 35 patents only.
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A second patent search was performed by seeking explicitly face recog-
nition methods and apparatuses for face recognition. This search re-
turned only 36 patens containing keywords “recognition” and “facial” or
“face”. The most interesting results belonging to this category were be-
tween methods (Table 3-2) and applications and devices (Table 3-3).
Most recent patented methods cover the combination of 2D and 3D
methods, while older methods focused mainly on the eigenface ap-
proach10. It can be readily observed that the number of devices and ap-
plications is much larger than the number of methods.
10. Using “eigenfaces”  as a keyword expected to appear in the title, the number of hits reaches 32 on the 
US patent database. Most of them correspond to applications or devices using the eigenface paradigm.
Company Patent number (US/EP/WO) Patent title
Neven Vision
(formerly
Eyematic
interfaces)
US 6'580'811 Wavelet-based facial motion cap-
ture for avatar animation
US 6'563'950
US 6'356'659
US 6'222'939
Labeled bunch graphs for image 
analysis
US 6'466'695
/WO 0’111’551
Procedure for automatic analysis 
of images and image sequences 
based on two-dimensional shape 
primitives
US 6'301'370
/WO 9’953’427
/EP 1’072’014
Face recognition from video 
images
US 6'272'231 Wavelet-based facial motion cap-
ture for avatar animation
C-VIS US 5'864'363
/EP 0’735’757
Method and device for automati-
cally taking a picture of a person's 
face
Viisage US 6'681'032 Real-time facial recognition and 
verification system
20030059124 Real-time facial recognition and 
verification system
NextGen ID US 20040036574 Distributed biometric access con-
trol method and apparatus
Table 3-1: Patents assigned to companies mentioned in Section 3.6.
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Finally, a search with the keywords “mobile” and “face” was attempted.
From the 34 results returned, only 2 seemed interesting, but they were
not available at the time of writing the thesis report (Korean applica-
tions). None seemed to cover the full face verification on a mobile ter-
minal.
Secure ID-Net US 20010004231 Secure system using images of only 
part of a body as the key where the 
part has continuously-changing 
features
Identix US 6'665'427 Apparatus and method for elec-
tronically acquiring fingerprint 
image with low cost removable 
platen and separate imaging 
device
US 6'484'260 Personal identification system
US 6'175'407
/EP 1’157’351
/WO 0’036’548
Apparatus and method for opti-
cally imaging features on the sur-
face of a hand
US 5'825'474 Heated optical platen cover for a 
fingerprint imaging system
US 5'748'766
/EP 0’976’088
/WO 9’741’528
Method and device for reducing 
smear in a rolled fingerprint 
image
US 5'650'842 Device and method for obtaining a 
plain image of multiple finger-
prints
US 5'067'162
/EP 0’251’504
/JP 63’041’989
Method and apparatus for verify-
ing identity using image correla-
tion
US 4'537'484
/WO 8’503’362
Fingerprint imaging apparatus
Company Patent number (US/EP/WO) Patent title
Table 3-1: Patents assigned to companies mentioned in Section 3.6.
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Patent number 
(US/EP/WO) Patent title Short description
US2005008199 Facial recognition system 
and method
Combination of a 2D image 
with a standard 3D repre-
sentation
GB 2’402’311 Facial recognition using 
synthetic images
Synthesis of 2D images from 
a 3D model (issued by 
Canon)
US2004151349
/WO2004066191
Method and or system to 
perform automated facial 
recognition and comparison 
using multiple 2D facial 
images parsed from a cap-
tured 3D facial image
“Parsing” of 2D images from 
a 3D acquired representa-
tions
US 5,164,992  Face recognition system The original Eigenface 
method
US 6,044,168 Model based faced coding 
and decoding using feature 
detection and eigenface cod-
ing
An Eigenface variant
Table 3-2: Patents related to face recognition methods.
Patent number 
(US/EP/WO) Patent title Application domain
US2004239481 Method and system for 
facial recognition biomet-
rics on a foba
Secured transactions 
(issued by American 
Express)
US2004234109 Facial-recognition vehicle 
security system and auto-
matically starting vehicle
Automotive
US2004164147 Currency cassette access 
based on facial recognition
ATMb / currency 
US2004117638 Method for incorporating 
facial recognition technol-
ogy in a multimedia sur-
veillance system
Video (multimedia) surveil-
lance
US2003161507 Method and apparatus for 
performing facial recogni-
tion with a hand-held imag-
ing device
Mobile device with database 
access to a remote server
Table 3-3: Patents related to face recognition devices and applications.
a. Self-contained device which may be contained on any portable form factor.
b. Automatic Telling Machine.
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As can be seen from the above examples, biometric face recognition is
essentially distributed in the form of software development kits (SDK),
and less often in the form of hardware platforms in conjunction with
software. Most of the time however, this hardware is based on standard
material (computers, operating systems). This is probably due to the
fact that current applications target rather indoor access control appli-
cations than low-power or mobile applications where dedicated hard-
ware is necessary. Except for the companies selling image acquisition
devices, the market seems currently mainly software based, leaving
open the door to fully integrated solutions. Moreover the trend already
mentioned in Section 2.5 indicates that the mobile market should de-
velop in the coming years. Although today’s mobile verifications rely on
a remote server, future applications may perform the full matching on
the mobile itself. This step forward already happened with fingerprint
technology and should be mainstream in a few years.
Finally the 2000 FRVT event allowed interesting conclusions to be
drawn:
• performance was dramatically degraded with view angles larger 
than 25 degrees.
• performance was degraded when the test images were captured 
more than one year after the enrolment.
• handling of lighting changes (indoor vs. outdoor) needed to be 
thoroughly investigated.
And from the 2002 test:
• Although performing correctly with indoor lighting, the recogni-
tion rate decreased from 90% to 50% at a false acceptance rate of 
1% when testing in outdoor conditions.
• Performance was largely improved when using 3D morphed 
images to compensate for geometry changes11.
• Watch list applications (i.e. comparing a test image to a large list 
of persons, e.g. watch lists of suspected criminals) decreased in 
performance when the size of the list is rising (in numbers, the 
decrease amounts approximately to 2-3% when the size of the list 
doubles).
11. Feature points were set manually and then an automatic optimization was performed. Its semi-auto-
matic nature and the involved complexity (4 minutes per image on a PC equipped with a Pentium 4 
processor operating at a clock frequency of  2GHz) however hinder the use of this method on a mobile 
terminal.
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Clearly the problem of view-pose and illuminant variations represents
a hot topic of research for mobile applications.
3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have first presented cognitive aspects of the face
recognition process by humans, and we used them to characterize com-
putational methods deployed to accomplish this task. A list of six crite-
ria for classifying existing approaches was given in addition to an
updated but nevertheless non-exhaustive list of implementations and
the related classification. Finally a category of algorithm was selected
that should potentially fulfil the requirements of mobile face verifica-
tion.
The selected approach - Elastic Graph Matching - seems to be a power-
ful solution, although apparently computationally expensive compared
to other very simple methods. However, the effort necessary to increase
the robustness of these simple methods becomes more important than
the complexity of graph matching. Having selected this method, we
should keep in mind that large out-of-plane rotations are still a prob-
lem, although they can be partly solved by appropriate training, and
that the robustness to illumination variations will be determined by
the feature selection.
Finally we observed at the moment of writing this thesis that no prod-
uct proposed on the market claims to perform face verification entirely
on a mobile device.
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Chapter 4
Elastic Graph Matching Algorithm 
Applied to Face Verification
This chapter presents the different building blocks involved in the
Elastic Graph Matching (EGM) algorithm introduced in Subsection
3.4.5., and discusses solutions found in the literature and original con-
tributions proposed in this thesis. The proposed algorithm improve-
ments aim both at increasing the robustness in a mobile context and at
reducing the computational complexity and thus the power-consump-
tion of the corresponding hardware implementation.
Firstly, an overview of the dataflow of EGM applied to face authentica-
tion is given in Section 4.1 and enables the identification of key issues
and building blocks on which the thesis is focused. Then an extended
and original discussion of the influence of illumination variations on
the face matching process will be carried out in Section 4.2. This con-
tribution is accompanied by a review of several existing illumination
normalization techniques, comparing their efficiency, reproducibility,
and computational complexity in light of the previous analysis. Then,
a detailed description of three types of pattern matching based feature
extractors (namely Gabor filters, modified discrete cosine transform,
and mathematical morphology operators) will be presented in Section
4.3. Their systematic comparison from both performance and computa-
tional complexity point of view represents also a distinct contribution.
A description of feature-space reduction techniques will be discussed in
the framework of EGM in Section 4.4, while Section 4.5 will concen-
trate on efficient matching strategies related to function minimization
will also introduce several innovative contributions. Finally classifier
design will be discussed in Section 4.6, and the performance of the dif-
ferent variants will be examined in Section 4.7. Conclusions drawn
from the study of these building blocks will serve in Chapter 6 for the
implementation of a low-power system-on-chip for face authentication.
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4.1 Algorithm architecture
The general enrolment and testing procedures for the EGM algorithm
are represented in Figure 4-1. During enrolment, a template is extract-
ed from a single reference image. If several training samples are avail-
able, several templates can be added to the database or some statistics
can be extracted to increase the robustness of the matching (e.g. Prin-
cipal Component Analysis or Linear Discriminant Analysis, see Sec-
tion 4.4). These templates and statistics are then used in the testing
stage, where a new view containing a face is presented together with
an identity claim (in the case of authentication).
As seen in Subsection 3.4.5, EGM consists in extracting local informa-
tion at sparse discrete locations regularly sampled over the face, and in
finding a correspondence (i.e. a graph isomorphism) between features
of the test and reference graphs. Consequently, the usual pattern rec-
ognition process of first extracting features, and then using them for
classification, is slightly modified here because of the iterative classifi-
cation process. Indeed, based on the calculated distance, a new test
template is extracted with a different graph configuration until the
best match is found. At this stage the final distance is sent to a one di-
mensional classifier.
Figure 4-1: Enrolment and testing procedures in the case of face authentication. 
Sections where each block is discussed are indicated. Major algorithmic contributions of this
thesis can be found in Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.5.
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Face detection during the enrolment is only necessary if this process re-
quires to be fully automatic and unattended (i.e. without human inter-
vention to place the reference graph). This would be the case in
surveillance applications but obviously not in the context of mobile face
authentication. This step will thus not be implemented here. During
the testing phase, the face detection can be used as an a priori informa-
tion to normalize the image or to initialize the graph placement so as
to reduce the number of iterations. Similarly to the enrolment process,
face detection can be however removed at the cost of a higher number
of iterations. As a consequence, no face detection will be considered in
this chapter, although some possible implementations will be described
later in Section 5.1 with the aim of reusing algorithms and hardware
for other applications (e.g. surveillance).
4.2 Image normalization
Image pre-processing or normalization may be necessary to compen-
sate for variations of the illuminant (e.g. white balancing) or of the
viewpoint (e.g. image warping). Because the Elastic Graph Matching
algorithm intrinsically performs a kind of warping during the match-
ing, this last normalization seems not necessary, while some photomet-
ric normalization will be required as demonstrated in following
sections.
Illuminant variation is one of the most difficult problems for face rec-
ognition and probably one of the major limiting factors to high perform-
ance systems, which if for instance more critical than pose variation [4-
1]. Accordingly, many different methods were proposed in the litera-
ture to compensate for this problem. Before looking at normalization
methods and at the robustness of the different feature extraction tech-
niques that are mostly used, the actual effect of illuminant variations
on the acquired image will first be defined, taking into account several
effects that are generally not discussed in the face recognition commu-
nity (e.g. variation of light spectrum). Then, several techniques for
modelling and removing the illuminant dependence will be reviewed
and their performance evaluated from a theoretical point of view and
in real situations.
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4.2.1 Effects of illumination variations
In the following discussion, variations of illuminant encompass both:
• variations of the perceived intensity, which will make objects
appear brighter or darker, and
• variations of the illuminant spectrum, which will alter the per-
ceived colors of the objects and the contrasts between colored
regions of an object (or between objects), even in grayscale images. 
While the first category of variations is largely discussed in the face
recognition literature, no extensive discussion of the second one could
be found. It is however a largely known problem in machine vision (e.g.
in color indexing [4-25]). This subsection will thus contribute to ad-
dressing the problem in the context of face recognition.
The following strong assumptions are generally made by authors pro-
posing illumination normalization methods:
• objects are illuminated directly by the light source, i.e. no multiple
reflections are involved. For instance, this assumption does not
hold in a room with a colored wall which is reflecting part of the
light (i.e. selected regions of the illuminant spectrum) on the face
of the user. However it can be assumed that the perceived inten-
sity created by this source is much smaller than that of the origi-
nal light source.
• the face is illuminated uniformly, i.e. the light source geometry is
an ideal plane-wave (light coming from infinity) originating from
a far located point light source (approximation of a light bulb).
•  polarization and diffraction effects are not taken into account.
The light reaching the surface of an object can be reflected in two dif-
ferent manners: either at the interface or in the body of the surface. The
first is generally operating in a mirror-like manner, and is called spec-
ular reflection, while the second is highly diffused due to the interac-
tion with the matter [4-64]. The specular reflection is usually only
observed in some regions of the image, but with a very strong intensity
and with a color that is close to the color of the illuminant instead of
being close to the color of the object. Because the specular reflection is
usually polarized, it is possible to remove it (or at least to detect it) by
imaging the object through a polarizer [4-75].
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A simple yet efficient model describing diffuse reflection is the so-called
Lambertian model (see Figure 4-2), where the intensity of the reflected
light follows the following geometrical law:
where kd is the reflectance (also called albedo) of the surface and is de-
pendent on the wavelength , θ is the angle between the normal to the
surface  and the direction of the incident plane wave , and  is
the light intensity. Eq. 4.1 means also that the quantity of light per-
ceived from a reflection on a lambertian reflector is independent of the
viewpoint (represented by angle ). However it is clearly dependent of
the angle between the normal to the surface and the direction of the il-
luminant (either plane wave direction or vector from a point light
source to the surface).
Since the lambertian model only accounts for the diffuse part of the re-
flected light, another model is generally used to model both the diffuse
and specular components of the reflection. In the dichromatic reflection
model [4-64] the reflected radiance is composed of two contributions,
one due to the light reflected at the interface and one due to the light
reflected from the surface body. Moreover each contribution can be sep-
arated into a part depending on geometry and a part depending on the
wavelength of the illuminant (Eq. 4.2).
Figure 4-2: Diffuse reflection by a Lambertian reflector. 
The light arriving on the surface is reflected equally in all directions (gray arrows). The inten-
sity of the reflected light is only dependent on the angle between the incoming light direction
and the normal to the surface of the reflector but not on the direction of observation. 
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where λ is the wavelength, θ is the angle between the normal to the sur-
face and the incoming light, ρ is the angle between the normal to the
surface and the viewer, ci and cb are spectral reflectances (of the inter-
face and body respectively), which are independent of the geometry,
and mi and mb depend only on geometry and not on wavelength.
The Phong model [4-56] largely used in computer graphics for 3D ren-
dering is a particular case of the Dichromatic Reflection Model [4-64]
but has no real physical foundation apart from being “pleasant” to the
eye. Other more complicated models were proposed, especially to ex-
press the reflection as a physical process [4-52].
The assumption that light reaching the sensor came from a single re-
flection means that ambient light is not taken into account. For indoor
environments without direct lighting, or outdoor during hazy days, it
is however possible that the illumination is solely due to this neglected
ambient light. The main characteristic of a perfectly diffuse light1 is
that the reflected light is uniform with respect to geometry but is how-
ever dependent on the wavelength, i.e. a third term depending only on
the wavelength should be added (Eq. 4.3). 
Additionally, shadows are not taken into account in the lambertian and
dichromatic models described above. Shadows can be of two types [4-
66]: an attached shadow occurs when the angle  between the normal
to the surface and the incoming light direction is obtuse (i.e. lighting
coming from the other side of a face); a cast shadow occurs when the ob-
ject point is obstructed from the light source by another object (typical-
ly the nose tip). In the first case, only ambient light remains2, which
means that the perceived intensity is almost constant on the attached
shadow if the object reflectance in this region is constant. In the case of
cast shadow however, it is not possible to model the effect correctly, and
chances that the performance degrades with increasing number of cast
shadows is high. But if this type of shadow is sufficiently large, it is per-
haps possible to minimize its influence by locally compensating for it.
(4.2)
1. “Perfectly diffuse” lights are rarely encountered in practice.
(4.3)
2. In the Dichromatic Reflection Model, this means that mi = mb = 0.
Idiffuse λ θ ρ, ,( ) Ii λ θ ρ, ,( ) Ib λ θ ρ, ,( )+=
Idiffuse λ θ ρ, ,( ) mi θ ρ,( )ci λ( ) mb θ ρ,( )cb λ( )+=
Idiffuse λ θ ρ, ,( ) mi θ ρ,( )ci λ( ) mb θ ρ,( )cb λ( ) L λ( )+ +=
θ
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Following Martinkauppi [4-48] it is possible to consider the skin as dif-
fusing - i.e. matt - because the surface of the skin does not allow for
large specular reflections and is optically inactive (i.e. no fluorescence).
The glossiness of the skin could be due mainly to sweat, skin oil or
chemical products covering the surface. Therefore it can be assumed
that the contribution of mi in Eq. 4.2 is relatively small as compared to
the contribution of mb. To simplify the rest of the discussion, we will
therefore consider only this latter contribution, i.e. an “enhanced Lam-
bertian model” taking into account spectral distributions. It should be
noted also that mb can vary - smoothly if the geometry does not present
pronounced edges - from pixel to pixel due to the object geometry where
as cb should be approximately the same on surfaces of the same colour
and change e.g. near the mouth or the eyes. Therefore Eq. 4.3 becomes:
Spectral components  and  will now be discussed. The intensi-
ty perceived on a photo-diode of the image sensor depends on the spec-
tral power distribution I(l) of the illuminant, the spectral reflectance
R(l) of the object on which light is reflected, and the spectral sensitivity
η(λ) of the photo-diode (we do not distinguish this sensitivity from the
spectral transmission of the color filters that are deposited on the sur-
face of the photo-diode and that actually lead to its particular spectral
sensitivity ).
where i represents one of the tri-stimuli red (R), green (G), and blue (B).
Note that x and y correspond to the photo-diode coordinates on the im-
age sensor. Light received on this photo-diode depends actually on the
world coordinates of the corresponding object point, and also on θ, al-
though it is not mentioned explicitly in Eq. 4.5 because it is independ-
ent of the viewing angle.
Using the modified Dichromatic Reflection Model, the spectral reflect-
ance R can be replaced in Eq. 4.5 with the expression for the diffused
reflection Idiffuse (i.e. Eq. 4.4):
(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)
Idiffuse x y λ; θ ρ, , ,( ) mb x y θ; ρ, ,( )cb λ( ) L λ( )+=
cb λ( ) L λ( )
η λ( )
Pi x y,( ) ηi λ( )I λ θ,( )R x y λ; θ, ,( ) λd∫=
Pi x y,( ) ηi λ( )I λ( ) cb λ( )mb x y θ; ρ, ,( ) L λ( )+[ ] λd∫=
Pi x y,( ) mb x y θ; ρ, ,( ) ηi λ( )I λ( )cb x y λ, ,( ) λ ηi λ( )I λ( )L λ( ) λd∫+d∫=
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Features extraction from grayscale images such as edges, textures or
shapes will thus be influenced by the following variations:
Issue 1:modification of the light position relatively to the geometry 
of the object i.e. of  but not of the viewer.
Issue 2:modification of the sensitivity of the sensor or of the light 
intensity i.e.  or .
Issue 3:modification of the spectral density of the illuminant 
i.e. .
Nevertheless, only the information contained in cb and in mb is of in-
terest for pattern recognition, while the rest can be considered as noise.
Solutions to circumvent issues 1 to 3 are now discussed.
1) Modification of the light position w.r.t. the geometry of the object
We assume here that the mb parameter follows the Lambertian model
with attached shadows: 
With no ambient light (i.e. L=0), an angle between two plane surfaces
will produce a visible edge (see Figure 4-3), depending on the angle be-
tween the surfaces and the light direction. For instance, if we apply a
3x3 Sobel filter [4-33] on the luma image, the detected edge will be
more distinct if the angles θ for the two planes are more different. Thus,
for the same object geometry, the contrast of the angle will be different
depending on the orientation of the light. Now with L>0, and with
mb=0 (e.g. light coming from the bottom), the illuminant will be con-
stant, i.e. all colors will appear the same. Therefore the edge illustrated
in Figure 4-3 will not appear at all if both planes are of the same color.
The perceived brightness will however be different if the colors are dif-
ferent.
The face does not contain sharp edges as illustrated in this example,
but contains significant curvature variations, and planes with various
orientations. Consequently, edge detection (e.g. used in eye or mouth
detection) performed under a direct light or under a diffused (or ambi-
ent) one will produce significantly different contrasts (see Figure 4-4).
(4.7)
mb θ( )
ηi λ( ) I λ( ) λd∫
I λ( )
mb x y θ ρ,;,( ) max θ x y,( ) 0,cos{ }=
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Figure 4-3: Effect of geometry and light direction on contrast of edges. 
a) Light arriving on two oriented planes, with two different incident light angles (the observa-
tion angle remains unchanged); b) observed reflected intensity on the two planes; c) result of
edge detection applied on b) (using a 3x3 Sobel operator).
Note that the contrast between the two planes is higher when θ1 and θ2 are more distinct for
the two planes (upper situation)
Figure 4-4: Edge detection on faces under different illuminants.
a) face image with frontal light; b) face image with light coming from the side (azimut: 70°;
elevation: 45°); c) horizontal edge detection applied on image a); d) horizontal edge detection
applied on image b) (images were taken from the Yale B database [4-27]).
observerlighta) b) c)
observerlight
θ1
θ1
θ2
θ2
a)
c)
b)
d)
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2) Modification of the sensitivity of the sensor or of the light intensity
Let us consider the case of CMOS APS image sensors with photo-diodes
collecting the energy of the photons [4-11] operating in global-shutter
exposure mode.
The exposure time, i.e. the time during which the photo-diode will col-
lect photons energy, will have an influence on the value read for a given
tri-stimulus. Taking two images with two different exposure times will
lead to different pixel values for the same object. In this thesis, we
make the assumption that the relation between sensitivity and expo-
sure time is linear, leading to a normalized spectral sensitivity (i.e. not
depending on the exposure time or converter gain), multiplied by the
exposure time Texp, which is constant over the whole image (Eq. 4.8).
This “illuminant” variation (i.e. two different Texp in two different im-
ages) is usually easy to compensate for as the gain Texp is constant over
the entire image. This assumption is however not always true, e.g. if
there are gain mismatches between pixels of the sensor or more evi-
dently when saturation occurs on the photo-diodes. On the other hand
variations of the spectral distribution of η could be handled as varia-
tions of the spectral density of the illuminant, i.e. by white-balancing.
However, since it is sensor dependent and not illumination dependent,
this calibration can be performed once for all.
3) Modification of the spectral density of the illuminant
The EGM algorithm is essentially working on grayscale images. A
grayscale representation proportional to perceived brightness can be
obtained from color image sensors by either computing its CIE lumi-
nance Y from (R,G,B) components, or alternatively its luma Y’ from the
gamma corrected (R,G,B) components, denoted R’, G’ and B’ [4-59].
From Eq. 4.9 and Eq. 4.10 it can be observed that if the spectral power
distribution of the illuminant changes not only the perceived color will
be different but the perceived brightness too (both luminance and
luma). Furthermore, the transform is not univocal, as some colored ob-
jects might give a very different luminance under a light containing
more blue and less red than the canonical light, while a differently
(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.10)
Pi x y,( ) mb x y θ; ρ, ,( )Texp ηi0 λ( )I λ( )cb x y λ, ,( ) λd∫=
Y 0.2125 R⋅ 0.7154 G⋅ 0.0721 B⋅++=
Y 0.299 R'⋅ 0.587 G'⋅ 0.114 B'⋅++=
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colored object might give the same perceived brightness under those
light conditions. Consequently the contrast between two color regions
can largely change with the color (i.e. the power spectral distribution)
of the illuminant (see for instance Figure 4-5).
Methods that propose to recover correct colors under an unknown illu-
minant from an arbitrary image are called color constancy methods.
This operation is also sometimes called white-balancing for image sen-
sors, because a white reference was traditionally used to calibrate cam-
eras under a new unknown illuminant. In the general form, this
operation can be expressed as a linear transform:
The diagonal matrix is a special simplification known as the von Kries
model (or von Kries adaptation): 
Figure 4-5: Two color patches under two different illuminants and their respective luma.
a) Two patches (blue and red, separated by a black margin) under a Sylvania warm white flu-
orescent light; b) the same patches under a Solux 4700 K daylight-like light; c) luma of a); d)
luma of b); e) contrast along the line α-β for b) (plain line) and c) (dashed line).
It can be observed that the two colors give the same luma under the Solux 4700 K but different
luma under the Sylvania. Without taking into account the black region present between the two
color patches, but considering a juxtaposition of the two colors, an edge would be detected in
one case and not in the other similarly to Figure 4-3. These color patches are details from Mac-
Beth™ images taken from the database of Barnard et al. [4-4].
(4.11)
(4.12)
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This model is valid if the spectral sensitivities of the color filters are
narrow-band and non-overlapping (i.e. independent). This strong as-
sumption generally does not hold, but the resulting simplification is
still sufficient for most applications. If this is not the case, it is neces-
sary to apply a so-called spectral sharpening [4-22][4-23] before the von
Kries approximation to increase the independence of the tri-stimuli.
These three coefficients can be for instance recovered by one of the fol-
lowing very popular white-balancing methods [4-61]:
• white-patch (inspired from Land’s Retinex theory);
• grey world;
• gamut mapping.
The first two approaches are very easily implemented but are generally
not sufficient to compensate for illuminant color variations. The third
method, while being notably more robust, is also seriously more com-
putationally complex and involves a large memory footprint. In a mo-
bile environment, only the two first approaches seem feasible.
Qualitative results obtained with a webcam demonstrator showed that
none performed sufficiently well all of the time. Nevertheless, with a
more constrained environment (e.g. containing assuredly a white re-
gion), these methods can prove successful enough.
If the face recognition is based on luma or luminance images, then color
constancy can be combined with luma calculation (Eq. 4.10), leading to
Eq. 4.13. More information on color constancy can be found in Barnard
et al. [4-5][4-6] or Tuceryan and Jain [4-74].
We must stress again that performing poorly color constancy will result
in a poor “brightness constancy” as well, as this was already illustrated
in Figure 4-5! That is, the perceived brightness will be different under
different illuminant colors (i.e. spectral distributions).
(4.13)
Y˜ 0.2125 0.7154 0.0721
a11 0 0
0 a22 0
0 0 a33
R
G
B
=
0.2125 a11⋅ 0.7154 a22⋅ 0.0721 a33⋅
R
G
B
=
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Even in the case of a single spectral sensitivity, common to all pixels
(i.e. a “true” grayscale image sensor, with no color filter deposited on
top of the photo-diodes, or with the same filter deposited on all the di-
odes, e.g. for infra-red radiation filtering), the problem of variable per-
ceived brightness exists, but in this case it will be impossible to perform
“brightness constancy” because at least three independent basis func-
tions (i.e. a tristimulus) are necessary to approximate accurately natu-
rally occurring spectral reflectances [4-31].
4.2.2 Illuminant normalization techniques
This subsection reviews existing solutions proposed in the literature to
solve the illumination variation problem, i.e. the three issues men-
tioned on page 90 and detailed above. Numerous methods have been
indeed proposed but we will show that they only partially solve the
problem or that they involve a very important computational complex-
ity. We will then identify the remaining problem and propose solutions
towards more robust yet less complex face authentication solutions.
Two approaches are possible to remove the influence of illumination
variations:
• predict the variability of the features;
• derive new insensitive features (i.e. invariant or nearly invari-
ant).
These two approaches will now be discussed and a solution for low-pow-
er mobile applications will be proposed.
a) Variability prediction
Obviously the most intuitive method to achieve perfect illumination
prediction with a bottom-up approach (see Subsection 3.3.1) would be
to generate a 3D model (from a 3D view, or from a single or multiple 2D
views, i.e. what is sometimes called a 2½ model, using e.g. shape-from-
shading approaches), then synthesizing a 2D view from this 3D model
while modifying lighting (and all spectral distributions of reflectances
and lighting, i.e. a kind of ray tracing approach) including attached
shadows until the obtained 2D view resembles the original one. A novel
“re-lighted” (i.e. synthesized) view would then be used for recognition.
This approach was proposed e.g. by Blanz and Vetter and coined “mor-
phable models” [4-12]. The FRVT 2002 reported significant improve-
ments on almost all algorithms when using this method. Nevertheless,
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this task remains very difficult due to the large number of parameters
involved in real scenes (multiple lights, multiple reflections, occlu-
sions) making the use of simplified methods compulsory.
A nice theoretical framework was proposed by Belhumeur et al.: the il-
lumination cone [4-8][4-26][4-27]. The underlying idea is that images of
convex objects illuminated by an arbitrary number of point light sourc-
es located at infinity under a Lambertian hypothesis form a convex
cone in n (where n is the number of pixels in the image), and the di-
mension of this cone equals the number of distinct normals of the object
surface. Since all kinds of lighting conditions can be described as a sum
of elementary point light sources, it is possible to synthesize a novel
view with corrected illuminant from a set of primitives (related to ei-
genimages). The illumination cone method requires three or more im-
ages of the very same scene under different illumination conditions
(covering plausible portions of the solid angle) in order to build a basis
of the 3D illumination subspace. Although this method does not require
an a priori knowledge of the position of light sources with respect to the
camera viewpoint (as it is the case with some shape from shading ap-
proaches), the condition that the three illumination conditions are dif-
ferent (i.e. mutually independent) is already a strong assumption. This
means for instance that a special setup, or at least a special scenario,
is necessary during the enrolment of a new client. The authors claim
however that “waving a light source around the scene” is sufficient to
generate independent images in the illumination cone and to recover
the basis functions.
Basri [4-7] extends this concept of illumination cone by showing that it
can be quite accurately approximated by a 9-dimensional linear sub-
space, by expressing the effects of Lambertian reflectance as being
equivalent to a low-pass filter on lighting. Based on the results of Basri,
Lee [4-45] shows that there exists a set of nine single light source direc-
tions that can be used to derive a subspace that is sufficient to recog-
nize faces under different illumination conditions, without resorting to
3D reconstruction of the model.
While these methods compensate for issues 1 and 2 listed on page 90,
they do not directly solve the problem of illuminant spectrum varia-
tions (issue 3). For instance, Georghiades reports the excellent per-
formance of illumination cones on the Yale B face database [4-27],
which is very constrained in terms of face pose and illuminant spec-
trum, i.e. only the illuminant direction largely varies, thanks to a geo-
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desic alignment of xenon strobes. Belhumeur claims that color can be
incorporated into the model at the price of some more degrees of free-
dom (the cone in n becomes a cartesian product of three cones in 3n)
[4-8]. However, no quantitative results are given to support this claim.
Under variable pose the illumination cone can be transformed into a
family of illumination cones. Georghiades et al. synthesized new poses
by using a Generalized Bas Relief (GBR) surface of the face and by cast-
ing methods using ray-tracing approaches. It is however questionable
how the synthesis decreases the separability of two-faces, as it is cer-
tainly always possible to find another pair of GBR and lighting condi-
tions that would have produced the same image.
The Quotient Image method [4-67] is another class-based, image-based
re-rendering method. From a bootstrap set of images taken under three
independent illuminants, the authors create synthetic images under
different lighting conditions. Additionally, this method relies on an il-
lumination invariant “signature” image per new face from a single in-
put image alone. However, a strong assumption is that all faces share
the same shape but differ in albedo only.
Again, issue 3 listed on page 90 is not solved by this method, since the
authors claim “we will make the assumption that varying illumination
does not affect the saturation and hue composition, only the gray-value
distribution (shades of color) of the image” [4-67]. In addition, these
methods always assume that the face detection was successful and pre-
cise (see also Section 3.5) - in order to apply this eigenimage approach
- whereas this assumption will almost certainly reveal being false due
to the lighting conditions that are especially bad. Consequently, the cli-
ent will be definitely rejected if the detection fails. This last argument
represents a strong motivation for using photometric invariant fea-
tures, instead of statistically-based normalization techniques.
b) Derivation of insensitive features
Finding functions of an image that are insensitive to illumination
changes indeed looks like a Quest for the Holy Grail. Chen and Bel-
humeur [4-15] showed however that under the Lambertian hypothesis
no discriminative function can be used to distinguish any two images
that are truly invariant to illumination changes. Indeed, it is always
possible to find a family of surface and light sources that could have
produced them. The Quotient Image mentioned in a) can be classified
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as well in this category, since it can be used as an “invariant signature”
as stated by the authors.
No particular model of the face is used with feature derivation and as
compared to predictive methods. Nevertheless, the face location is used
in some methods. For example, if the face is correctly located (including
rotation and scale) and if that the face is considered as having mainly
two flat regions (the cheeks), then it is possible to measure the average
illumination on both “sides” of the face and to remove the illumination
dependence.
Kotropoulos et al. used this approach [4-39] while compensating the il-
lumination with a sigmoid function. This normalization works quite ef-
fectively only if the face is precisely located, if there are no attached
shadows, and if the light direction is not too much lateral. From the
previous discussions it should be clear that the first assumption, name-
ly the face can be precisely located, does not hold, especially when the
lighting comes from one side! This is illustrated in Figure 4-6 where the
sigmoid gain is applied to an image of the Yale B database with both
correct and incorrect detection positions3. From this example it can be
seen that a misplaced axis can lead to worse results than without nor-
Figure 4-6: Illumination normalization with a sigmoid.
Top: from a detected ellipse the mean left and right illuminants are calculated. A gain is applied
over the entire image along axis x’ with values following a sigmoid. Bottom: three examples
of normalization: correct detection (left), incorrect angle (middle), and incorrect position and
width (right). 
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malization. Additionally, large attached shadows are often present in
the image and the simplified “two surfaces” model is no longer valid.
Having a model-independent method (i.e. without using a-priori knowl-
edge of the face location) would be definitely more interesting. A simple
method is the histogram transformation e.g. equalization or stretching,
sometimes with a logarithm shape. However this is only poorly effec-
tive even when considering a region-based histogram equalization [4-
65].
Another category of methods that includes homomorphic and isotropic
filtering tries to recover the face reflectance by eliminating the illumi-
nant contribution from Eq. 4.4, which leads to Eq. 4.14.
Homomorphic filtering uses the assumption that the illuminant I var-
ies slowly while the reflectance might change more sharply. Conse-
quently, the reflectance can be extracted by high-pass filtering the
logarithm of the image.
Land’s Retinex algorithm proposes to derive an invariant representa-
tion as the quotient of a point-wise division of the image with a low-
pass filtered version of the image. However this methods creates halos
where discontinuities are present in the image (e.g. on the border of the
face).
Isotropic and anisotropic smoothing [4-30] estimate the illumination as
a blurred version of the original image. The blurring operation contains
a smoothing constraint, and the problem leads to a function minimiza-
tion (which can be either isotropic or anisotropic).
However Short and Kittler [4-68] showed that none of these methods
worked well in every situation. Adini [4-1] compared several different
image representations such as edge maps, image intensity derivatives,
or Gabor filtered images (see also Subsection 4.3.1). However no algo-
rithm appeared as really effective in compensating for variations of il-
luminant.
We draw the following conclusions from the above observations:
3. These detection errors are extremely plausible under this illumination conditions !
(4.14)P x y,( ) 1I λ x; y,( )-------------------- mb x y θ; ρ, ,( )cb λ( )=
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• Reconstructionist approaches (i.e. variability prediction) seem to
perform better than using illumination insensitive features;
• The complexity of reconstructionist approaches is much higher;
• Performance is dependent on the quality of training set;
• Cast shadows can only be predicted using 3D models.
Consequently, for mobile low-power applications we will consider only
insensitive feature extraction techniques, although it shall be clear
that they will be limited in performance. No specific preliminary image
normalization will be performed as it was described in Figure 4-1, but
the extracted features will be normalized (i.e. post-processing instead
of pre-processing).
The next section compares three different feature extraction categories
which are often used in pattern recognition. After presenting parame-
ter choices, we compare their performance in terms of computational
complexity and their robustness as photometric invariants. 
4.3 Feature extraction
The original measurement (or pattern) at our disposal for the face au-
thentication task is a collection of quantized discrete image values (pic-
ture elements, or pixels), representing either a single luminance value
(i.e. grayscale) or multiple chrominance values (generally three, e.g.
red, green and blue, by similarity with the human vision system).
A feature extraction step transforms the original feature into a new
representation by means of a linear or non-linear conversion. The map-
ping of original measurements into more effective ones is also some-
times called feature selection. In this thesis however, this term is
reserved for statistical transformations like Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) and will be discussed later in Section 4.4. The feature
extraction techniques mentioned here on the other hand are untuned
techniques (i.e. which are not depending on a training stage) that are
believed to generalize more easily to novel views and clients.
The goal of the feature extraction in this work is to:
• reduce the size of the original space;
• reduce the correlation between original features;
• derive new features that are invariant to illuminant variations.
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The first objective may not be achieved directly, as the feature extrac-
tion techniques that will be described below temporarily lead to larger
representations than the original image. For example, calculating mul-
tiple eroded version of an image (see Subsection 4.3.3) enlarges the fea-
ture set. However this novel feature space may allow a coarser
sampling of the information used in the classification process (e.g. by
taking only the features associated to the position of graph nodes in-
stead of all the pixels belonging to the face surface), or it can provide a
more effective use of feature selection techniques like PCA, allowing
later on a more effective feature reduction. Similarly, the correlation
reduction is usually also carried out by feature selection techniques
like PCA.
Numerous techniques were employed for feature extraction in pattern
recognition problems, and correspondingly, many can be possibly used
for facial recognition. Without making distinctions between first-order
and second-order features (as defined in Subsection 3.2.1, page 38) we
could cite the following:
• statistics of a region, spatial distributions (e.g. histogram);
• transform features (e.g. Fourier transform, cosine transform);
• edges, contours, boundaries;
• moments;
• texture;
• shape.
This list is far from being exhaustive. In addition, features belonging to
one category can be extracted by using a wealth of different techniques.
For instance, surveys on texture4 classification techniques can be
found for instance in Randen and Husoy [4-60], and Tuceryan and Jain
[4-74]. Techniques belonging to this category can be for instance based
on Gabor filter banks as will be discussed below in Subsection 4.3.1.
The last feature category, i.e. shape, is used here to describe local infor-
mation characterizing a macroscopic region of the face rather than the
global shape of the face. Consequently, shape can be considered as an
extension of texture feature extraction (although there is clearly no re-
petitive pattern in the face) and shape information can be extracted
4. It should be however kept in mind that the definition of texture is not the same for all authors.
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with methods similar to those employed in texture analysis. Shape in-
formation is efficiently extracted with mathematical morphology oper-
ators, as it will be described in Subsection 4.3.3, but also with other
approaches such as Hough transform or moments.
The other categories mentioned in the above list, or other methods not
even mentioned here, although probably deserving some interest as
well, were not investigated in this thesis work. In the rest of this sec-
tion, three feature extraction techniques will be analysed and com-
pared when used in conjunction with EGM, namely:
• Gabor transform-based features.
• Discrete cosine transform-based features;
• Mathematical morphology based features.
Note that using them with other paradigms may lead to different per-
formance results.
4.3.1 Gabor transform-based features
Different categories of feature extraction for texture analysis were pro-
posed. Let us mention signal processing feature extraction [4-60] from
Randen and Husoy. This analysis consists in first filtering the image
and then applying a local energy estimation function (e.g. squaring of
the filtered image with a logarithmic normalizing nonlinearity [4-60]).
The idea is that the energy distribution in the frequency domain can be
used to classify textures, so that sub-band filtering an image and cal-
culating the energy remaining in a single band can be used as a signa-
ture of the texture. This key idea is at the base of Gabor transform-
based features.
Originally, the Gabor transform (i.e. the decomposition of a signal with
a set of Gabor elementary functions) was proposed for 1D signals. The
generalized 1D Gabor inverse transform can be expressed as [4-78]:
where:
(4.15)
(4.16)
f t( ) amr g0 t mT–( ) i2πntT''----⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞exp⋅ ⋅
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and where g0 is the Gabor elementary function (generally a gaussian),
the time parameters T and T’ describe, respectively, the shift of ele-
mentary functions in the time domain (T) and in the frequency domain
(T’), the latter being obtained by a complex phase term in the time do-
main. Note that the original contribution of D. Gabor dealt with the
special case T=T’.
The inverse transform of Eq. 4.15 signifies that any original signal f(t),
, can be reconstructed as a weighted sum of shifted versions of an
elementary window function g0, which modulates plane waves of differ-
ent frequencies. The Gabor transform, which is sometimes called the
direct or forward transform, then consists in finding the weights amr,
associated to the time parameters T and T’, representing the signal f(t). 
This transform is also a special case of the discrete wavelet transform,
the wavelet function being the Gabor elementary function in this case,
and the coefficients amr being the wavelet coefficients [4-14].
Furthermore, a transform is said to provide a complete representation
if we can reconstruct f in a numerically stable way from the transform
of f, or alternatively, if any function f can be written as a superposition
of the transform’s elementary functions. 
When elementary functions form an orthonormal base, the function f
can be reconstructed by a linear superposition of the bases weighed by
the wavelet coefficients:
where the operator <,> denotes the inner product, and the set of func-
tions ψm,n forms the basis.
Nevertheless, since 1D (and also 2D) Gabor functions (arranged in the
form of Gabor wavelets) do not form orthogonal bases, a dual frame 
should be found:
A comprehensive description of Gabor analysis and its applications can
be found in Feichtinger and Strohmer [4-20][4-21]. In the following dis-
cussion however, the basis of Gabor functions used for analysis does
(4.17)
(4.18)
t R∈
f t( ) <f ψm n, >ψm r,,
m n,
∑=
ψ˜
f t( ) <f ψm r, >ψ˜m r,,
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not provide a complete representation, but are rather used in the sense
of spectral analysis. For this reason, the Gabor elementary functions
will be called Gabor filters from now on. Several Gabor filters form a
Gabor filter bank, which is used for spectral analysis of a 2D image.
Gabor filters corresponding to gaussian windows are interesting for
time-frequency signal analysis because they present the best compro-
mise between spatial (or time) and frequency extension.
The 1D Gabor filter can be extended to the 2D case [4-46][4-13]: :
where  is the center of the receptive field in the image space, σ and
β are the standard deviations of the Gaussian along x and y, and 
describe the maximum frequency response of the function.
Basically a 2D Gabor filter represented in the original space domain
corresponds to a sinusoidal plane wave of given frequency and orienta-
tion multiplied by an elliptic gaussian envelope. Hence, the frequency
representation of a 2D Gabor filter corresponds to the convolution of an
elliptic 2D gaussian, different from the one in the original space do-
main, with a dirac impulse centred at the plane wave spatial frequency.
A special case of modulating Gaussian is the one that has the major
axis having the same orientation as the plane wave. Eq. 4.19 becomes:
Note that within Eq. 4.20, σx and σy correspond to the standard devia-
tion of the Gaussian in the frequency domain, and that they account for
the bandpass characteristics of the filter, unlike the previous definition
in Eq. 4.19. The constant in front of the expression was adapted accord-
ingly. The parameter ω0 corresponds to the center passband frequency
of the bandpass along the frequency axis5. Note, finally, that this form
is not separable in x and y, unless .
(4.19)
(4.20)
(4.21)
5. Since the Fourier transform of a rotated 2D function results in the rotation of the Fourier transform of 
this 2D function.
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Equivalently in the frequency space:
Gabor filter banks seem well suited for the task of image filtering in vi-
sion applications. Indeed Gabor filter banks share strong similarities
with visual cortical neurons [4-58][4-37]. But although many authors
indeed agree that Gabor filter banks are performing admirably for im-
age analysis, and particularly for face recognition, they don’t all agree
on the parameters – such as the number and characteristics of the dif-
ferent passband frequencies , the number and characteristics of the
different orientations φ, the width σx and σy of the passband character-
istics, etc. – and how to handle complex images resulting from the fil-
tering operation, i.e. how to extract Gabor features.
Jain and Farrokhnia [4-34] use a real (i.e. even) version of the basic Ga-
bor filter. Using our notation, Eq. 4.20 gets reformulated as follows:
This version is very similar to the previous one in the frequency do-
main, but instead of having one gaussian centred at (ωx,ωy) it will have
one additional gaussian at (-ωx, -ωy), both with half their peak value.
The complex form in Eq. 4.20 is indeed the unilateral form of the real
version in Eq. 4.24. This is due to the fact that the imaginary part of
the filter considered in the original space domain, is the Hilbert trans-
form of the real part, and therefore the complex form of the filter is an
analytical signal. Similarly, a real image filtered with an analytical sig-
nal is analytical, and consequently the magnitude of the signal filtered
with an analytical filter gives the instantaneous envelope of the signal
filtered with the real function, whereas the magnitude of the real (sine
or cosine) filter alone will produce a rectified signal that is only a poor
approximation of the envelope (see Figure 4-9). For these reasons, re-
sults are often reported with the magnitude of the complex response,
or, otherwise, the magnitude of the real response is subsequently aver-
aged over a small neighborhood in order to further smooth the approx-
(4.22)
(4.23)
(4.24)
G ωx ωy,( ) 12--–
ω˜x ω0–( )2
σx2
------------------------- ω˜y
2
σy2
--------+⎝ ⎠⎜ ⎟
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exp=
ω˜x
ω˜y
φcos φsin
φsin– φcos
ωx
ωy
=
ω˜x
g x y,( ) 2πσxσy 2π2– σx2x˜
2 σy2y˜
2
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imated envelope. Note that the smoothing the rectified signal tends to
reduce the selectivity of the filters.
As mentioned previously, sever Gabor filters with different passband
characteristics are combined to form a Gabor filter bank. The reparti-
tion of this group of filters in the frequency domain is called the lattice.
Examples of lattices used in the case of Gabor filter banks are the rec-
tangular checker-board in the log-polar frequency coordinate system
with an octave-band structure [4-10] or the rosette-like representation
in cartesian coordinates. Jain et al. [4-34][4-74] suggest the use of 5 ra-
dial frequencies and 4 orientations. Bigün et al. [4-10] use 5 frequency
bands and 6 orientations. This choice is clearly application-dependent
and needs to be finely tuned. Bovik et al. [4-13] describe a method for
optimally selecting the parameters of the filter bank.
After Gabor filtering (with real filters), Tuceryan and Jain [4-74] sug-
gest the application of a sigmoidal nonlinearity and finally the local
computation of the energy using an absolute average deviation of the
transformed values from the mean, calculated within a window. Bovik
et al. [4-13] propose to calculate the magnitude of the complex response
of the filters and then to apply a smoothing filter in the form of a Gaus-
sian filter related to the shape of the corresponding subband filter6.
They further describe the use of the phase information to enhance the
classification. Bigün et al. [4-10] propose the use as Gabor features, the
real or complex moments of the complex response. These Gabor fea-
tures enable to code the power spectrum with less parameters than
with the squared modulus of the complex filtered images. They note
that complex moments are best for textures with N-folded symmetries,
which is obviously not the case for facial patterns that are more sto-
chastic.
Gabor filtering being seemingly successful with texture analysis, it was
of course also applied to face and fingerprint recognition. For the latter
Jain et al. [4-35] used the same feature extraction technique as de-
scribed in their texture analysis technique [4-34]. For face recognition,
Lades et al. [4-41] propose the use of complex Gabor filters together
with a graph matching approach. In their work, they use a modified
version of the Gabor filters (Eq. 4.25) which is said to be “DC-free”.
6. Yet this seems unnecessary, since the magnitude of the complex response corresponds already to the 
envelope.
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Note that the definition of k and σ proposed by Lades et al. differs from
the convention used in Eq. 4.20, but that the same structure remains,
except for the final real exponential that is subtracted to the complex
one. Finally, it can be observed that for a large σ (that is for filters with
large spatial extent), the DC compensation term tends to vanish.
For face recognition applications, Lades suggests to use five frequen-
cies and eight orientations, and to use the magnitude of the complex fil-
ter response as the local energy measure. The Gabor feature vector
(called jet) composed of several filter responses at one spatial coordi-
nate location, is compared to a reference feature vector using the nor-
malized dot product. Wiskott et al. propose to enhance the graph
matching of Gabor features by considering phase information [4-76]. 
Similarly Duc et al. [4-17] use a combination of 18 filters (6 orientations
and 3 resolutions, similarly to what is depicted in Figure 4-7), and
again calculate the magnitude of the complex Gabor responses. Duc et
al. further compare the feature vectors by using the square of a weight-
ed Euclidean distance between the test feature vector and the reference
feature vector. This weighting factor is determined statistically using
the Fisher Linear Discriminant (FLD).
Finally, other authors used Gabor features in conjunction with face rec-
ognition techniques different from Elastic Graph Matching. For exam-
ple correlation of Gabor filtered images [4-2], or PCA/LDA of Gabor
filtered images [4-16][4-47].
From the above, it shall be clear that no author systematically reported
results about these propositions in the frame of graph matching. 
In the rest of this subsection, the parameters σx, σy, and φ (defined in
Eq. 4.20 and Eq. 4.22) corresponding to the configuration of the p-th fil-
ter orientation and q-th octave band, will be chosen, following the prop-
osition of Duc et al. According to Eq. 4.26, the resulting in a filter
structure is now given by Eq. 4.27 and Eq. 4.28.
(4.25)g x( ) kx
2 ky
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σ2
------------------------- 1
2
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2x2 ky
2y2+
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with p={1..m} and q={1..n), ωmax and ωmin corresponding to the lowest
and highest cut-off frequencies7 of the filters along the definition de-
picted in Figure 4-7, whereas the operator ⎣ ⎦ indicates the floor opera-
tion. The following numerical values where also experimentally
established by Duc et al.: m=3, n=6, ωmin=1/16, ωmax=1/4.
Figure 4-7: Example of Gabor filter bank represented in the 2D frequency domain.
The filter bank counts 18 elementary filters distributed along 3 increasing frequency bands, and
along 6 orientations. Each elementary filter is indicated by a contour on which the magnitude
takes the value 1/sqrt(e). Further parameters are described in the text.
(4.26)
(4.27)
(4.28)
7. Normalized frequencies, where the value 1 represents the Shannon-Nyquist frequency.
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The space domain response of each filter gp,q(x,y) is then applied by
convolution (denoted by * in Eq. 4.29) on the original (reference or test)
image f(x,y), or equivalently by the point-wise multiplication (denoted
by in Eq. 4.30) of the 2D Fourier transform F of the image f and of
the Fourier transform G of the filter g:
The latter solution was used in the algorithm implementation. Namely,
the Fast Fourier transform F of the real image f was calculated using
the 2D FFT function provided in the Intel Image Processing Library
(IPL). In this work, the filters Gp,q were designed in the frequency do-
main, using Eq. 4.22 and Eq. 4.26. Then, pixel-wise multiplication is
performed with each filter frequency response, and the inverse FFT
(IFFT) is again calculated with Intel IPL. This library implements a
floating point version of the FFT/IFFT, with a precision of 24 bits. Note
that a more in-depth study of the Gabor filter bank implementation
should for instance consider the effects of truncating the infinite gaus-
sian responses in the spatial and the frequency domains.
The Gabor features8 J are then obtained for each pixel coordinates
(x,y), from the magnitude of the complex response (see also Figure 4-8):
(4.29)
(4.30)
8. An upper case symbol is used historically for J, the magnitude of h, although it applies in the original 
image domain and not in the frequency domain as for all other upper case symbols.
(4.31)
Figure 4-8: Gabor feature extraction.
The input image f is individually convolved with every filter in the bank, resulting in m×n com-
plex responses h. The magnitude J of each filter response is then taken, so that the final Gabor
features J are real. The filtered image h and the magnitude response J have the same size as the
original image f
⊗
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Additionally, it can be observed that Gabor filters applied using Eq.
4.29 or Eq. 4.30 have a finite size, whereas, by definition, they span the
entire image and frequency domains. Consequently, depending on the
image size and on the parameters of the filters, the truncation will
more or less affect their response. The effects of this truncation are not
discussed here.
The graph distance is obtained from the magnitude of: the filtered ref-
erence image, , and the filtered test image ; either
with an Euclidean feature distance (Eq. 4.32) or with a sum of normed
dot products of features (Eq. 4.33).
where  are the pixel coordinates associated to the i-th node in the
reference image, which are different from , the pixel coordinates
associated to the i-th node in the test image.
To show the effect of using these Gabor filters, the eighteen complex fil-
ters and the magnitude of the filtered images are depicted in Figure 4-
9 for a single input image: a) represents the original image; b) repre-
sents the axes (x,y) over the filter response in the spatial domain; c) rep-
resents the axes (ωx,ωy) over the filter response in the frequency
domain; d) represents the real part of the filter responses in the spatial
domain, for the set of 18 filters (p=1..6, q=1..3) describe in Eq. 4.26−Eq.
4.28; e) represents the result of the filtering of a) with the set of filters
described in d); f) represents the magnitude of complex results obtained
from the filtering of a) with the complex versions of the filters that cor-
respond to d).
(4.32)
(4.33)
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Figure 4-9: Example of an image processed with real and complex Gabor filter banks.
The description of this figure in given within the text, on page 110. 
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As the elementary Gabor filters are band-pass filters, they will remove9
the DC term that is actually gathering in the frequency domain the
contribution of the ambient illuminant, i.e. the  term in Eq. 4.4 and
Eq. 4.6. However, they will not compensate for typical Lambertian var-
iations of the illumination, i.e. variations that are due to a varying an-
gle  between the face surface and the light direction, which will cause
variations of the image spectrum within the passband region of the Ga-
bor filters.
Moreover, it can be showed that only the normed dot product will be ro-
bust to variations of  in Eq. 4.7, assuming that no attached shadows
appear ( ). A corollary is that a normalization of the Euclidean
distance should be used as well instead of the above metrics proposed
by Duc [4-17]. Still, it is clear that Gabor features cannot solve the
shadow and illuminant color variation problems.
Recalling Adini’s observation that “all image representations under
study [including Gabor features] were insufficient by themselves to
overcome variations because of changes in illumination direction” [4-1],
we are interested to evaluate the performance of these features on sev-
eral databases. These results will then serve as a reference point to
compare other less complex implementations.
First, the Yale B database [4-27] was used in identification mode as de-
fined on page 26 in Subsection 2.7.2. Figure 4-10 illustrates the results
obtained for two face images processed by the 2D complex Gabor filter
bank comprising m×n=18 elementary filters, with m=3, n=6. The upper
original image was obtained with a frontal illuminant, whereas the
lower original image was achieved with an illuminant oriented at 60°
with respect to the normal. The magnitude of the images resulting from
the application of the complex Gabor filters with q=1, and p=1,2,3 are
depicted on the right hand-side of the original images in Figure 4-10. It
can be clearly observed that, although the spatial distributions of peak
responses remains globally the same, their amplitudes are notoriously
different between the left and right parts of the face in the top and bot-
tom rows due to Lambertian effect. It can be expected that normalized
metrics such as the normed dot product of Lades will partly compen-
sate for this - at the expense of higher computational complexity - but
that the Euclidean distance for instance will be less efficient.
9. Notice that the DC component removal is performed up to a certain level only, since Gaussian func-
tions expand to infinity.
L λ( )
θ
θ
π– θ π< <
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Identification was performed on this database (see results in Table 4-
1), using Subset 1 as the reference set, and matching Subsets 2, 3 and
4 against it. Lighting conditions become worse, i.e. always further from
a frontal illumination, with increasing subset index. It can be observed
that, as expected, the normed dot product distance performs much bet-
ter than the Euclidean distance. Furthermore, the error rate increases
in Subset 4 because non-linear effects (i.e. shadows) start to become
significant. An error rate of 10% on this subset can be considered as a
good result as compared to published results (see for example [4-27]),
which confirms the strength of this feature extraction technique.
It is insufficient to perform experiments only using the XM2VTS data-
base in order to demonstrate the superiority of one distance metric over
the other with respect to the illuminant direction, because this data-
base contains only frontally illuminated images. However overall re-
Figure 4-10: Effect of illumination variations on Gabor features.
The upper original image corresponds to a frontal illuminant, while the lower original image
corresponds to an illuminant oriented at 60° with respect to the normal. The right hand-side im-
ages correspond to the magnitude of the images processed with three different filters (q=1,
p=1,2,3)
Method
Error rate (%) vs. illuminant change
Subset 2 Subset 3 Subset 4
Gabor EGM Eucl. distance 0.8 6.4 63.6
Gabor EGM Dot product dist. 0.0 0.0 10.7
Table 4-1: Identification results on the Yale B database.
p=1 p=2 p=3
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sults on this database will be used for further comparisons, when a
large number of clients and test impostors is required.
Figure 4-11 shows the ROC using Lausanne protocol configuration 2
with single and multiple templates (see Subsection 2.7.2 for details on
this protocol). It can be observed that the EER is slightly higher than
6% when using a single template (i.e. images suffixed _1_1 as refer-
ence). For a 2% of false acceptance the corresponding false rejection
rate is around 10%. For the multiple templates experiment, the EER
goes as low as 2.5% with the dot product metrics and 2.25% with the
Euclidean metrics. For FAR=2% the FRR is now only 3.5% (respective-
ly 2.25% with the Euclidean metrics). Although the dot product metrics
performs slightly better than the Euclidean metrics for single tem-
plates, the opposite can be observed for the multiple templates case. 
Nevertheless the difference become very small and a larger database
should be used to make more precise observations in this domain (es-
pecially where the FRR is low). For instance, two tests are performed
for each of the 200 clients of the XM2VTS database according to the
Lausanne protocol, and consequently, it is not possible at all to meas-
ure error rates that are lower than 1/(200×2)=0.25%.
Figure 4-11: ROC of EGM with Gabor features on XM2VTS database.
Euclidean vs. dot product metrics and single vs. multiple templates.
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The overall performance of EGM with Gabor features on this database
is nevertheless much better than when using the Yale B10 database.
This is again an evidence that the reported results are strongly data-
base dependent and should be considered with due caution.
An issue in graph matching already raised by Lades [4-41] and later by
Duc [4-17] is the convergence of the rigid graph matching (see also Sub-
section 4.5.1). This convergence may be hindered when local high-fre-
quency information is present, i.e. if features are “too local”. Indeed, the
high frequency information is very useful to finely discriminate other-
wise similar features, but it changes rapidly in the image thus creating
local graph distance minima. Lades thus proposes to use only the low-
est frequency bands in a first pass to determine coarsely the location of
the matched graph, and then to refine the distance measure by using
all frequency bands and orientations. Duc used multiresolution tech-
niques, i.e. filtering images with a low-pass gaussian filter, and then
decimating the result. This is indeed similar to the proposal of Bovik to
use Gaussian filters [4-13]. With this respect, the “average absolute de-
viation from the mean” feature extraction technique used by Jain et al.,
probably also increases the convergence ([4-35], and see also Section
5.2).
To illustrate this phenomenon we plot the objective function, also some-
times called the global field potential, i.e. the distance returned by the
graph matching operation (or matching error) vs. the two-dimensional
(x,y) displacement around the matched location11. This is represented
as a surface plot in Figure 4-12 for the two distance functions described
in Eq. 4.32 and Eq. 4.33. Since the objective functions are expressed in
function of the 2D displacement around the matched location, one is us-
ing the variables dx and dy instead of x and y. The smoothest result
seems to be obtained with the Euclidean distance measure, but both ob-
jective functions are anyway sufficiently smooth for iterative methods
to converge rapidly. Some local minima exist anyway and the graph
matching algorithms (see Section 4.5) will have to handle them appro-
priately, e.g. by using different initial conditions.
Another issue with Gabor features comes from their orientation: be-
cause the filtered images are rotation dependent, a rotated face will ap-
pear differently after filtering. Considering a discrete set of rotations
10. However the scenarios were different: identification in a closed-set was considered with the Yale B 
database, and authentication with the XM2VTS database.
11. Only orthogonal graphs with correct orientation and scale are considered here.
Figure 4-12: Objective functions of Gabor features using two distance metrics.
The objective functions are expressed in function of the 2D displacement (dx,dy) around the matched location.
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corresponding to the n=6 orientations of the Gabor filter bank, cf. Fig-
ure 4-7, it is possible to elegantly replace the rotation of the original im-
age and the costly computation of an interpolation, by merely
rearranging the terms  appearing in Eq. 4.32 and Eq. 4.33 along
q while keeping p constant, to emulate the same rotation. This solution
was already proposed by Jain for fingerprint matching (using the so-
called fingercodes; see Section 5.2). Its precision is limited by the
number of m different orientations present in the filter bank: the more
orientations, the more effective this rotation will be.
Considering that a particular filter with scale p is tuned to certain spa-
tial frequencies, and considering that a scaling of the face image will
modify these spatial frequencies, scaling is thus also an issue. Indeed,
the ratio between the filter size in the spatial domain (as defined simi-
larly to the frequency domain size depicted in Figure 4-7) and the face
size in the spatial domain (e.g. the distance between the eye centres)
shall be used, e.g. to rearrange the terms  along p while keeping
q constant. This solution is limited by the even smaller number of dif-
ferent scales in the filter bank. For large scale variations, it will be thus
necessary to resort to image interpolation and to filter this new image.
One can observe that using 18 complex Gabor filters requires a very
high computational power. If only a small portion of the filtered image
positions was necessary for matching, it would be advantageous to use
the convolution (Eq. 4.29) form only at those locations. However, since
the graph will be scanned over a large part of the image, it appeared
beneficial to compute the Gabor responses over the entire domain (Eq.
4.30). Therefore, filtering is more efficiently done in the frequency do-
main due to the large kernels involved. This translates into using one
direct Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the original image to apply the
filtering according to Eq. 4.30, and in computing 18 spectral responses
by performing a complex multiplication for every duplet (ωx,ωy), and 18
inverse FFT (IFFT).
This huge complexity inevitably disqualifies this feature extraction
technique from those usable for mobile applications. It remains howev-
er interesting for applications where power-consumption is not a con-
cern and where dedicated hardware for performing FFT can be used. In
the rest of this thesis, we will use the Gabor feature extraction tech-
nique as a reference implementation, which performs pretty well from
the signal processing viewpoint, for comparison with further methods
which are more economic regarding power saving. 
Jtst p q, ,
Jtst p q, ,
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4.3.2 Discrete cosine transform-based features
Another signal processing based technique for texture analysis uses
the 2D Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). There are several motiva-
tions for using this analysis tool. Firstly, it is relatively popular in im-
age compression (e.g. JPEG) and consequently fast implementations
exist together with dedicated hardware accelerators. Secondly, this im-
age transform is equivalent to a critically sampled filter bank and thus
can also act as a bandpass filter, similarly to the Gabor filters. Finally
matching of JPEG compressed images would be potentially possible
without fully uncompressing them, i.e. comparing directly two JPEG
coded images after Huffman decoding but without performing the in-
verse DCT [4-19]. The only limitation would thus be the 8x8 block de-
composition. This is especially interesting for search engines operating
on large databases but less interesting for mobile applications, where
only a small number of matching operations is performed. 
Application of DCT to texture analysis was proposed e.g. by Ng et al.
[4-53] (including a comparison with the Gabor filter bank approach)
and to face recognition e.g. by Pan and Bolouri [4-54]. Ng et al. used a
3x3 DCT and a moving local average on a window of 15x15 pixel as the
local energy measure. They excluded the DC component for obvious
reasons. Their conclusion for texture analysis experiments was that lo-
cal variance DCT performed relatively well as compared to Gabor.
However, in terms of computational complexity the local variance esti-
mation was the most critical part to optimize.
One could think of using larger kernels for the DCT e.g. an 8x8 as used
in JPEG compression. Again higher frequencies might cause some
problems to the convergence of the method, and as in Gabor filtering it
might be wise to use only the lowest frequencies in a first pass and then
to refine the convergence using higher frequency information.
Similarly to Gabor features, the different DCT features mentioned
above are sensitive to the direction of lighting (Lambertian model),
even with the suppression of the DC component. This can be explained
by the fact that although the features are no longer dependent on the
mean value of the pixels, they are still depending on the contrast of the
image. Consequently, it would be necessary to compensate for these
variations by normalizing the DCT features similarly to the normed
dot product used for Gabor features. 
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Sanderson and Bengio [4-63] (following Sanderson and Paliwal [4-62])
propose another alternative – called DCT-mod2 – to increase the ro-
bustness to variations of lighting direction: they replace the first three
DCT coefficients by their respective horizontal and vertical “deltas”.
They propose using 8x8 blocks with a 50% horizontal and vertical over-
lap, and to keep only 12 baseline DCT coefficients (according to Figure
4-13b) plus 6 “delta coefficients” (3 horizontal and 3 vertical deltas [4-
63]), which can be interpreted as “transitional spatial information”.
Features obtained with this method are represented in Figure 4-13.
Results on the Yale B database (Table 4-2) are not as good as those ob-
tained with Gabor features (dot product metrics), although DCT-mod2
features seem to achieve a certain robustness against variations of
lighting (for an overall comparison see Subsection 4.7.2). Again, it is
not possible to compensate for non-linear illumination effects with such
features.
Results on the XM2VTS database are much less satisfying. The
achieved EER is larger than 20% for the single template experiment,
and around 10% with the multiple templates method. Although Bengio
Figure 4-13: DCT-mod2 features.
a) Original image; b) Zig-zag pattern applied to an elementary 8x8 block of DCT coefficients,
the coefficients marked in gray being dropped; c) Set of 6 delta coefficients [4-63] marked on
gray, complemented by the 12 DCT coefficients from b); d) Set of 6 delta images achieved from
the delta coefficients.
a) b) c)
d)
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et al. reported very good results with these features in combination
with Hidden Markow Models (HMM) on the same database, we observe
that this seems to be a poor combination with EGM. Although no defin-
itive explanation on the large difference of results between [4-63] and
our results can be put forward, it is probable that DCT-mod2 features
lead to a poor convergence of the EGM algorithm. Nevertheless, it is
not possible to directly conclude that HMMs perform better than EGM.
In conclusion, although the DCT-mod2 features are relatively robust to
variations of illuminant direction, they seem to be difficult to use in
conjunction with EGM.
Method
Error rate (%) vs. illuminant change
Subset 2 Subset 3 Subset 4
DCT-mod2 EGM 0.0 5.0 66.4
Table 4-2: Identification results on the Yale B database.
Figure 4-14: ROC of EGM with DCT-mod2 features on XM2VTS.
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4.3.3 Mathematical morphology based features
Instead of analyzing the image as a texture - i.e. searching the image
for specific spatial distributions - it is possible to concentrate on shape
information. For example Yuille proposed to extract valley, edge and
peak information [4-79]. 
Mathematical morphology is a technique widely used in image process-
ing for different purposes: segmentation, shape analysis, filtering, tex-
ture analysis, etc. [4-29][4-33]. The two basic operations called erosion
and dilation are used to define many other morphological operations
(e.g. opening and closing). Given a binary image X (i.e. a 2D matrix of
binary pixels) and a 2D binary structuring element B, the erosion is de-
fined as:
where  denotes the structuring element translated to position
. This means that the binary eroded image takes the value 1 at
all points  where the support of  is included in X, and the value 0
elsewhere. Similarly the dilation is defined as:
This means that the dilated image is assigned the value 1 at all points
 such that the support of  hits X i.e. X and B have a non-empty in-
tersection12, and 0 elsewhere. Examples of binary dilated and eroded
objects are illustrated in Figure 4-15.
These operations can be extended to grayscale images dilated (or erod-
ed) with binary structuring elements, and to grayscale images dilated
or eroded with grayscale structuring elements. The general equation is
given in Eq. 4.36.
where G is the support of the grayscale structuring element (i.e. the re-
gion where  is non null, see also Figure 4-15). Note that using a flat
binary structuring element on a grayscale image simplifies the above
(4.34)
(4.35)
12. The overlap must be at least of one pixel.
(4.36)
EB X( ) x Bx X⊂( ){ }=
Bx
x x y,( )=
x Bx
DB X( ) x Bx X∩( ) ∅≠( ){ }=
x Bx
DG X( ) max X x z–( ) G z( ) z G x z–( ) X∈,∈,+{ }=
EG X( ) min X x z+( ) G– z( ) z G x z+( ) X∈,∈,{ }=
Bx
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equations to Eq. 4.37. This corresponds to the operation of finding the
maximum/minimum of X on the support of the SE.
Despite its potential, only few biometric applications use mathematical
morphology. Soille et al. [4-69] report that directional linear structur-
ing elements could be used for ridge orientation detection in fingerprint
matching (see also Section 5.2). Kotropoulos and Tefas proposed the
use of multiscale dilations and erosions [4-39][4-71][4-72] of a lumi-
nance image in order to locally extract shape information. Multiscale
structuring elements [4-32] are formed by revolution and are thus iso-
tropic13, providing good invariance to rotation. For instance spherical,
paraboloid or disc shapes are used. These shapes are flat (i.e. all the
values on the support have the same value, leading to a binary struc-
turing element) allowing further simplification of the calculation of the
gray level dilation (respectively erosion) by reducing it to a simple cal-
culation of the maximum (respectively minimum) value appearing on
the support as formulated in Eq. 4.37. The flat disc structuring element
is defined as follows:
Figure 4-15: Binary dilation and erosion.
a) 3x3 “cross” structuring element (SE) with its origin denoted by an ‘x’; the black region is
called the support of the SE; b) original image; c) eroded image (the gray zone showing the
contour of the original pixels); d) dilated image (the gray zone showing the original pixels). 
(4.37)
13. Due to quantization, structuring elements are however not exactly isotropic, especially the smallest.
(4.38)
x
a) b) c) d)
DG X( ) max X x z–( ) z G x z–( ) X∈,∈,{ }=
EG X( ) min X x z+( ) z G x z+( ) X∈,∈,{ }=
Gn z( ) 1 z σn≤,
0 elsewhere,⎩⎪
⎨⎪
⎧
=
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where  is the radius of the n-th multiscale structuring element. The
set of all structuring elements thus allows a multiscale analysis of the
image, i.e. the multiscale flat structuring elements are being succes-
sively used by incrementing the index or scale n, i.e. the radius .
The use of multiscale flat elements allows to optimize the computations
by reusing results calculated for the previous lower radius index n –
which is possible because the latter is entirely included in the new one
– and are thus well suited for parallel hardware implementations [4-
70]. Although it would be possible to use decomposition algorithms [4-
43], or a running min-max [4-57] for the calculation of each scale, the
reuse of results from the previous scale saves more computations.
Following Kotropoulos et al. we chose to use 9 circular flat structuring
elements of odd size ranging from 3×3 to 19×19 pixels (see Figure 4-16).
The extracted features - that will be called morphological features
Jn(x,y) from now on - are thus formed of 19 values (i.e. 9 dilated pixels
Dn, the original pixel X, and 9 eroded pixels En), as expressed in Eq.
4.39. The index n of Jn(x,y) will be further called the level of this mor-
phology decomposition.
 means the n-th scale of dilation and  the n-th scale of ero-
sion, keeping in mind that the S×S size of the structuring element is re-
lated to the scale index n by:
Authentication results achieved with these morphological features on
the XM2VTS database are given in Figure 4-17 and compared to re-
sults obtained with Gabor features. It can be observed that the results
obtained with morphology features are much less satisfying than those
achieved with Gabor features. Indeed a 14% EER is now achieved with
single template, respectively 7% with multiple templates, as compared
to the previous 6%, respectively 2.25%, for Gabor features with single
and multiple templates.
4.3.4 Normalized mathematical morphology based features
Compared to Gabor filtered or DCT transformed images, those ob-
tained using mathematical morphology are strongly illumination de-
(4.39)
 with n={1,2,3,...,9} (4.40)
σn
σn
J x y,( ) D9 x y,( ) … D; 1 x y,( ) X x y,( ) E1 x y,( ) … E9 x y,( );;;;;{ }=
J1 x y,( ) D9 x y,( ) … J9 x y,( ) D1 x y,( ) J10 x y,( );=;; X x y,( ) …;= =
Dn x y,( ) En x y,( )
S 2σn 1+ 2n 1+= =
Figure 4-16: Multiscale morphological erosions and dilations.
a) Multiscale structuring elements from the central pixel to the 19x19 element, the colors emphasizing the shape difference with passing from one
scale to the next; b) Original image; c) Set of dilated images (from SE 19x19 down to 3x3) and eroded images (from SE 3x3 up to 19x19), according
to Eq. 4.39 but without the original image.
a) b)
c)
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pendent due to the non-removal of the DC component i.e. ambient
lighting (not to mention the sensitivity to the direction of lighting).
Thus a normalization shall be applied either to the original image prior
to performing the morphology computation (see Subsection 4.2.1), or to
the morphological features themselves to generate new features that
are illumination invariant. These categories can be further divided in
model-dependent or model-independent categories, the first depending
on the prior detection of the face or of facial features.
Applying a model-independent per-pixel normalization on the original
image by considering a local neighborhood of N×N pixels around each
original pixel to normalize means using more data (N2) than when per-
forming the normalization on a subset of the morphological values
(<19) for equivalent size of windows (typically N=19). For these rea-
sons, it was chosen to normalize the morphological features independ-
ently at each pixel coordinates keeping in mind that the operation with
the largest structuring elements involves a neighborhood of 19x19 pix-
els.
A first normalization attempt was to divide each morphological value
by the average of the 19 values (Eq. 4.42 and Eq. 4.41), while a second
was to consider only the two extremes for the normalization (Eq. 4.43).
Figure 4-17: ROC of EGM with morphological features (XM2VTS database).
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It should be noted that the second normalization (Eq. 4.43) brings the
two extreme images  and  to respectively 1 and 0. Correspondingly,
this results in only 17 levels of morphology as compared to the 19 orig-
inal features. 
(4.41)
(4.42)
(4.43)
Figure 4-18: Examples of baseline and normalized morphological features.
Top: from left to right, dilated image with SE of size 17x17, original image, and image eroded
with same SE, i.e. scales n={2, 10, 17}; Middle: first normalization (Eq. 4.42) with scales n={2,
10, 17}; Bottom: second normalization (Eq. 4.43) with scales n={2, 10, 17}. 
M x y,( ) Jn x y,( )
n 1=
19
∑⎝ ⎠⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟⎛ ⎞ 19⁄=
J˜n x y,( ) Jn x y,( )M x y,( )------------------=
Jˆn x y,( ) Jn x y,( ) J19 x y,( )–J1 x y,( ) J19 x y,( )–
--------------------------------------------=
Jˆ1 Jˆ19
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Results applied to an image of the Yale face database B are given in
Figure 4-18 and Figure 4-19 (they can be compared with Gabor fea-
tures in Figure 4-10). The global normalization seems successful in
both cases, except for the cast shadows caused by the nose. The effect
of these shadows is a local perturbation not found in XM2VTS images.
However, it may be assumed that since the rest of the nodes will cover
robust features, the graph will converge to the correct position and
hopefully the total graph distance will still be low enough in order to
lead to an acceptance. Furthermore it would be possible to attribute
less importance to nodes around the nose region using for example sta-
tistical methods (see Subsection 4.4.3).
We must stress here that these normalizations are independent of any
face localization and are thus robust to false detections. Note also that
Figure 4-19: Influence of illumination variation on morphological features.
Same as Figure 4-18 but for an original image with a lighting direction from the left. 
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these normalizations are non-linear (due to the nature of mathematical
morphology) and correspondingly not equivalent to dividing the origi-
nal pixels by a local neighborhood. Indeed, some shape information is
already included in the averaged morphological features (Eq. 4.41) or
in the extremes used in the denominator of Eq. 4.43.
When introducing Eq. 4.43 in the dichromatic reflection model (Eq. 4.6)
it can be observed that the mb variation (due to the light position rela-
tively to the object) can be considered as a scaling factor and eliminated
under some constraints:
• no saturation should occur in the image, as it would lead to a non-
linear scaling of the pixel values.
• the geometrical parameter mb should vary smoothly and should
be considered as almost constant over the region spanned by the
largest SE.
The size of the structuring element used for the normalization is impor-
tant, since a too small surface is more sensitive to noise, but in the case
of a too large surface, the condition 2 above is generally dismissed by
the fact that the surface curvature is not constant, and that the scaling
factor is therefore varying. However, empirical results showed that the
normalization using the 19x19 element (i.e. ) was efficient.
Results on the XM2VTS database (see Figure 4-20) show that the nor-
malized morphological features perform much better than the original
morphological features, even though this database does not present
large variations in illuminant! This can be explained by the fact that
the average illumination is still slightly varying from image to image
although the illuminant direction is always frontal. In addition, we can
observe that the normalization of Eq. 4.43 seems to be more effective
than the normalization of Eq. 4.42, especially with multiple templates.
In terms of convergence the objective functions of the three methods
(see Figure 4-21) show different behaviours. The baseline morphologi-
cal features seems to have the smoothest objective function. However
in this example the matched image (from the XM2VTS database) had
a dark uniform background contrasting with the average illumination
of the face. Because the morphological features are sensitive to the av-
erage intensity of the illuminant, the distance increases continuously
when the test graph is displaced by (dx,dy) from the correct location,
until it is entirely on the dark background and the objective function
Jˆ1 Jˆ– 19
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becomes flat. This behaviour would not be present with complex back-
grounds where the average illuminant of the background might be the
same as of the face.
The objective functions of the two normalized feature versions are rel-
atively flat in regions surrounding the correct face location. This is nat-
ural since the dilated and eroded values of all scales will tend to similar
values around the face location due to the uniform background. This
flat surface signifies that the convergence of iterative algorithms will
be possible only within a small region around the correct face location.
Also, the surface is not completely flat but presents some small undu-
lations leading to local minima that can trap iterative algorithms. The
iterative optimization method should be robust to local minima (e.g.
simplex downhill or simulated annealing, see Subsection 4.5.1). Prob-
lems of convergence can be observed in Figure 4-20 since at low FRR
the slope of the curves gets flatter. This means that a number of genu-
ine client test images are not matched correctly and correspondingly
that they will be accepted only with a large increase in the threshold14.
Figure 4-20: ROC of EGM using normalized morpho features (XM2VTS database).
14. For this reason it is sometimes propose to distinguish between False Rejections and Failures to Acquire 
(FTA). Assuming that misplaced graphs are due to FTA, the FRR would be improved. However this 
invariably leads to the rejection of the client !
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Figure 4-21: Objective functions for baseline and normalized morphological features.
Top row: matching the same image; bottom row: matching a different image.
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This number of false rejections seems higher than with Gabor filters.
Interestingly the ROC of the second normalization method seems to fol-
low the one from the Gabor features at low false acceptances. Neverthe-
less, when considering the region corresponding to higher false
acceptances, the ROC of the second normalized morphology is higher
than Gabor features one, because it is limited by a more important
number of false rejections, i.e. of misplaced matched graphs. This pos-
sibly implies that Gabor feature performances could be reached with an
improved matching strategy. On the other hand the first normalization
method seems rather to follow the original morphological features. 
Large variations in illuminant are however not present in the XM2VTS
database and, as a consequence it is not possible to categorically com-
pare the robustness of the morphological feature to that of Gabor fea-
tures under “real” lighting conditions. The above results show anyhow
that the performance of normalized morphological features in some sit-
uations is close to that of Gabor features at a much reduced complexity! 
The YaleB database is clearly a more significant test of robustness to
variations of illumination. The results (see Table 4-3) are close to those
obtained with Gabor features without normalization (Euclidean dis-
tance) and with modified DCT. Nevertheless they are clearly worse
than the results obtained with normalized Gabor features. Conse-
quently, although their computational complexity is drastically re-
duced, their distinctiveness and robustness are lower in extreme
lighting conditions. Still, these features remain very interesting for ap-
plications that are more controlled than images present in the YaleB
database, and which require a low-level of complexity.
Besides, the scenario evaluation experiments clearly showed the inef-
ficiency of standard morphological features and the interesting behav-
ior of normalized ones. Yet, in order to be independent on the
illuminant spectral distribution, other normalization techniques are
necessary (e.g. white balancing), even when working on luminance im-
ages (as discussed in Subsection 4.2.1).
Method
Error rate (%) vs. illuminant change
Subset 2 Subset 3 Subset 4
EGM norm. morpho (Eq. 4.43) 0.0 15.8 61.4
Table 4-3: Identification results on the Yale B database.
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4.4 Feature space reduction
So far the morphological features were extracted and compared direct-
ly using an Euclidean distance. However, it can be noted that features
from two adjacent levels (i.e. dilation or erosion with two successive
structuring element scales) share some common information. It is
hoped that this correlation can be reduced (and consequently, that the
feature size can be reduced) by using principal component analysis
(PCA). After PCA the variation present in the original data set should
still be retained in the reduced data set.
The benefit of this reduction is two-fold. Firstly, the storage necessary
for a template is reduced and secondly, it is hoped that the use of PCA
will improve the recognition results since features that show few vari-
ations can be considered as noise and will contribute less to the dis-
tance calculation. 
The following subsections described briefly PCA as well as Linear Dis-
criminant Analysis (LDA) and report results achieved on the XM2VTS
database when applying them to the normalized morphological fea-
tures and Gabor features.
4.4.1 Principal component analysis
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a coordinate transformation
method. An observation  is projected on the orthonormal basis formed
by the so-called Principal Components [4-36]:
where A is the orthogonal matrix whose kth column is the eigenvector
of Σ, the covariance matrix of the distribution of , which is assumed to
be known. The inverse of this operation - i.e. expressing  as a linear
combination of linearly independent vectors - is often called the Kar-
hunen-Loève expansion (K-L expansion).
The eigenvectors A and eigenvalues Λ are consequently related by:
Multiplying each term of Eq. 4.45 on the right with AT (i.e. A trans-
posed), and keeping in mind that A is orthogonal (and thus that AAT=I,
where I is the identity matrix) leads to:
(4.44)
(4.45)
x
y AT x⋅=
x
x
ΣA AΛ=
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Consequently, the eigenvectors A and eigenvalues Λ can be found using
the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method, that in its general
form states that any arbitrary matrix X can be decomposed into a mul-
tiplication of two orthogonal matrices U and A and a diagonal matrix L:
In our case U=A by the fact that the covariance matrix is symmetrical.
Efficient numerical methods for calculating the SVD of special matri-
ces exist [4-3] and were used during the simulation.
However, the hypothesis that the true covariance matrix of the distri-
bution is known is generally false. Alternatively, we have at our dispos-
al the sample covariance matrix S built from n independent
observations of a p-element random vector . The elements Sjk of S can
be expressed as:
where xij indicates the j-th element of the i-th observation , and j=1..p,
k=1..p.
In Eq. 4.44 the projection matrix A shall consequently be replaced by
the matrix containing the eigenvectors of S instead of the eigenvectors
of the true covariance matrix. Note that for problems where n is much
smaller than the dimensionality of the feature vectors, the rank of S
might be smaller than (n-1).
A measure of how well a subset of eigenvectors captures the variance
contained in the sample scatter matrix is the so-called cumulative per-
centage of total variation (CPTV) accounted for the k first principal
components:
(4.46)
(4.47)
(4.48)
(4.49)
(4.50)
Σ AΛAT=
X ULAT=
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where lj are the p elements of Λ (Eq. 4.45), i.e. the eigenvalues of the
system, sorted by decreasing value. The features projected on the k
first principal components, which are associated to the largest eigen-
values, are further called the most expressive features, or MEF.
The purpose of PCA is then to reduce the number of eigenvectors in A
and still retaining as much as possible of the variation tk present in the
p original variables. Additionally, it is hoped that - since the eigenvec-
tors corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues marginally contribute
to the variance - their suppression will enhance the classification be-
cause they can be considered as noise. However, as it will be illustrated
now, this is obviously not always the case. 
Let us consider two normally distributed classes for which the direction
of the largest within-group variation belonging to each group, is the
same as the direction of the between-groups variation (see the left
hand-sided part of Figure 4-22, depicting the distribution of two fea-
tures belonging to two distinct groups, marked in blue and green, re-
spectively). 
Obviously the largest (i.e. first) principal component is also oriented in
this direction, and retaining only this principal component will enable
an excellent separation of the two groups. Now let us consider the case
where the largest within-group variation is orthogonal to the between-
groups orientation (cf. the right hand-sided part of Figure 4-22).
Figure 4-22: Principal components of two classes distributions. 
In the left part of the figure, the first principal component is sufficient for class separation,
while it is not the case in the right part (although the two classes are still separable).
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In this case the largest (i.e. first) principal component contains no use-
ful information for classification and the discriminating information
was thrown away with the eigenvector associated to the smallest eigen-
value. Interestingly, the cumulative percentage of variation was of 98%
in the first case, and 96% in the second. It shall now be clear that this
measure does not give an idea about the most discriminating principal
components! The automatic selection of “good” principal components
therefore translates in heuristic attempts. It is sometimes possible to
select manually a subset of principal components by visually inspecting
their effect.
PCA was applied to Gabor features and to normalized mathematical
morphology features (but not to DCT features). The CPTV of these fea-
tures obtained on the XM2VTS database while using 200 client images
and considering a node independent approach (see below) are reported
in Table 4-4.
As it can be observed from Table 4-4, the three first principal compo-
nents account for more than 4/5 of the variation. Therefore, keeping
only the first 3 principal components should realize an effective com-
pression of the templates, while maintaining performances. The co-
processor architecture to be described in Chapter 6 was designed
especially for peforming the PCA feature reduction from 17 normalized
morphological features down to 3 features.
Application of PCA to the normalized morphological features is done by
calculating the sample covariance matrix using all the node features
from all the reference images in the database leading to 64×200 sam-
ples for the single reference case. The PCA matrix calculated based on
the training set is then applied during evaluation and testing. Results
are reported in Figure 4-23 by varying from 3 to 11 the number of prin-
cipal components retained. It can be observed that increasing the
number of principal components seems to increase the performance but
that this improvement is limited and that adding further components
Feature type k=1 k=2 k=3 k=5 k=10
Gabor 62% 74% 82% 91% 97%
Norm. morpho.
(Eq. 4.43)
54% 74% 81% 89% 97%
Table 4-4: Cumulative percentage of total variation ( ) of extracted features.tk
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will not improve results. Consequently, even if 5 principal components
contain the major part of variance in the samples (cumulative percent-
age of the five first eigenvalues is around 90%) the performance of the
recognition seems not to be improved. This behavior was predictable
because as stated earlier, the largest eigenvalues do not necessarily
contribute to the discriminance. Correspondingly, it might be neces-
sary to remove certain principal components but heuristic methods
were not experimented.
In the above application of PCA all the features were equally consid-
ered i.e. independently of the node indexes. Kotropoulos et al. [4-39]
use a node-dependent version, i.e. using one PCA matrix for each node.
However, if each node feature vector can be considered as an independ-
ent random process, then the first version should give results similar
to a node dependent version. A comparison of the performance of both
approaches is given in Figure 4-24.
Figure 4-23: ROC of EGM using normalized morphology and PCA.
Only the k largest principal components are retained (k=3, 5 , 7) and used to produce the k most
expressive features (MEF). The PCA was applied indepently of the node index. The XM2VTS
database was used for this example.
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Figure 4-24: ROC of node-independent vs. node-dependent PCA (XM2VTS database). 
Figure 4-25: Objective function for normalized morphological features with PCA.
Only the three most expressive features are retained, independently of the node positions. 
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No clear difference is observed if we remember that the error margins
for such measurements account for around 0.5% on false rejections.
Similarly to the situation observed for the RAW case (i.e. without ap-
plying PCA), the convergence of the matching process may be weak-
ened because the reduced features are more locally discriminating. The
objective function obtained with PCA features is depicted in Figure 4-
25. It may be observed that although the minimum can still be found
the number of local minima and the amplitude of the oscillations are
larger.
Finally, the Gabor features were tested with PCA using the dot product
metrics only, and keeping 10 features out of 18. Results are reported in
Figure 4-26. Similarly to the case of mathematical morphology, the use
of PCA slightly degrades the performance of the algorithm rather than
to improve it.
Figure 4-26: ROC of EGM using Gabor features (dot product metrics) and PCA. 
10 features out of 18 are used. Single and multiple template scenarios are reported.
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4.4.2 Linear discriminant analysis
Using the principal components does not guarantee that the class sep-
aration will be optimal as already illustrated in Figure 4-22. A better
statistical analysis - the so-called linear discriminant analysis - con-
sists in performing a feature space transformation that maximizes the
between-groups variance while simultaneously minimizing the within-
group variance. The within-class and between-classes scatter matri-
ces15 of  classes for a random vector  are defined in Eq. 4.51 and Eq.
4.52, respectively [4-24].
 is the probability that class i appears;  is the expected vector of
class i and  is the expected vector of the mixture distribution:
The matrices Sw and Sb can be combined in a mixture scatter matrix:
The assumption of equally probable classes allows to extract 
from the equations, and consequently, to simplify the problem.
A commonly used optimization criterion is the maximization of the
Fisher Linear Discriminant:
where tr() refers to the trace function, i.e. the sum of the diagonal ele-
ments of .
The matrix operating the corresponding transformation is formed of
the eigenvectors of  that correspond to the largest eigenvalues. Fi-
15. Note that the terms within-group and within-class, respectively between-groups and between-classes, 
are used as synonyms. The second denomination clearly establishes the relation of a group with a class.
(4.51)
(4.52)
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nally, this is equivalent to taking the complementary set of eigenvec-
tors of  corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues (see e.g.
Fukunaga [4-24] for a demonstration).
So far we considered the problem of a single transformation simultane-
ously maximizing the class separability of L classes. It is however pos-
sible to consider a simplified two-class problem in which we consider
one of the L classes and the mixture of the remaining (L-1) classes. For
this special case, it can be shown that only one reduced feature (i.e. the
eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue) is necessary to
preserve all classification information in the sense of J in Eq. 4.55 [4-
24]. This is the approach followed by Kotropoulos [4-39] as well as by
Duc [4-17], although they don’t recommend the use of a single reduced
feature. Similarly to Yang [4-77], Kotropoulos proposes to apply PCA
first in order to reduce first the dimensionality of the feature space to
the rank of the total scatter matrix. This is judicious since the training
set comprises less images than the number of features per node, thus
leading to ill-conditioned problems (scatter matrices are singular).
Each node was considered individually and the number of features ob-
tained after PCA (the prior most expressive features) was conserved for
the LDA features (the so-called most discriminating features, or MDF),
i.e. no further dimension reduction was operated. In this work, LDA
was applied on three principal components as a two-classes problem as
well as an L-classes problem. 
The first observation made after experimentation is that the L-classes
LDA shows no improvement over standard PCA, which was seen to
perform already worse than with RAW features. This is possibly due to
the fact that it is not easily possible to simultaneously maximize the
separation of 200 classes. For two-classes PCA (i.e. client dependent
LDA), we tried to keep 3 MDFs as proposed in Tefas and Kotropoulos,
and alternatively to keep only a single MDF as suggested by Fukunaga.
Unfortunately, two problems arose while using these versions of the
LDA: firstly the convergence is largely reduced due to the fact that the
features are now extremely discriminant. Consequently, it is necessary
to perform a first matching step using RAW or PCA features before ap-
plying LDA. Secondly, the number of training samples in the XM2VTS
face database is by far too small for an efficient generalization of the
LDA. Results obtained with this database were consequently not suffi-
ciently significant to assess whether LDA can improve verification re-
sults or not.
Sm
1– Sw
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4.4.3 Node weighting
In the previous subsections we applied PCA and LDA to morphological
features, i.e. we reduced the number of features per node, then calcu-
lated the Euclidean distance between test and reference reduced fea-
tures, and finally added all the node scores to form a global graph score
(for deformation penalty, see Subsection 4.5.2).
In this scheme all nodes contribute equally to the graph score, whereas
there are certainly some node locations that contain more discriminant
information than others (e.g. some regions are more subject to cast
shadows and are thus less reliable). Consequently, it should be possible
to apply LDA to the node scores and to build the graph score as a
weighted sum of node scores, the weights being deduced statistically
from the training set. This is indeed done by Kotropoulos [4-38] and
called discriminant grids. The distance becomes:
The node distances  might be obtained by using the Euclidean norm
of morphological features directly, or by using their PCA/LDA reduced
version. The weights  (discriminating power) are calculated using
the Fisher’s Linear Discriminant ratio:
where  and  represent the mean intra-class and inter-
classes matching error at node , respectively. Similarly, and 
and  are the corresponding variances. Again, the number of sam-
ples used for estimating these parameters is generally small (e.g. 4
samples in the XM2VTS database with configuration II of the
Lausanne Protocol). It is consequently not sure that a generalization
will work for novel views. Moreover, this might be very sensitive to oc-
clusion, because some nodes could get an important weight and con-
tribute entirely to a rejection based only on a single node discrepancy.
Results for node weighting using Gabor features with dot product met-
rics on XM2VTS database are given in Figure 4-27. The 4 images of the
(4.56)
(4.57)
(4.58)
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training set were used to calculate 600  and 119400  errors,
and the multiple template scheme was used. Surprisingly, the perform-
ance of the node weighting method is lower than the one achieved with
the “standard” multiple template. This could be again due to the too
small number of training templates to estimate the  parameter
(only 3 images in this case).
In conclusion, node weighting can be useful depending on the applica-
tion, if a large training set is available and/or if the templates are up-
dated relatively often. This can however be added as a post-processing
step, since the largest part of the algorithm remains the same.
4.5 Graph matching
The operation of finding a correspondence between the orthogonal ref-
erence graph and a distorted graph in a test image is called graph
matching. The general matching problem is definitely a highly complex
operation (P or NP-complexity [4-41]). However Lades [4-40] proposed
a simplified version of graph matching consisting in the exploration of
only a limited number of displacements. Recalling Subsection 3.4.5,
there are two main approaches to describe how facial features can
move (e.g. lip contours) or can be modified (e.g. opened/closed eyes): ei-
Figure 4-27: Node weighting (i.e. discriminant grids) vs. standard method.
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ther by using physical models only, which are strong simplifications
not relying on the underlying physiological models, or by using statis-
tical models of deformations. Since most authors used the first ap-
proach in connection with graph matching, we will start describing this
approach first. At the end of this section we will give directions for us-
ing probabilistic deformation models in the form of “eigengraphs” or
“eigenwarps” related to the theory of eigenshape/shapespace. 
Independently of the approach followed (i.e. either physical or statisti-
cal), we will first try to find the best position of our rigid (i.e. orthogo-
nal) graph before considering elastic deformations. Kotropoulos et al.
[4-39] claim that this solution is not satisfactory due to the fact that the
rigid graph may not converge to the correct position, and that the suc-
cessive elastic matching operations will not be able to recover the cor-
rect final position of the test graph. We observed that this claim is not
true as long as the next points are respected:
• the features need to be slowly varying, that is the objective func-
tion needs to be smooth (see section Subsection 4.3.1 and Subsec-
tion 4.3.3 for examples of objective functions).
• the scale of the graph and its orientation need to be adapted
already in the rigid search phase.
The rest of this section describes a robust method for finding the best
position of the rigid graph, and two methods for finding the best corre-
spondence between two graphs using elastic deformations.
4.5.1 Rigid matching using iterative methods
Lades et al. [4-40] originally proposed to perform graph matching in
two phases, a first phase consisting in a rigid matching – i.e. scanning
the image with an orthogonal version of the test graph – and a second
phase where nodes are displaced elastically around the position result-
ing from rigid matching. In a more recent contribution, Lades [4-41]
proposes to use a “modified Global Move” scheme, which consists in
transforming the test graph in size and orientation as well as translat-
ing it, instead of the simple rigid scanning approach. Kotropoulos et al.
[4-39] tried to optimize the translation parameters simultaneously to
the deformations for the above-mentioned reasons. They make no as-
sumption on the size of the graph and on its orientation. Duc et al. [4-
17] use the same approach as the first attempt by Lades, i.e. scanning
with a rigid graph, however using coarse-to-fine strategies with gaus-
sian pyramids.
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Clearly, the second method proposed by Lades [4-41] is more robust for
images containing rotations and scaling variations. Already on data-
base images, the effect was shown to be important, and it can be expect-
ed that the rotation and scaling variations will be even larger in “real-
world” images taken with an image acquisition device held by the user.
This phase of rigid matching can thus be considered as a function min-
imization operation with position, scale, and orientation parameters.
Lades [4-41] uses a modified Monte-Carlo method for finding this min-
imum, which is subsequently called the best “Global Move”. In this
work we used a Simplex Downhill [4-42] method (sometimes called
Nelder-Mead) since it seems simpler (i.e. not using gradients) and suf-
ficiently robust (e.g. relatively robust to local minima) for our purpose.
Two implementations of this matching method were carried out, with
dimensions of the search space being either:
• four: two dimensions for translation, one for scaling and one for
orientation, leading to a simplex containing five four-dimensional
vertices. 
• five: two dimensions for translation, two for scaling and one for
orientation, leading to a simplex containing six five-dimensional
vertices.
Although all results presented here were using four-dimensional verti-
ces, the second implementation has the advantage of accounting for
out-of-plane rotations of the head that might deform the graph. For in-
stance, turning the head left or right will tend to shrink the graph
width, whereas the graph height will remain unchanged. Of course the
features should be modified accordingly: for instance the structuring
elements in morphology should be no longer circular but become ellip-
soid.
The five (respectively six) initial vertices can be chosen randomly or
can be based on the results of a face detection process (see Section 5.1).
If no preliminary face detection is available, a sparse rigid scanning of
the image can be performed as in [4-40] with a few scales (e.g. 3 differ-
ent scales; no orientation seems necessary) accounting for the expected
variations in the acquisition scenario. This latter solution was used in
all the experiments reported here unless stated otherwise.
Even though the graph scale (i.e. the distance between nodes) is adapt-
ed using the Simplex Downhill matching, we still extract the same fea-
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ture information at each node location, i.e. the structuring elements
are not modified according to this scale ratio. Yet, with large scale dif-
ferences (typically, a factor of 2 in the face width is possible by stretch-
ing or bending the arm) the patterns extracted from the face with the
morphological operators will be scaled too. Consequently, when using
mathematical morphology, a shape feature extracted with a 9x9 struc-
turing element in a 50 pixel-wide face would definitely be best extract-
ed with a 13x13 structuring element in a 70 pixel-wide face16.
Figure 4-28: Effect of face scaling on the matching distance and measured scale.
In this experiment, a test image from the XM2VTS database is scaled (i.e. interpolated), with
different scale factors α, compared to the reference image size (α=1), which was used to extract
the reference template. The scaled versions are then matched individually against the reference
template of the same client extracted from a different image, resulting in several graph distanc-
es and measured scales α’. Each measured scale α’ corresponds to the ratio of the matched test
graph width over the reference graph width.
a) Matching distance obtained for the scaled test images against the reference template (α=1);
distances in red would lead to a rejection, while distances in green would lead to an acceptance;
b) Measured scale factors vs. applied scale factors; the diagonal line α’=α corresponds to cor-
rect scale detections (in green; incorrect scale detection are reported in red); c) and d) Same as
a) and b) but for Gabor features and dot product metrics instead of normalized morphology.
16. Applying a simple scaling: 9×70/50=12.6≅13
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Experiments show that the graph registration is generally correctly
carried-out for scale factors ranging from 0.7 to 1.4 although the result-
ing distance (without e.g. adapting the structuring elements) is in-
creased as can be observed on Figure 4-28. The distance is significantly
larger for scale factors smaller than 0.8 or larger than 1.2.
The modification of the graph scale during the iterative rigid matching,
but without scaling the morphological features, will therefore only be
able to compensate for scale factors in the order of ±0.1 or 0.2, but will
be ineffective otherwise.
For example in case of mathematical morphology, a difference  of
scale in the image shall indeed correspond to a difference  of scale in
the radius of the structuring elements (the radius  of the SE was in-
troduced in Subsection 4.3.3, Eq. 4.40). Adaptation of the structuring
element radius based on the measured scale factor is illustrated in Fig-
ure 4-29.
We therefore propose an elegant solution to solve this problem, namely
to switching (i.e. by reindexation) between SE radiuses dynamically,
according to the measured scale that was estimated in the frame of the
matching process. For example, with a detected scaling of 85%, fea-
tures extracted with an SE radius of 9 in an α=1 image, would be re-
placed by features extracted with an SE radius of 8 (i.e. an SE of 17x17
pixels instead of 19x19 pixels), features extracted with a σ8 SE would
Figure 4-29: Adaptation of the size of structuring elements.
a) g being the face width in the reference image, the graph size will be scaled by a factor α in
the test image, so that it corresponds to the face width g’ in the test image; b) each SE radius
σn must be scaled accordingly, resulting in σn’; c) table delivering the index n of σn’ in func-
tion of the radius index σn, and of the scale factors α corresponding to  scalings; the in-
dexes n are rounded to the closest integer radiuses.
α
0.8 1 2 2 3 4 5 6 6 7
0.85 1 2 3 3 4 5 6 7 8
0.9 1 2 3 4 4 5 6 7 8
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be replaced by features extracted with a σ7 SE, and so on. Note that
SEs with radiuses larger than 9 are normally not available in the fea-
ture extraction and that the radius of the SE must be at least 1.
Unfortunately, the normalization along Eq. 4.43 depends on the values
obtained with the smallest and largest structuring elements. That is,
in the normalization of Eq. 4.43 we should also replace the terms 
and  by the adapted extrema (i.e. for instance  and 
for ). Consequently, in order to adapt the scaling during the rigid
matching, we would need to perform the normalization on the test im-
age several times (i.e. whenever the scale factor α’ changes significant-
ly), leading to a more expensive solution.
In terms of robustness, this solution is somewhat better for  as can
be observed in Figure 4-30.  Globally, as reduced images also corre-
spond to reduced information, the distance matching distance is any-
way increasing with a smaller α. It is also logical that for  the
distance will hardly be improved by the SE radius switching. Surpris-
ingly though, the matching distance for  was not improved by the
SE radius switching as compared to the situation where no switching
was performed.
Figure 4-30: Comparison of matching distances with and without SE radius switching.
The dashed line represents the matching distance obtained with scaled test images against a ref-
erence template (α=1), when the SE radius switching is not used. The plain line corresponds to
the same experiment, when the SE radius switching is actually used. For  the matching
distance is somewhat smaller when applying the SE radius switching scheme (with re-normal-
ization of the morphological features using the new extremum features J1 and J19, according
to the measured scale α’). SE radius switching seems however not efficient for α>1.
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Finally, a more effective solution is to store several reference templates
in multiple scales and to switch between reference features based on
the measured scale, instead of switching the SE radiuses, when the
graph scale is more than 20% away of the reference size. Unlike SE
switching, this last solution has the advantage of being applicable to all
features (i.e. also to Gabor features). This will be applied for instance
in face detection using EGM (Subsection 5.1.2).
The Gabor features seem also to suffer from scale variations, but little
can be done to compensate for this, except to filter the image with new
filter bank coefficients, or to resample the original image before apply-
ing the same filter bank. Indeed, the only possibility to adapt the al-
ready calculated features would be to switch one filtered image with
another, i.e. to switch the features Jp,q (as defined in Eq. 4.31) along q.
4.5.2 Elastic matching using physical models
Once the best position of the rigid graph has been located, it is neces-
sary to move individually the nodes around the position resulting from
rigid matching to compensate for:
• face expression variations;
• pose / viewpoint variations;
• lighting direction variation that may displace features like edges.
In Figure 4-31, the node positions of an orthogonal graph (actually only
a 4-connected neighborhood around node i) are depicted as black
squares, whereas displaced nodes are depicted as blue squares. The
distance between connected nodes m and n in the rigid graph is noted
, whereas  represents the distance between two connected
nodes  n and i in the deformed case.
Figure 4-31: Elastic deformation penalty. 
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Physical deformation models will penalize node displacements off the
position they reached during rigid matching. The penalty de,n is added
to the between-features distance calculated for each node n, and the re-
sulting total distance is evaluated for several possible node displace-
ments in a given neighborhood, until the best elastic correspondence
between the reference and test graphs is found. It has to be noted that
the graph matching is thus limited by the penalty function and the
amount of displacement allowed during each iteration. This process
can be described by the algorithm below:
Kotropoulos [4-39] proposed for de,n the use of the norm of the differ-
ence vector between corresponding edges (Eq. 4.59), whereas Lades [4-
40] is using for de,n the square of the former distance (Eq. 4.60).
These two penalties are independent of translations. In addition, the
deformation penalty should be also independent of rotations and scal-
ing, since we clearly searched for them in the iterative (Simplex down-
hill) matching step. This means that rotation and scaling of a rigid
graph should not contribute to the deformation penalty. This is not the
case of the metrics proposed by Lades and Kotropoulos.
iterate:
{
    for all nodes in the graph
    {
        for all displacements in the neighborhood
        {
            calculate the feature distance for this node and displacement
            calculate the distance penalty for this node
            get the total node score
            keep the best node displacement achieved so far
        }
    }
    calculate the feature distance for the whole graph
} until stop condition
(4.59)
(4.60)
de n, dt m n, , dr m n, ,–
m N∈
∑=
de n, dt m n, , dr m n, ,–
2
m N∈
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Consequently, we define a new penalty, which is close to the potential
energy of a contracted or elongated spring, and which depends only on
the elongation (or contraction) of the distance between connected nodes
during elastic matching, with respect to this distance at the end of rigid
matching. Namely, the difference of the norms is used instead of the
norm of the difference:
N is the ensemble comprised of the four-connected neighbors.
Note that although the distance between nodes in an orthonormal
graph (i.e. ) is constant over the entire graph, it is dependent on the
current estimated scale parameter found during iterative rigid match-
ing (Simplex downhill). An important result is therefore that homoth-
etic scalings of the entire graph do not contribute to the deformation
penalty.
It should be remembered that this arbitrary model is not at all related
to the actual possible movements of face parts, which cannot be simpli-
fied as springs. Complex finite-element models would be necessary to
closer model the elasticity of the skin and/or articulations of facial
parts.
The deformation penalty is added to the squared Euclidean feature dis-
tance with an elasticity coefficient λ:
where Jref,n and Jtst,n are the feature vectors associated to node n, e.g.
obtained from Eq. 4.31, Eq. 4.39, Eq. 4.42 or Eq. 4.43, in the reference
and test images, respectively. The summation on n indicates that the
squared Euclidean feature distance contributions are summed togeth-
er, as it is done for the deformation penalties.
The total metrics  incorporating the deformation penalty is solely
used to find the best correspondence between reference graphs, but it
is not utilized for the classification (i.e. acceptation or rejection deci-
sion), which is based only on the between-features distance . 
(4.61)
(4.62)
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Indeed, when comparing both approaches,  gives better results,
at least in case of normalized mathematical morphology (see Figure 4-
32).
To simplify the calculation and to avoid square roots that are difficult
to implement in hardware, we can stay with the squared versions of the
Euclidean distance of features and of the deformation penalty, and
take the absolute value of the differences instead of the square. The
square of the distances values being monotonously increasing the re-
sult is not significantly modified (except for the contribution of the node
penalty over the deformation penalty).
This simplification incurs a small loss in performance as can be ob-
served on Figure 4-33, namely the EER is increased from around 3% to
around 5%. 
The iterative process of displacing nodes can be achieved in several
ways as well. We can perform a fixed number of displacement or dis-
place the nodes until the graph distance no longer decreases. The order
Figure 4-32: Effect of using the deformation for classification.
ROC of normalized morphological features on the XM2VTS database. Using leads to
worse results than using  only.
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in which nodes are taken can be random or sequential (i.e. nodes taken
in order). If we consider the displacement of all nodes in the graph in
multiple steps, it can be shown that using the same node order in all
steps will rapidly lead to a final distance that is clearly not the best
match we can find. Since efficient random number generation is com-
plex in terms of requested hardware resources (although generally eas-
ily available in software libraries, e.g. GNU libc), we will use a very
simple “pseudo-random” number (PRN) generator (see Subsection
6.5.2). This PRN generator is very limited and could definitely not be
used in cryptography applications for instance! However, it is sufficient
for our purpose while not causing a large increase in hardware resourc-
es.
4.5.3 Elastic matching using statistical models
The elastic matching procedure described in the previous subsection is
a largely simplified version of the general graph matching problem [4-
44]. However the above method lacks the use of statistical information
telling which deformations are more common than others. An example
of statistically derived deformations is described by Metaxas [4-50] in
conjunction with finite element descriptions.
Figure 4-33: Effect of simplified metrics (Eq. 4.63) vs. metrics  proposed in Eq. 4.62.
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Therefore we propose to express (or to approximate) any possible defor-
mation with a basis of deformations. Deformations of a graph compris-
ing N×N nodes would basically require 2×N^2 parameters (e.g. 128 for
N=8). But, by using Karhunen-Loève techniques, it is possible to find
the principal modes of deformations based on a manually or automati-
cally labelled training set, and to express all deformations with the
most expressive deformations, i.e. with a limited number of parame-
ters. Logically, these deformation modes could be called “principal
warps” or something similar (e.g. “eigenwarps”...).
From a set of parameters a new deformed graph would be created, fea-
tures extracted, and a new graph distance calculated. Again, a Simplex
Downhill method could be used to find what are the best parameters,
and consequently, find a deformed graph. Moreover, it would be possi-
ble to implement the whole rigid and elastic process in one step by us-
ing M parameters including scale, orientation and translation. This
original method was however not tested on a full database.
The EGM coprocessor architecture in Chapter 6 is based on rigid
matching (i.e. simplex downhill succeeding coarse rigid matching), fol-
lowed by elastic matching, but it would need minor modifications to
perform this statistical matching procedure discussed above.
4.6 Classifiers and decision theory
The features obtained from a matched graph (i.e. morphological fea-
tures or Gabor features after convergence of the iterative algorithm)
form an observation vector that will be used by a classifier to infer the
sample to a given trained class or to the rejection class. So far we re-
duced the observation vector to a single valued observation using ei-
ther an Euclidean distance (Eq. 4.32) or a normed dot product (Eq.
4.33) between reference and test features. Correspondingly, the classi-
fication was reduced to a unidimensional two-classes (genuine vs. im-
postor) problem i.e. to a threshold selection.
An optimal decision theory based on a posteriori probabilities is the so-
called Bayesian decision that classifies a test pattern in a class c if the
a posteriori probability of this pattern belonging to class c is higher
than the a posteriori probabilities of this pattern belonging to all other
classes. This minimizes the classification error probability by assigning
the same importance to all errors.
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Starting from a mono-dimensional feature space (e.g. our matching dis-
tance), the attribution of a probe to one of two classes following the
Bayesian decision corresponds to comparing the value to a simple
threshold. It can be showed that the optimal threshold in the Bayesian
sense is the one where the a posteriori probabilities are crossing, or
equivalently, where the conditional probability density functions (pdf)
are crossing if the a priori probabilities of the classes are equal. An ex-
ample with a single feature is depicted in Figure 4-34. For all other
thresholds the total error (i.e. the shaded area) is larger. The underly-
ing assumption is that the form of both the genuine and the impostors
pdfs are known (e.g. gaussian in Figure 4-34). This not the case for the
matching distances: models for the genuine and impostor probability
are not known!
Instead of resorting to a simple distance metrics, it would be possible
to make a Bayesian decision in the full M×N dimensional space, where
M is the number of features per node and N is the number of nodes. Us-
ing an Euclidean metrics is then optimal in the Bayesian sense only un-
der a certain number of strong assumptions that most often do not hold
as it will now be demonstrated.
Figure 4-34: Two mono-dimensional distributions and the Bayesian decision threshold.
The two distributions correspond to the probability density function (pdf) of an observed x to
belong to the genuine or impostor class. The Bayesian threshold minimizes the total error
(shaded areas) when the two pdfs are crossing. Note that although pdfs are gaussian in this ex-
ample it is rarely the case with real features!
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As a starting point, a model is necessary for the likelihood function of
the class c in the M×N-dimensional feature space. The first strong as-
sumption is that this likelihood function has a general multivariate
normal distribution, so that the Bayesian classifier has a quadratic
form [4-73]. This is obviously not the case here. A second assumption is
that the classes are equiprobable, so that this quadratic form can be ex-
pressed in the form of a distance classifier. Finally, if and only if the co-
variance matrix is diagonal (i.e. features are independent), then the
optimal distance reduces to an Euclidean distance. Based on this dis-
tance the probe would be attributed to the class with minimum dis-
tance or labelled as impostor when being closer to a general impostor
class or further than a predefined threshold for the class with mini-
mum distance. If and only if these restrictive hypotheses hold true,
could an optimal decision be based on an Euclidean distance.
As a preliminary conclusion:
• the client features distributions are clearly neither normal, nor
independent, and the Euclidean distance is then sub-optimal;
• the genuine matching distance distribution is impossible to esti-
mate reliably due to the too small number of samples available;
• as a corollary, it is not possible to select an optimal threshold (in
the Bayes sense).
Instead of finding parameters of a model, an approach using non-para-
metric clustering might prove useful, however the number of samples
at our disposal is generally too low for these kinds of methods.
Alternatively, other distances (e.g. Manhattan norm) may be more
adapted to the features distribution, but it was not possible to observe
a consistent improvement. For all these reasons the Euclidean distance
was maintained with normalized morphological features and dot prod-
uct with Gabor features.
Since the class distribution of genuine matching distances cannot be
estimated with only a few training samples, we might try to estimate
the distribution of the impostor distances instead as it is larger. Then
we could try to normalize both the genuine and impostor distributions
based on this parameter estimation. Even if the class conditional im-
postor distributions cannot be estimated reliably, it is possible to nor-
malize them by applying an arbitrary normalization. We can for
instance use the mean value and variance of the impostor distance dis-
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tribution di (obtained e.g. on the evaluation set defined in the
Lausanne protocol, see Figure 2-1) of a class and apply the following
normalization:
where  is the impostor average for client i, and  is the standard de-
viation of this impostor distribution. This normalization is called z-
norm and often applied in speaker verification problems [4-9]. Another
normalization called tanh (for its use of the hyperbolic tangent) gives
the same results when using the impostor score estimates. 
After this normalization, the distribution of evaluation impostor dis-
tances will have zero mean and unit variance as shown in Figure 4-35.
The normalized genuine distance distributions corresponding to differ-
ent classes do not necessarily share the same mean but nonetheless the
selection of a global threshold (i.e. the same for all classes) is possible.
This global threshold can then be varied to produce the ROC curves pic-
tured so far. The decision is not optimal in the Bayes sense but at least
is normalized for all classes (i.e. the threshold of normalized distances
is almost class-independent). 
(4.64)
Figure 4-35: Genuine and impostor distances of two clients.
The two classes of genuine and impostor distances are assumed to have a gaussian distribution
as represented here (a property that is not verified in practice) with different mean and variance
parameters.The blue curves represents the genuine distance distribution and the red curves the
impostor genuine distance distribution. The plain and dashed lines represent the distance dis-
tributions obtained when comparing test clients to two different genuine references. Curves on
the left plot represent the situation before normalization, while the right plot represent the sit-
uation after normalization.
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4.7 Performance evaluation
Although results of the different variants were already presented in
the previous sections, they will be now recalled and compared to state-
of-art results found in the literature.
4.7.1 XM2VTS database
Two competitions were organised based on this database in 2000 (at
ICPR [4-49]) and 2003 (at AVBPA [4-51]). The database was made
available to the competitors in advance so they could tune their system
for this particular database.
In both cases, results were reported with the two Lausanne protocol
configurations, and two face registration modes: fully automatic regis-
tration, and semi-automatic registration by manually locating the fac-
es. Only the results of the fully automatic registration are considered
here. The performance of a semi-automatic method applied to real ap-
plications is anyway always lower than the correct face detection per-
formance! Additionally, only configuration II results were gathered in
this thesis.
In the ICPR and AVBPA experiments, three thresholds were deter-
mined based on the evaluation set:
• T1 at FAR = 0;
• T2 at FAR = FRR;
• T3 at FRR = 0.
Then, these thresholds were used on the test set to determine the FAR
and FRR at these points. Since results for genuine evaluation tests
were not gathered in this thesis17 it is difficult to directly compare per-
formance of the ICPR and AVBPA algorithms to that of the algorithms
described in this thesis. Nonetheless, it is possible to report the three
points T1, T2 and T3 on our Receiver Operating Curves. Should the
published algorithms be better, the three points would lie below our
ROC.
In 2000, four institutions participated in the competition, namely the
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (AUT), the Dalle Molle Institute
for Perceptual Artificial Intelligence (IDIAP), the University of Sydney,
17. Only the evaluation impostors were used to determine thresholds as explained in Section 4.6.
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and the University of Surrey (UniS). Based on configuration II and on
the fully automatic registration, the algorithms of only 3 institutions
were tested (see [4-49] for details). Results are represented in Figure 4-
36. It can be observed that both EGM with Gabor features and EGM
with normalized morphological features as applied in this thesis out-
perform the three externally reported algorithms.
In 2003, six participants (5 academic and 1 commercial) entered into
the competition for a total of 9 tested algorithms. Most of the competi-
tors present in 2000 also participated to the 2003 test [4-51]18. Howev-
er, only four results are available for testing on Configuration II with
fully automatic registration. This time only the results corresponding
to T2 are available (although the text describes the three types of
thresholds). Results are compared in Figure 4-37. It can be observed
that three algorithms out of four outperform ours. Interestingly, the
best performing algorithm (from IDIAP) uses DCTmod2 features in
Figure 4-36: Performance comparison of our results (2004) against ICPR’00 results.
18. The participation of the Universidad Politcnica de Valencia (UPV) is however new. 
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combination with Hidden Markow Models (HMMs), although
DCTmod2 seemed to perform poorly with our EGM algorithm (see Sub-
section 4.3.2).
4.7.2 Yale B database
This database was described in Subsection 2.7.2 on page 26. The tests
reported throughout this thesis were performed on this database ac-
cording to the setup defined in [4-27], i.e. by performing an identifica-
tion in a closed-set and using manual registration. Results are recalled
in Table 4-5.
It can be observed that the very computationnally-intensive methods
based on illumination cones reported in [4-26] are the most effective as
they achieve the lower error rates19. For instance the cones-cast meth-
od [4-27] which performs an outstanding 0.0% error rate on subset 4
Figure 4-37: Performance comparison of our results (2004) against AVBPA’03 results.
19. Results are reported from [4-27], not from our own experiments.
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when using a costly ray-tracing approach. Nevertheless, the EGM with
Gabor features and dot-product distance are very close to the cones-at-
tached method. Although the DCTmod2 features seem to perform well
on this database according to [4-51], we observed from our experiments
that their behaviour was not satisfying on the XM2VTS database.
4.8 Conclusion
Starting from the conclusion of the previous chapter – where it was ob-
served that Elastic Graph Matching (EGM) seemed an interesting cat-
egory of algorithms for face verification on mobile devices – this chapter
essentially aimed at proposing and designing new computational meth-
ods, comparing them with existing ones,  and selecting adequate pa-
rameters to implement EGM algorithm, including its hardware
realization to be described in Chapter 6.
The first issue was the extraction of features robust to variations of il-
luminant (so-called photometric invariants). For this purpose, several
candidates were evaluated. Gabor features showed to perform extreme-
ly well but at a very high computational cost. Alternatively, morpholog-
ical features represented a reduce amount of computations but were
extremely sensitive to variations of lighting. Model-free normalization
of morphological features was shown to be a very interesting compro-
mise with only a small computational overhead as compared to base-
line morphology.
Regarding feature space reduction, it was shown that principal compo-
nent analysis can be applied without node distinction but that it does
Method
Error rate (%) vs. illuminant change
Subset 2 Subset 3 Subset 4
Cones-attached [4-27] 0.0 0.0 8.6
Cones-cast [4-27] 0.0 0.0 0.0
EGM Gabor (dot dist.) 0.0 0.0 10.7
EGM Gabor (eucl. dist.) 0.8 6.4 63.6
EGM DCTmod2 0.0 5.0 66.4
EGM norm. morpho 0.0 15.8 61.4
Table 4-5: Results on Yale B database (error rates in %).
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not guarantee an improvement in terms of recognition rates. Applica-
tion of linear discriminant analysis seems interesting when consider-
ing the two-classes problem, i.e. a transform per client. However,
experiments on the XM2VTS showed no improvement, probably due to
the fact that the training set of this database is too small.
Iterative methods based on the Simplex-Downhill were proposed in or-
der to find the best rigid graph matching including rotation and scale.
Finally, an elastic metric not penalizing rotations and scaling was also
introduced.
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Chapter 5
Further Use of Elastic Graph Matching
Elastic Graph Matching is a general framework that can be applied to
face authentication but also to other pattern registration and recogni-
tion problems. In this chapter, the EGM framework will first be applied
to the face detection problem, which is in fact very similar to the face
recognition paradigm (Section 5.1). Then, the same EGM framework
will be applied to fingerprint matching, which is a very interesting cat-
egory of applications asking for elastic deformations. New and original
concepts will be introduced to allow matching of partial graphs (Section
5.2).
5.1 Face detection
The application of face detection in still images or video sequences is
multifold. For instance, it can help:
• detecting if a face is at all present in the image, in order to launch
more complex operations when required;
• accelerating face recognition techniques by allowing them to focus
only on most interesting regions of a scene;
• automatically pointing a camera in the direction of the face of a
person using pan and tilt, e.g. in surveillance applications (possi-
bly in conjunction with automatic identification);
• counting the number of faces appearing in the scene.
Since it is a key function needed in many face-related applications, it
was logically the subject of numerous publications. A thorough review
of state-of-art face detection algorithms can be found e.g. in [5-14].
It shall be noted that the face authentication algorithm described in
Chapter 4 does not rely on the precise detection of the face position, ro-
tation and scale. Indeed, the face detection process is somewhat embed-
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ded in the recognition process, since the image is scanned in order to
find the best matching position. This is of course a key to its robustness,
but it has also a severe impact on its computational complexity. Using
a preliminary fast face detection before the iterative matching methods
get applied (see Subsection 4.5.1), would allow to reduce the number of
coarse rigid matching steps.
Of course, if a rejection decision occurs, it might be equally well due to
a real impostor attempt or to a false face detection (i.e. increasing the
FRR but not the FAR), or to other aspects like inappropriate scale. Con-
sequently, all rejections should be processed subsequently by a full
EGM step to keep the FRR at a tolerable level (Figure 5-1). Since more
genuine attempts are expected than impostor attempts, overall compu-
tation savings can be expected.
Moreover, it shall be noted that progressing along the upper horizontal
path in Figure 5-1 (i.e. converging rapidly from the input image to a
correctly placed graph leading to a genuine client acceptance) does not
influence the genuine acceptance decision, as long as the score thresh-
old separating a genuine client from an impostor is not modified. In-
deed, if the lower branch, labelled as “rejection”, was removed, using a
reduced EGM method would only increase the false rejection rate,
without modifying the false acceptance rate. The aim of this lower
branch is thus to reduce the false rejection rate, as it does not influence
the false acceptance rate, as compared to the standard EGM matching
described in Chapter 4. 
Figure 5-1: Insertion of a fast face detection.
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This face detection should not necessarily be very precise in terms of
face position, orientation and scale, but should be significantly faster
than the face registration based on full graph matching. A typical algo-
rithm category corresponding to this criterion is color-based detection.
In Subsection 5.1.1, a very simple implementation of this algorithm
will be described together with a possible hardware implementation. 
Nevertheless, a precise face registration is sometimes required for in-
stance when the enrolment process of a face authentication system is
done automatically and in an unattended manner (i.e. without the
presence and control of a human operator). In this case, precise loca-
tion, rotation and scale are necessary, e.g. to efficiently place a refer-
ence grid on the face to extract a client template. As it was discussed in
Chapter 3, a detection method relying on face features only will gener-
ally fail in complex situations (e.g. eyes hidden behind sun glasses).
Consequently holistic approaches are more robust for this purpose. In
Subsection 5.1.2, a face detection method based on graph matching
that can be combined to the simple color-based method will be de-
scribed, allowing to reuse the same hardware as in face authentication.
5.1.1 Color-based method
Color-based face detection methods consist in assigning a per-pixel
probability of this pixel belonging to a skin region using color informa-
tion, which is subsequently segmented. The resulting face region can
be further analysed to detect facial features.
The only model involved in this method is that of the skin color. It is
therefore a very simple method, furthermore much less computational-
ly intensive than model-based methods relying on neural-networks,
hidden-markov models, etc. A strong limitation comes however from
the influence of the illuminant spectral density as was already dis-
cussed in Subsection 4.2.1. Indeed, under certain illuminant color, it
may be difficult to distinguish skin regions from otherwise different
color patches.
Before proceeding to the description of a color-base face detection meth-
od, it is important to recall that the face authentication method de-
scribed in Chapter 4 is based on grayscale images (luma or luminance).
This means that to integrate the face detection and authentication
tasks on the same device, a color sensor would be necessary, with a sub-
sequent conversion from color to grayscale images for the authentica-
tion performed after the face detection1.
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a) A color-based face detection algorithm
A very simple yet effective method of assigning a per-pixel probability
of a pixel to belong to a skin patch was proposed by Soriano et al. [5-13].
The red, green and blue components of a pixel {R,G,B} are transformed
into normalized {r,g,b} components using the following relationships:
The purpose of the division by the sum of the components is to be as
much as possible independent of the illumination intensity. Note that
the R+G+B sum does however represent neither the luminance nor the
luma, but a weak approximation of them. Furthermore variations of il-
luminant color will still result in variations of r, g and b. Finally note
that in practice only r and g are used, while b is discarded. These two
components are subsequently used to index a two-dimensional lookup
table (LUT) containing the probability of this color to belong to a skin
patch, which is called the skin locus. 
1. Alternatively, the green component can be used as the “grayscale” information.
, , (5.1)
Figure 5-2: Skin color locus in the r-g space.
See [5-13] for parameters of the parabolas defining the skin locus.
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Soriano et al. showed that this skin locus can be modelled as the inter-
section of two parabolas (see Figure 5-2). In the following discussion,
we will thus refer to the “Soriano look-up table” (or Soriano LUT). Ad-
ditionally, Soriano et al. propose to dynamically modify the locus using
a so-called back-propagation algorithm, to incorporate dynamic varia-
tions of the illuminant.
The information coming from a low-cost color CMOS or CCD image
sensor is usually organized according to the Bayer pattern (Figure 5-
3a). Before calculating the r and g components, it is thus necessary to
perform a demosaic operation on this array of values. It was shown that
a very simple down-sampling2 leading to a 1/4 image (Figure 5-3b) is
sufficient for the color-based face detection. Even though the visual
quality and resolution of the obtained R,G,B image might not be satis-
factory for applications where a visualization is necessary, it is largely
sufficient for the purpose of face detection [5-3].
Using the parameters described by Soriano et al., a correct detection of
around 99% is obtained on the XM2VTS database [5-3]. Of course this
database is rather optimal for color-based face detection, since it pro-
vides with a uniform blue background.
b) A color-based face detection coprocessor
A dedicated hardware architecture (Figure 5-4) is proposed to allow a
fast and low-power implementation of such a detection system. The
pixel flow directly goes from the sensor to the detection unit and a lim-
ited number of memory entries (typically amounting to one line of pix-
els) is necessary to perform the demosaic operation.
2. Two green components are averaged according to Figure 5-3b) in order to produce the same number of 
green pixels as there are red and blue pixels.
Figure 5-3: Demosaicing of a Bayer pattern.
a) Bayer pattern; b) Demosaicing by simple sub-sampling.
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The raw camera image data arrive as a sequence of R, G, and B values,
or more precisely as a sequence of R and G values in odd-indexed lines,
and of G and B values in even-indexed lines. Firstly, these color values
can be corrected using a white-balancing technique, i.e. by multiplying
them with constant weights , , and . Note that the determina-
tion of these weights needs to be handled outside of this architecture
(e.g. using a white-patch, grey world or gamut mapping algorithm, see
Subsection 4.2.1), and that the three weights , , and , correspond
to a von Kries model simplification.
The architecture then handles two consecutive pixel lines in order to
produce half a line of binary mask values to indicate whether the given
pixel belongs to the face color space face or not. This corresponds to a
vertical and horizontal decimation by a factor of two (Figure 5-3).
The processing starts with an odd line, the incoming R and G compo-
nents being stored in a 1-line memory. Then, when the pixels of the
even line arrive, i.e. G and B components, the first adder will compute
either the sum R+B, or the sum V1+V2 (which will be shifted right by
one position), in order to produce the down-sampled V component (see
Figure 5-3b). This last result will be stored in a register, and the second
adder will produce the R+B+V result.
Figure 5-4: Dataflow of the color-based face detection coprocessor.
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The division operation appearing in Eq. 5.1 is replaced with the sub-
traction of the logarithms of the arguments. The inverse operation is
not necessary as the entries of the skin locus look-up table are replaced
by their logarithm counterpart.
Therefore, once the R, G, and R+G+B values are available, their loga-
rithms will be searched in a look-up table (“log LUT”). Since the
processing started with an odd line, the first logarithms to be computed
will be log(R), available every second pixel clock cycle. The log(R) re-
sults need to be stored in a memory containing half a line as they will
be used one line later. Then, when pixels of the even line are available,
log(G) will be computed, as well as log(R+G+B). At the same time, a
subtractor will produce the result of the divisions in Eq. 5.1 in the log
domain. Once the two normalized coordinates r and g are available,
they can be used to address a second look-up table delivering the binary
pixel classification, indicate whether the given pixel belongs to the
color space of a face or not.
The system was implemented in a Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA) connected to a VGACAM image sensor (see Subsection 6.8.2 for
a detailed description of this test platform). The VGA image (640x480
pixels) flow entering the coprocessor results in a 320x240 binary mask
output that can be stored in a memory or further used “online” for seg-
mentation. The last mask bit outputs arriving two clock cycles after the
end of a VGACAM frame, a theoretical frame rate of around 7 Hz is
reachable, assuming that the clock frequency of the system is 2.5 MHz.
In practice for the developed demonstration set-up, this frame rate is
much lower because the binary mask is read from the memory and sent
to the PC via a slow USB connection.
Each output bit requires only one multiplication, three additions, two
subtractions and four look-up operations3. The control part of the cir-
cuit is however rather significant, since it represents more than 30% of
the total resources. Still, the circuit size remains remarkably small (on-
ly 431 logical cells, i.e. 1.8% of an Altera 20K600 APEX device).
5.1.2 Model-based method
Because color-based face detection alone is not sufficiently robust for
most applications, a model-based approach is described below, reusing
the EGM algorithm described in Chapter 4. The principal advantage of
3. Datapath only, i.e. without taking into account the counters required by the control state-machines.
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using the same algorithm to perform both the detection and the au-
thentication resides in the hardware reuse.
We suggest building several representative templates of an average
face and to match them against the test image supposedly containing a
face. The matching distance and best graph location will then give the
location of the face present in the database. As it was exposed in Sub-
section 4.5.1 the elastic graph matching algorithm can tolerate varia-
tions of scaling from roughly 0.7 to 1.4, and robustness to in-plane
rotations up to angles of 45°. For factors outside these ranges, it is pos-
sible to build additional face templates.
The features used for the face detection could be again Gabor features
or normalized morphological features. Since the first seem more robust
to changes in illumination and since they provide with a smoother ob-
jective function, they will be used in the experiments reported in this
section.
The average face template can be constructed by either extracting a
reference template from a single image of an average face, or by aver-
aging templates extracted from several face images contained in a da-
tabase. We arbitrarily chose the first solution, but extracted seven
templates from scaled images of a single average face (Figure 5-5). The
scale factor ranges from 1/4 to 4/3.
The average face was obtained from 200 images representing a popula-
tion of 200 persons (1 image per person) present in the XM2VTS data-
base. Each face image was preliminarily manually aligned (i.e.
translated, scaled and rotated) and cropped, so that all images share
the same number of pixels and so that the centres of the eyes are
aligned over the different images. Note that other facial features (e.g.
the mouth or the eyebrows) are logically less precisely aligned than the
eyes, and consequently significantly more blurred as compared to the
latter. Finally, the average face is obtained by a per-pixel average:
where  represents the set of training faces, and  is the
resulting average face.
(5.2)ψ x y,( ) 1200-------- fn x y,( )
n 1=
200
∑=
f1 … f200, ,{ } ψ x y,( )
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The face detection is performed in a 320×240 pixel image, with the aim
of finding face sizes ranging approximately from 14×22 pixels to
150×240 pixels.
The detection thus solely consists in matching the test image against
these seven reference templates using the rigid EGM algorithm (i.e.
the rigid matching using iterative methods, as defined in Subsection
4.5.1, but not the elastic matching), as illustrated in Figure 5-5. For
each template, the rigid graph size is initialized to the one that was
used to extract the template from the scaled image (see Table 5-1, col-
umns 1 to 3).
At the end of the matching, the position of the matched graph having
obtained the smallest distance will be used as the detected face loca-
tion, assuming this smallest distance is below a pre-defined threshold.
Moreover, the graph horizontal width sx of the resulting graph will be
calculated and compared to the graph horizontal size sx that was used
to extract the template that gave this minimum distance. If the calcu-
lated sx is outside a given range (defined by the “sx lower limit” and “sx
upper limit” in columns 4 and 5 of Table 5-1), this graph will be rejected
Template 
level
Graph 
horizontal 
size
(sx)
Graph 
vertical 
size
(sy)
sx lower 
limit 
(0.7×sx)
sx upper 
limit 
(1.4×sx)
Scale 
factor
Size of 
the scaled 
average 
face
0 21 34 14.7 29.4 1/4 80x60
1 28 44 19.6 39.2 1/3 107x80
2 35 56 24.5 49.0 5/12 133x100
3 49 78 34.3 68.6 7/12 187x140
4 63 101 44.1 88.2 3/4 240x180
5 84 134 58.8 117.6 1/1 320x240
6 112 179 78.4 156.8 4/3 427x320
Table 5-1: Parameters of the seven templates used for EGM face detection.
Each template level corresponds to a scale factor. Level 5 corresponds to the size of the images
that will be used during the detection process. For other levels, the average face image is scaled
according to this ratio, resulting in the image size given in the last column, and indicated in [pix-
el × pixel]. A reference template was extracted from each scaled average face using a graph of
size sx pixels by sy pixels. The lower and upper limits of sx for a template level delimit the actual
(i.e. calculated from the matched graph) sx range that will be tolerated for graphs matched with
this level.
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as obviously not giving realistic results. In this case, the next smallest
distance will be selected, and sx will be again compared to the plausible
range defined in Table 5-1. For instance, if the minimum distance was
obtained with template level 3, but that the horizontal graph size sx is
18, the corresponding matched graph will be rejected in favour of the
graph having obtained the second minimum distance.
Graph placement in this model-based method can then be initialized
with fast color-based detection (e.g. initial simplex placement) or, alter-
natively, the white-balance in the color-based method (parameters ,
 and  in Figure 5-4) can be calibrated based on the face region pro-
vided by the model-based face detection. In the latter option, it is pos-
sible to measure the average values ,  and  over the model-based
detected face and to update the look-up table to be used in the color-
based method (e.g. using back propagation). Alternatively, it is possible
to recover a color corrected image before applying the color-based meth-
od described in Subsection 5.1.1. This is an interesting alternative in-
stead of applying a model-free color constancy algorithm on the whole
image (e.g. white-patch or gamut mapping).
The von Kries model (as initially defined in Eq. 4.12) in this space is:
with the index “can” designating typical values under a canonical illu-
minant, the bar “-” marked over parameter symbols meaning the aver-
age value of this parameter, and r, g and b follow the definition of Eq.
5.1. Compared to Eq. 4.12, we thus make the further assumption that
the “intensity” R+G+B is preserved (i.e. ).
However, using both approaches simultaneously (i.e. fast detection and
calibration) is dangerous as this could lead to diverging solutions. In-
deed, a false detection would lead to a false white-balancing (e.g. cor-
recting image colors so as the color of a non-face region corresponds to
skin-like colors). This in turn would completely bias the color face de-
tection and the entire face detector would need to be reset to reasonable
values in order to be again able to detect faces.
(5.3)
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Figure 5-5: Training and testing of the model-based face detection.
In the training phase, the average face is constructed from a set of face images, and scaled to 7 sizes. A graph of corresponding size is used to extract
a reference template from each image. During the testing, the EGM algorithm is applied to the test image using successively the 7 reference tem-
plates. The resulting 7 matched graphs are sorted according to their matching distance, and the graph with minimum distance is used as face location.
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5.2 Fingerprint verification
The algorithmic framework based on elastic graph matching will now
be extended to the fingerprint modality. Similarly to face detection, re-
using the same algorithm potentially allows to reuse part of the previ-
ously developed hardware and to obtain so for instance an efficient
mobile multimodal biometric verification system.
Automatic fingerprint identification systems (AFIS) were among the
first applications of machine pattern recognition, although they still
represent a complex challenge especially with poor quality fingerprint
images. According to Maltoni et al. [5-9], fingerprint matching methods
can be classified in:
• minutiae-based, 
• correlation-based, and 
• ridge feature-based techniques.
The first category attempts to detect and match bifurcations or endings
of the ridges, while the second and third methods are performing a cor-
relation of the image or of ridge patterns extracted from the image.
While minutiae extraction is the most widely used technique, it is
known to be problematic with low-quality fingerprint images because
of the large number of falsely detected minutiae. On the other hand,
ridge feature-based methods are less sensitive to image quality4, but
are generally characterized by a lower distinctiveness. Finally, the
computational requirements of correlation- and ridge feature-based
are high, although they are far more regular than minutiae-based
methods and are thus good candidates for DSP or ASIC implementa-
tions. In particular, correlation and filtering are efficiently performed
in the frequency domain.
5.2.1 Requirements for mobile applications
Although the degrees of freedom involved in the acquisition of finger-
print images seem reduced as compared to face images, a large number
of perturbations may decrease the matching rate of the algorithm. Pri-
marily, some perturbations not specific to mobile applications are
caused by the degradation of the finger skin. For instance, a very low
4. They are somehow holistic, similarly to elastic graph matching for face authentication, because they 
don’t separate first-order features (minutiae) from configuration.
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ridge prominence, too moist or too dry fingers, or cuttings can signifi-
cantly reduce the matching performance.
Due to the reduced available space and the required low cost of finger-
print sensors embedded on mobile devices, the imaging area is gener-
ally smaller than for desktop fingerprint sensors. Additionally,
whereas finger placement guides may exist on the latter to guarantee
a correct alignment of the finger on the device, the finger is placed free-
Figure 5-6: Example of reduced overlap between two fingerprint images.
Figure 5-7: Drier and greasier fingerprint impressions of the same finger.
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ly on the sensing surface of mobile devices. The possible in- and out-of-
plane rotations lead to large variations of the imaged finger area and
to a large range of elastic deformations. The reference template used to
match a new fingerprint shall clearly contain as much information as
possible so that the overlap of two prints is as large as possible. For in-
stance, fingerprints illustrated in Figure 5-6 have only a small overlap-
ping area and will therefore be difficult to match reliably.
Figure 5-8: Two fingerprint images of the same finger captured with different sensors.
a) capture with an optical sensor (Biometrika FX2000); b) capture with a capacitive sensor (Ve-
ridicom FPS200); c) ridge profiles along the line α−β in the images a) and b); a higher value
corresponds to a lighter pixel representation.
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In addition, the pressure applied on the sensor may vary from one ses-
sion to the other, leading to “dryer” or to “greasier” prints (Figure 5-7),
or equally problematically may introduce elastic distortions in the
print. These distortions of the ridge pattern will have an influence on
the local ridge spectrum, thus affecting the performance of ridge-fea-
ture based methods. While the ridge prominence will have a linear ef-
fect on the spectrum energy, distortion of the ridges will produce non-
linear variations of the spectrum that will be more difficult to compen-
sate.
Finally, images acquired with different types of sensors (e.g. capacitive,
optical, thermal, or even scanning of an ink rolled fingerprint) lead to
quite different image quality. For instance, Figure 5-8 illustrates a fin-
gerprint acquired with two types of sensors (optical and capacitive). It
can be observed that the ridge profile depicted in Figure 5-8c) is differ-
ent, and consequently the feature extracted by filtering will be differ-
ent as well. Performing a cross-match with a template enrolled with a
different sensor is thus a complex task. 
Some of these problems can be partly solved by a good teaching and
practicing of the enrollees. E.g. the users should learn how to place
their finger consistently on the device, the sensor should be cleaned
regularly, etc.
Nevertheless, robust matching techniques are clearly desirable. Ro-
bust feature extraction and matching should therefore:
• enrol most of the fingerprint area using techniques such as finger-
print mosaicking (e.g. [5-7]) or be able to match two fingerprints
based only on a small overlapping region;
• be holistic, i.e. the matching process shall not be solely based on
the successful detection of a single singular point;
• tolerate rotated and translated fingerprint images;
• tolerate variations of the average ridge value (i.e. remove the DC
component of the ridge profile);
• tolerate variations of the finger pressure, i.e. the contrast present
in the image (i.e. normalize the ridge amplitude) and the satura-
tions of the ridge.
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5.2.2 Brief review of existing algorithms
A technique belonging to the ridge feature category is the so-called Fin-
gerCode [5-5]. It is especially appealing due to its regularity, simplicity
and performance. However, FingerCode relies on the precise detection
of a singular point, called core, around which a circular tessellation is
laid, which divides the fingerprint in sectors (Figure 5-9a). A single fea-
ture is extracted from each sector using Gabor filters, resulting in a fea-
ture vector, which is called the FingerCode.
However the false detection of the core will unsurprisingly lead to a re-
duced score if the core is erroneously displaced from several pixels, and
to a false rejection of the code if the core is detected completely else-
where. Solutions for probing multiple positions of the core were pro-
posed [5-2] (Figure 5-9b) but involve calculating multiple times the
sector-based absolute average deviation or storing multiple templates.
The latter solution simultaneously increases the false acceptance rate.
Additionally, the algorithm will fail with images that do not even con-
tain the core singularity, although an overlap exists between the test
finger impression and the reference template. This last problem will
definitely occur with small area sensors (e.g. solid-state sensors) avail-
able in mobile applications.
Still, even when the core is present in the image some sectors might fall
outside the fingerprint region (i.e. the background). Consequently, only
sectors lying on the foreground of the reference and test images shall
be used for verification (see Figure 5-9c).
Figure 5-9: Circular tessellation of a fingerprint.
a) Standard circular tessellation around the core; b) multiple core positions to increase the ro-
bustness; c) sector rejection based on foreground-background information.
a) b) c)
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A square tessellation whose position is not related to any landmarks
was proposed by Jain et al. [5-6] and Ross et al. [5-10]. Still the trans-
lation and rotation parameters are obtained from a minutiae matching
step. This registration thus depends on multiple singular points in-
stead of just one, but the misdetection of these minutiae (e.g. when only
very few minutiae are present) will lead to a false registration that will
ultimately lead to a rejection of the sample. Therefore, we propose to
increase the robustness of the matching method by using a template-
based approach.
5.2.3 Proposed algorithm based on EGM
An original method based on Gabor filtering not relying at all on the de-
tection of singular points is now proposed, based on a modified Elastic
Graph Matching algorithm. This method uses ridge features extracted
from Gabor filtered images and aims at finding the largest graph cor-
respondence between reference and test images. Deformations can be
taken into account by the EGM algorithm to compensate for pressure
variations on the sensor plate.
The image is firstly normalized using the method proposed by Hong et
al. [5-4] and filtered with several Gabor filters. Gabor filter banks were
introduced in Subsection 4.3.1. For this application the filter bank is
composed of N=8 complex filters with following parameters: p=1, q=8,
ωmin=0.09, ωmax=0.11 (see the definition of these parameters provided
starting from page 108). The filter bank response in the frequency do-
main is represented in Figure 5-10 for p=1 and q=8, and filtered images
are depicted in Figure 5-11.
In order to reduce the computational complexity, the convolution is
performed in the Fourier space by multiplying point-wise the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) of the image and of the filters. After filtering,
the magnitudes of the N complex filter responses are calculated in the
image space and used as N bidimensional feature images. A N-element
feature vector  (similarly to Eq. 4.31) corresponds thus to the
magnitude of a pixel filtered with the q-th filter in the bank and located
at spatial coordinates (x,y).
The feature images are subsequently used to separate the foreground
from the background of the image. A binary matrix FG representing
the foreground mask is obtained using the decision criterion defined in
Eq. 5.4, with a typical threshold of T=10.
Jq x y,( )
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Alternatively, it is possible to use a higher threshold and then to use a
mathematical morphology closure operation to fill “holes” that may ap-
pear in the image. Note that the detected borders of the fingerprint
foreground extend slightly in the background, due to the large delay of
the filter. Again, for a more precise detection it might be necessary to
use a mathematical morphology erosion operation with a structuring
element approximately equal in size to the Gabor filter size. 
 where (5.4)
Figure 5-10: Gabor filter bank used for fingerprint authentication (p=1,q=8).
Figure 5-11: Example of feature images.
a) Original image; b)-d) Images filtered with orientations π/8, 3π/8 and 5π/8 respectively.
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A typical foreground vs. background segmentation is illustrated in Fig-
ure 5-12. This information is later used to ignore graph nodes lying in
the background during graph matching.
The EGM process aims at finding a graph isomorphism between two
representations. This means features extracted from a reference graph
in the reference image are compared to features extracted from a test
graph, which is iteratively placed in the test image until distance meas-
ure between the features is minimized. Although the overlap between
reference and test graphs is entire in face-based applications (i.e. all
reference nodes exist in the test image), this is usually not the case in
fingerprint matching, where only a small region of the reference and
test graphs overlap. 
Consequently it is necessary to find a common subgraph to both test
and reference images in order to measure a distance (similarly to Sub-
section 4.3.1). This subgraph will be called the Greatest Common
Graph (GCG) as defined in Eq. 5.5.
Reference features are regularly extracted on an orthogonal grid (e.g.
32x32 nodes) laid on the entire image during the enrolment. These fea-
tures are annotated with a foreground vs. background tag as some of
the nodes do not contain any information (cf. Figure 5-13a). The match-
ing of a new test image is performed with several applications of the it-
erative Simplex Downhill method, which was described in Subsection
4.5.1. More precisely several randomly chosen sets of vertices (typically
8) containing orientation and translation parameters (x and y position
of the grid center) are used for the initialization of the algorithm, giving
rise to eight local minima, the absolute minimum being used later on. 
Figure 5-12: Fingerprint segmentation.
a) Original image; b) S(x,y); c) FG(x,y) (background in black vs. foreground in white).
(5.5)
a) b) c)
GCG FGref FGtest∩=
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During each iteration the graph corresponding to the 3 parameters of
a Simplex vertex (translation + orientation) is placed on the test image
and the only nodes that are taken into account are those lying simulta-
neously on the foreground of the reference and test images. An addi-
tional step is used to remove nodes that are not connected to at least
two neighbouring foreground nodes. The Simplex orientation parame-
ter is constrained to stay between -90° and +90° which we consider as
the maximum tolerable orientation of a finger on the sensor.
Similarly to face authentication (see Eq. 4.32 and Eq. 4.33), the dis-
tance can be obtained either by summing the node Euclidean distances
(Eq. 5.6) or by summing the dot products of the corresponding feature
vectors (Eq. 5.7).
The normed dot products performs usually better as it compensates for
the thickness of fingerprint ridges, whereas the Euclidean distance
would require an additional normalization step. The following normal-
ization appeared to be relatively appropriate:
Since Gabor features are not rotation invariant (as it was the case with
circular structuring elements used in the mathematical morphology), a
rotated fingerprint will have a larger distance. To alleviate this prob-
lem, we propose to “rotate” the Gabor features depending on the orien-
tation of the graph as originally proposed by Jain et al.
Finally, some iterations of elastic matching are used to displace the
nodes in the foreground. An example of genuine matched graphs is il-
lustrated in Figure 5-13 and of impostor matched graphs in Figure 5-
14. It can be observed in the latter that the matching algorithm effi-
(5.6)
(5.7)
(5.8)
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ciently finds small similar regions between the two non-matching
prints, eventually leading to a small matching distance. 
However this match should be clearly rejected as, for instance, the core
of the fingerprint is respectively above the matched graph in the refer-
ence image and below the matched graph in the test image. The simple
number of matching nodes in the graph cannot be used alone, as some
genuine matches have only a very small number of nodes in common.
Consequently, additional heuristics can be used to discard matches as
a post-processing step. Note that this post-processing step will not in-
fluence the correct placement of the matched graph, i.e. the registration
rate, but only the final decision.
Figure 5-13: Example of a genuine graph match.
a) Reference image; b) Test image. The dark edges link nodes that belong to the foreground of
both images (i.e. those nodes that are used for distance calculation).
Figure 5-14: Example of an impostor graph match.
a) Reference image; b) Test image (colors having the same meaning as in Figure 5-13).
a) b)
a) b)
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Bazen et al. [5-1] proposed an interesting extension of the well-known
Poincaré index method, to detect the presence of the core5. We propose
a modification of their method, in order to detect the core and its rela-
tive position to the graphs. The principal modification is clearly indi-
cated in the following description of the method. 
First, the gradient vector [Gx,Gy] is computed at each pixel location,
using two 3×3 Sobel operators. Then the squared gradient is averaged
on a small neighborhood (typically 19×19 pixels) using Eq. 5-9, which
still results in two values per pixel,  and .
W is the window on which the averaging is performed, and size(W) cor-
responds to the number of pixels contained in the window.
Now, instead of calculating a new gradient vector of the squared direc-
tional field (called [Jx Jy] in Bazen’s contribution) and calculating its
rotational, we propose to directly calculate the index with Eq. 5.10:
where A is again a window on which the index is calculated (typically
19×19 pixels), which supposedly contains a singular point. Finally, the
minimum of the above index is calculated to locate the core (as depicted
in Figure 5-15).
Only when there is a strong evidence of a core presence in both refer-
ence and test images, complemented by the fact that they do not match,
is the matching distance increased (or the template is definitely reject-
ed). Whenever a core is not detected in one of the two images, the score
is left unchanged since it is not possible to know if this is due to a real
absence of core or to a detection error.
5. The authors seem however to use a side effect ot the numerical computation, when they calculate the 
singular point from the rotational of a gradient, whereas it is well-known that rot(grad X)=0  for all X.
(5.9)
(5.10)
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On the DB1a set of the FVC2002 database (see below), only one occur-
rence of a falsely detected core with high probability was observed (i.e.
a 1‰ error), whereas a large number of existing cores were not detected
(around 26%). As this is substantially lower than the problem of small
graph registration a significant reduction of the FAR shall be observed
due to the 71% of correct core detection.
5.2.4 Performance evaluation
The Fingerprint Verification Competitions (FVC2000 and FVC2002 [5-
8]) were organized to evaluate the performance of state-of-the-art fin-
gerprint matching algorithms. Four databases were used for FVC2002
and are available in Maltoni et al. [5-9], allowing the comparison of al-
gorithms on a fair basis.
In this report, only the results for the first database are reported (la-
belled as Db1a). This database comprises 8 impressions of 100 fingers
scanned with a 500 dpi optical sensor (388x374 pixels). The perform-
ance evaluation scenario was suggested by the FVC2002 organizers,
i.e. each sample is matched against the remaining samples of the same
Figure 5-15: Detection of the fingerprint core.
a) Original image (from the FVC 2002 database); b) Averaged gradient component ; c) Av-
eraged gradient component ; d) Index, as defined in Eq. 5.10, logarithmically plotted in or-
der to precisely depict the minimum, i.e. the darker area; e) Dot depicting the location of the
minimum of c).
a) b) c)
d) e)
Gsx
Gsy
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finger to compute the false rejection rate (FRR), and the first sample of
each finger is matched against the first sample of the remaining fingers
to compute the false acceptance rate (FAR). Compared to the official
competition, the results reported here are different with respect to the
following points: no time limit was imposed in our case, since this is not
a fully optimized solution, and the database was used to somehow tune
the parameters, whereas only a limited number of images were availa-
ble to the competitors for this tuning.
The receiver operating curve (Figure 5-16) shows an equal-error-rate of
around 10% for the elastic graph matching method. It can be observed
that introduction of elasticity improves the results of approximately
1.5% in EER. According to the FVC’2002 results, Bioscrypt’s algorithm
obtains the best performance with an EER of 0.1% on this database.
The average EER for all participants after removal of the two best and
two worst results reaches 4%. Although original, the algorithm de-
scribed in this section clearly requires further investigations in order
to be competitive with other state-of-art algorithms.
Figure 5-16: ROC of EGM fingerprint verification on the FVC’2002 DB1_a database.
EGM with Gabor features using Euclidean metrics and dot product metrics
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5.2.5 Further possible improvements
This method inspired from template matching is relatively computa-
tionally complex due to the use of Gabor features and of iterative
matching. However it is fairly robust to bad acquisition conditions es-
pecially when false minutiae detection could occur. As a side effect, its
distinctiveness is sometimes also lower than that of minutiae-based
methods.
False match of small areas (as in Figure 5-14) needs to be reduced as it
is the principal cause of false acceptances (and accordingly of the high
EER). Adding a constraint that the two fingerprints must overlap with
a larger area would indeed reduce the number of false acceptances, but
since the FVC’2002 database contains a large number of fingerprint
pairs that have only a small common area the number of false rejec-
tions would be in turn increased. Alternatively, using a rejection of
matches based on the core detection was shown to be a possible solu-
tion, but the core detection should be however improved with respect to
its current implementation.
Matching speed could be increased either by using different types of
features (e.g. mathematical morphology) or by reducing the number of
matching steps used in the iterative methods by using multiresolution
approaches, less nodes per graph or less features per node.
Preliminary experimentation shows that mathematical morphology
features could be used instead of the costly Gabor features. Following
the results published by Soille and Talbot [5-12], we propose to use the
mathematical morphology opening and closing with line segments of
varying length and of varying orientation. The opening  and closing
 of an image  with a line segment  are defined as:
where  and  represent the dilation and erosion with the line seg-
ment, respectively (these operators were defined in Subsection 4.3.3).
In the case of fingerprints, a set of line segments L is used, which all
have the same length but different orientations. The example depicted
in Figure 5-17 uses 8 orientations, with a line segment of 11 pixels.
(5.11)
(5.12)
OL
CL X L
OL X( ) DL EL X( )( )=
CL X( ) EL DL X( )( )=
DL EL
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The Min quantity introduced by Soille and Talbot, which corresponds
to a pixel-wise minimum of the openings performed with all the struc-
turing elements, is further used to segment the image into foreground
(FG=1) and background (FG=0).
where  represents the angle of the i-th line segment , and T is the
threshold. This threshold can usually be determined with a simple al-
gorithm (e.g. by segmenting histogram peaks).
We propose to use the set of morphological features  defined in Eq.
5.15 for fingerprint matching.
where  is the unit matrix of the same size as X, L represent a linear
structuring element, and the abs function and the multiplication act as
point-wise operators.
Images resulting from those operations are represented in Figure 5-17.
These features clearly extract information about the local orientation,
similarly to the behaviour of Gabor features. The establishment of the
adequate number of orientations, the number and the length of the line
segments, need further experimentation. It has to be noted however
that this approach is especially appealing due the possible recursive
implementation of erosions and dilations along discrete lines, which al-
low constant time computation with respect to the length of the struc-
turing element [5-11].
Finally, EGM could be combined with a minutiae-based method to im-
prove its distinctiveness. Contrarily to the method of Ross et al. [5-10]
which uses minutiae registration first to then perform ridge-based
matching, we propose to use ridge-based registration first, and then to
extract minutiae in well defined regions of the images. This holistic ap-
proach should indeed be more robust to fingerprint quality degrada-
tion, assuming that the minutiae extraction during the enrolment is
supervised and that the quality of the minutiae can be controlled.
(5.13)
(5.14)
(5.15)
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Figure 5-17: Morphological opening features of fingerprint images.
a) Original image; b) Structuring elements Li; c) Closing CL(X), for L0, L1, and L2; d) Opening
OL(X), for L0, L1, and L2; e) Min(X); f) Thresholded version of e); g) Morphological features
M(x), for L0, L1, and L2.
a) b)
c)
f)
g)
d)
e)
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5.3 Conclusion
Many different categories of applications can benefit from the robust-
ness of Elastic Graph Matching. This chapter introduced two applica-
tions, namely face detection and fingerprint matching.
Face detection based on EGM combined to e.g. color-based face detec-
tion allows the robust detection of the face location that may be neces-
sary in unattended automatic enrolment applications.
Fingerprint matching using EGM of Gabor features, yet not achieving
the performance of world leading companies, delivers interesting re-
sults that could be used to develop robust fingerprint matching on mo-
bile devices. Additionally, a novel feature extraction technique based
on morphological opening was proposed showing promising properties.
The final benefit of reusing EGM for these two applications would be
the possibility to implement face detection on the same hardware (e.g.
simplified enrolment where the user just controls the graph placement
but does not require to manually select the eye locations) and to imple-
ment a multimodal mobile biometric system (face and fingerprint).
5.3 Conclusion
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Chapter 6
A Low-Power VLSI Architecture 
for Face Verification
This chapter describes a VLSI realization performing face verification,
which can be embedded in a mobile device, e.g. a PDA or mobile phone.
Some low-power design techniques are recalled after having analyzed
the sources of power dissipation. The design-space exploration method-
ology that was used to select a particular architecture is exposed. Then,
the overall face verification system is described and especially one of its
components, namely the Elastic Graph Matching coprocessor. Finally,
the area, timing and power consumption figures are discussed.
6.1 Introduction
As a reminder, the major requirements for a mobile face verification
system additionally to the robustness to intrinsic and extrinsic varia-
tions of the face appearance are the low-power operation and a re-
sponse time remaining below one second for a single verification.
In Section 3.6, the review of existing commercial applications showed
that no true solution for mobile devices existed at the realization time
of this Ph.D. project. The only known embedded application was run-
ning on a 32 bit digital signal processor (DSP), though no indication on
the brand and model was given (http://www.exim21.com/security/
frm4000.php). It is therefore difficult to compare the performance of the
system described in this chapter to other systems.
Comparison with an off-the-shelf DSP against the processor core de-
scribed in this chapter should take into account e.g. the power con-
sumption of the IO circuitry and the clock generation with a PLL,
which are not included in the power consumption results that will be
given in Subsection 6.8.3.
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Additionally, the power figures of DSPs are strongly dependent on ac-
tivity, and precise information is rarely available in the documentation
and/or publications furnished by the manufacturer.
6.2 Low-power design
Portable devices probably represent the key market for low-power elec-
tronics. Indeed, battery technology is not evolving as fast as integration
capabilities of VLSI circuits. Thus the power requirements of such
large circuits cannot be satisfied with the available power furnished by
the battery. This increasing gap needs to be compensated by reducing
drastically the power-consumption of electronic devices.
However, further motivations for low power devices such as reducing
battery cost or reliability are now emerging even in non-mobile devices.
Cooling of the circuit requires enhanced packaging that can represent
a large part of the final price of a device. A circuit that dissipates more
heat will also tend to have a shorter life duration, and consequently its
reliability might be decreased. Higher operating frequencies might also
cause problems to other system parts due to increased proportion of en-
ergy dissipated in electro-magnetic radiation. Finally, the ecological
impact is non-negligible. 
In this thesis, since we are mainly targeting the mobile category of de-
vices that is usually battery-limited, we will be however confronted to
the first (classical) motivation.
It is possible to further distinguish low-energy from low-power designs,
as batteries are generally limited both in energy (dependent on the
time the device is switched on) and power (i.e. the maximum instanta-
neous power that may be delivered). In the case of mobile face verifica-
tion, power will be consumed intermittently only during a short time
when the matching is performed. Power seems thus more critical than
energy. 
In a top-down approach, low-power optimization can be applied at sev-
eral levels, e.g. at:
i) system;
ii) architecture of components;
iii) logic;
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iv) circuit;
v)  and physical.
It is generally accepted that the higher-level optimization leads to
higher power savings. In this thesis, we will be mainly concerned with
the levels i) to iii) only, while the circuit and physical design optimiza-
tion will depend on the library used in the synthesis stage. 
The system organization will be described in Section 6.3. At this level,
it is possible to save power e.g. by reducing inter-circuit communica-
tions, or by organizing memories (in order to reduce the number of ac-
cesses).
The architecture optimization is tightly linked to the algorithm chosen.
The architecture of an Elastic Graph Matching Coprocessor will be de-
scribed in Section 6.4. All aspects, including the pipeline structure, the
number of arithmetic units and of embedded memories, and the defini-
tion of an instruction set, have a strong influence on the performance
of the architecture.
Finally, the logic implementation of a single function (e.g. a multiplier)
has also an impact on the power consumption. At this level standard
libraries are generally used and the best compromise in terms of speed,
area and power consumption is simply selected from the available logic
structures.
6.2.1 Power estimation
Low-power design cannot be achieved without accurate power estima-
tion tools. Power estimation allows to evaluate the impact of design
choices and can be performed at the three optimization levels i) to iii)
above. Such estimations are naturally less accurate at higher levels of
abstraction (e.g. system level), while they are much more precise at the
transistor level after synthesis in standard cells, placing and routing.
In this work no power estimation was made at the higher (behavioral)
level of the design, but power estimation was carried out on the netlist,
i.e. after synthesis, prior to placing and routing.
Following Pedram’s nomenclature [6-17], a direct simulation approach
was used by applying a representative set of input vectors. Namely a
full execution of the coprocessor’s rigid matching program (see Subsec-
tion 6.6.2 for a description of this program) was simulated representing
several millions of clock cycles. Each node in the netlist was annotated
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accordingly with its activity, and power estimation was carried out
with Synopsys Power Compiler. Results will be described in Section
6.8.
6.2.2 Sources of power dissipation
Understanding the different causes of power dissipation in CMOS cir-
cuits will give an insight into the optimization of the design at higher
levels. Firstly, the total power dissipation can be decomposed in dy-
namic, short-circuit and leakage power [6-20]:
Although the major issue with CMOS technologies larger than 0.35 µm
was clearly the dynamic power consumption related to capacitance
switching, an important issue comes from static power-consumption
due to leakage current in nowadays aggressive technologies [6-21][6-
22]. Indeed, the face verification system will not be operating continu-
ously but only at given time intervals. Thus, the leakage current occur-
ring in the idle mode might represent a large power consumption
reducing the life of batteries.
Techniques such as minimum input vector selection, gated VDD, vari-
able/multi threshold voltage, or weak inversion can be used to reduce
the power consumption induced by leakage current although these
techniques we will not be described in details here. In running mode,
the effect of static power consumption will be important in 0.18 µm
technologies and below, only if a very low supply voltage is used. The
system described in this chapter will work at nominal supply voltage
(1.8 V) in a 0.18 µm technology. Thus, only dynamic power consumption
will be considered first, assuming that techniques such as gated supply
voltage could be added later independently of architectural choices.
Considering, the clock frequency , the equivalent switched capaci-
tance , the supply voltage  (which is supposed to correspond
as well to the voltage swing), the number of transistors  and the av-
erage switching activity  (i.e. the number of gate transitions during a
period of the clock signal divided by the total number of gates), the dy-
namic power consumption can be computed by:
(6.1)
(6.2)
Ptotal Pdynamic Pshort circuit– Pstatic+ +=
f
Cswitched Vdd
N
a
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Consequently, it is possible to reduce the dynamic power consumption
by lowering each of the parameters involved. Unfortunately these are
closely related and cannot be reduced simultaneously. For instance
lowering the supply-voltage - which is obviously the most aggressive
approach due to the squared term - will lead to larger propagation de-
lays. This might be compensated by larger gates or parallel calculation,
i.e. increased switched capacitance, which in turn rises again the dy-
namic power consumption.
6.2.3 Low-power design techniques
Some general design techniques [6-17] aiming at decreasing the dy-
namic power consumption are reviewed below, and their application in
the coprocessor architectures described later on are mentioned explic-
itly.
a) Technology scaling
Generally the switched capacitance can be reduced proportionally to
the technology scaling (i.e. moving to a smaller technology node, e.g.
from 0.18 to 0.13 µm). When keeping the supply voltage constant while
scaling the technology, the gate delay gets shorter than if the supply
voltage was scaled down accordingly. When reducing the supply volt-
age a squared effect can be observed on the power consumption togeth-
er with only a linear influence on the gate delay. Therefore scaling
down the technology always leads to lower power consumption, but
fabrication costs of state-of-art technologies are usually much higher
than for more mature technologies. For low-voltage, the threshold volt-
age becomes a major issue both in terms of speed and of leakage. De-
signing architectures for technologies below 0.1 µm and supply
voltages below 1 V should hence deserve another discussion [6-23].
The coprocessors realized for the face verification system described in
this Ph.D. work were synthesized in a 0.18 µm technology with a work-
ing frequency of 10 MHz. The library is thus substantially faster than
needed for the circuit, which means that it could readily work at higher
frequencies (see Subsection 6.8.3), but the power consumption is re-
duced anyway compared to a circuit synthesized in a larger technology
(see Subsection 6.8.3).
b) Reduced clock frequency
Reduction of clock frequency requires further techniques to compen-
sate for the consecutively lowered throughput e.g. using pipelining
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and/or parallel processing (a general overview of architectural choices
is provided e.g. by Hennessy and Patterson [6-8]). The number of cells
is consequently increased, but the capacitance of each cell may be lower
due to looser timing constraints. Additionally a reduction of the supply
voltage could be used.
Pipelining consists in reducing the depth of the critical path by parti-
tioning it using additional flip-flops or latches. The latency of a pipeline
structure is increased but the throughput is augmented by the number
of pipeline stages, since new data can enter the pipeline at each clock
cycle. However, long pipelines may generate hazards related to data
dependency and branching. Mechanisms used in general purpose ar-
chitectures to circumvent these hazards are generally irregular and
complicated and consequently do not fit well to low-power consumption
needs. A trade-off between parallelism and regularity is thus necessary
to find the correct pipeline length. For instance, a three-stage pipeline
was selected in the face authentication coprocessor (see Subsection
6.5.1).
In parallel processing multiple results are computed in parallel during
a single clock period. For programmable processor architectures one
can further distinguish the way this parallelism is handled, namely be-
tween Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD) architectures and
Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) architectures. Some inherent
parallelism must be present in the algorithm either at the instruction
level (ILP, Instruction level parallelism) or at the data level. While the
MIMD structure is generally optimal for ILP extraction, SIMD archi-
tectures benefit from important data parallelism.
Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) architectures can combine both
MIMD and SIMD approaches by allowing several instructions to occur
simultaneously, and one or many of these instructions may be executed
on different data. The sequencing of this parallelism is however done
off-line with a special compiler, and not at run-time as it is the case in
superscalar architectures. SIMD and VLIW architectures fit very well
low-level regular signal processing, while superscalar MIMD architec-
tures are generally reserved for general purpose processors.
Finally, the clock frequency of the face verification system that was re-
alized is only 10 MHz and the throughput is still largely sufficient with
the parallelization of certain units.
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c) Reduction of switching activity
The internal switching activity of cells is generally difficult to estimate,
as it is strongly data dependent. This dependency can be due to spatial
correlation or to temporal correlation. Moreover spurious transitions
(called glitches) and circuit style (i.e. static CMOS vs. pass-transistor
logic or differential cascode voltage swing styles) also affect the switch-
ing activity.
The larger power savings are usually achieved at the system and archi-
tectural levels: by reducing the computational complexity of the algo-
rithms - i.e. the number of operations to be performed - the number of
gates and their switching activity will be drastically reduced together
with the required maximal frequency.
At lower levels it is possible to statistically estimate the correlation of
signals and to reorganize gates or possibly to encode the signal to min-
imize the number of transitions. This is especially useful for large
shared buses that have an important capacitance and that present a
large correlation (e.g. an address bus with sequential addressing). In
this case recoding of the bus values - e.g. using bus inversion or gray
encoding - can lead to important power savings.
Techniques for minimizing glitching activity consist mainly in balanc-
ing path delays in combinatorial blocks. If all gates switch nearly si-
multaneously then the average number of glitches at the output can be
reduced. This is already a low-level optimization (e.g. delay insertion
after technology mapping) but it can have an impact on the selection of
arithmetic structures for instance (see for example Subsection 6.5.3).
The standard cell library used to implement the co-processors is based
on a static CMOS logic style. Busses that are internal to the coproces-
sor were not optimized using recoding, as their capacitance is not sig-
nificant. This technique could have been applied to the system
structure (e.g. bus interconnection with large shared memories), but
the system power optimization was not carried out in the frame of this
Ph.D. work. Therefore, the reduction of switching activity was mainly
tackled algorithmically, by reducing the complexity of the processing
and by optimizing the architectural design.
d) Reduction of physical capacitance
The real physical capacitance depends on the gates used in a cell li-
brary, on the fan-out of each cell, and on the length of the interconnects.
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The total capacitance is consequently very hard to estimate in the early
stages of the design and a precise measure can be obtained only after
technology mapping or even after the full placing and routing of the cir-
cuit (for the clock distribution network for instance).
Again the trade-off with speed should be mentioned since smaller gates
have a smaller capacitance but imply also slower speed. Known tech-
niques for reducing the capacitance are e.g. resource sharing, gate siz-
ing, logic minimization, subfunction extraction, or register sharing.
Some of these optimizations are possible at architectural level while
others such as gate-sizing are done during technology mapping. These
techniques were not applied in the design made for this Ph.D. thesis.
e) Clocking
In synchronous circuits an important part of the power consumption
comes from the clock generation and distribution. Indeed the clock sig-
nal is generally the only continuously switching signal. Additionally it
drives a very large capacitance distributed over the whole circuit. Fi-
nally the timing constraints on this signal are usually very tight mean-
ing that large transistors are required on the clock path.
Gated-clock [6-18] is a widely used technique that turns off parts of the
clock tree when the corresponding blocks are idle. Indeed even though
no data activity might be present (i.e. no switching of the data signals
at the output of flip-flops) in idle blocks, the clock tree continuously
switches the capacitance of the flip-flop gates connected to the clock. If
instead the clock is disabled by an AND gate that is then fed to many
flip-flops, an important gain in power-consumption is observed. Note
that altering the clock path was a major concern for CAD tools in the
past, but modern tools now embed this functionality throughout their
flow. Clock-gating gains will be discussed in Subsection 6.8.3.
With deep sub-micron technologies the global interconnect delays have
become a major issue as compared to gate delay or local interconnect
delays [6-21]. Therefore bringing the clock signal with minimum skew
in all parts of the circuit is extremely power consuming. Consequently
it is also proposed to partition the circuit in small blocks and to gener-
ate local clocks based on a master clock. This technique is known as
GALS (globally asynchronous locally synchronous) and can relax the
constraints on the clock tree synthesis. The ultimate solution would be
to use fully asynchronous circuits using handshake signals instead of
clocks for synchronization [6-24]. Assuming that handshake signals
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are local (and thus fast) would as well relax timing constraints. Never-
theless, clock frequency and area are sufficiently small in our case so
that these techniques are not yet necessary. 
The present system will use only fully synchronous communications,
with gated-clock applied where necessary (see Subsection 6.8.3).
f) Memories
Memories usually represent an important if not the major part of the
total power consumption. Memory accesses also often represent the
bottleneck of an architecture in terms of throughput, and thus systems
requiring very fast data access also imply large power consumption [6-
10][6-5]. Again by extracting data parallelism at the algorithmic and
system level, it is generally possible to build a hierarchy of smaller and
slower memories to save large amounts of power consumption. Similar-
ly local memories consume less power than large global memories. 
Cache memories are small and fast memories used to increase the data
throughput rather than to decrease power consumption. But so-called
scratch pad memories i.e. small temporary memories, which are explic-
itly addressed, present a much lower power consumption than the ac-
cess to larger memories [6-3]. By carefully designing the software it is
thus possible to reduce memory access related power consumption.
g) System-on-Chip (SoC)
At the system level power consumption is dominated by external inter-
connects, i.e. taking a signal off-chip and feeding it to another chip for
further processing. For example, Ansorge et al. illustrate how the re-
duction of power consumption in image sensor chips is limited by the
power consumption of the pads [6-1].
It is thus interesting to build System-on-Chips [6-19][6-11] where
many different building blocks are assembled on the same silicon sur-
face thus eliminating the need to output a large number of high-fre-
quency signals. Hopefully only low-frequency signals need to be taken
off-chip, which enables the use of slower low-power pads. For example
in a face verification system, it might be possible to do the verification
on-chip and to output only a decision signal (i.e. 1 bit) - or an encrypted
form of this decision - instead of taking out an entire video stream (e.g.
8 bits pixels at a pixel frequency of 4 MHz).
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h) Software and firmware
Application software and firmware will also have an influence on the
power consumption of programmable processors. The most evident one
is the effective use of the available resources by using first the lowest
power consuming memories or registers for storing data.
The instruction selection and encoding can also be optimized so that
the hardware performing the instruction decoding will lead to a mini-
mum of transitions for repetitive patterns in the instruction code. Sim-
ilarly, statistical analysis of data can help to benefit from spatial and
temporal correlations: operations could be reordered in order to mini-
mize the number of transitions. Hardware-software optimization is
consequently an important topic of research. 
6.2.4 Design methodology
The design methodology is critical to achieve a good adequation be-
tween architectures and algorithms in order to meet the power con-
sumption requirements. Thus the modularity of the electronic devices
(e.g. their programmability) and the associated tools are important fac-
tors in hardware-software co-design.
The traditional way to realize electronic devices is either to use pro-
grammable general purpose processors or to use Application Specific
Integrated Circuits (ASIC). The major advantages of the first solution
are its modularity (the system can be modified at low-cost by software,
i.e. by modifying the firmware) and its price because it can be produced
in very large quantities. An ASIC on the other hand can be tightly tar-
geted to a specific application, and consequently it can use the mini-
mum amount of die area (and thus cost), and is optimal with respect to
performance and power consumption. However it involves larger devel-
opment time and fabrication costs that are only interesting in large
scale products.
With the recent advent of embedded systems, processor cores can be
found on the market [6-29][6-30]. The possibility to combine new cores
with a multitude of readily available intellectual property (IP) blocks
(e.g. arithmetic, communication, processors, memories, etc.) allows the
rapid development of numerous embedded systems. 
Another interesting category of processors is the so-called Application
Specific Instruction Processor (ASIP), sometimes called Customizable
Processor Cores [6-28]. ASIP can be defined as processor cores that can
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be modified depending on application needs, i.e. the instruction set can
be modified without large changes in the processor architecture, which
is thus specialized for a small domain of important applications. Exam-
ple of changes are: number of storage elements (e.g. registers, memo-
ries), functional units (e.g. arithmetic and logical units, multiply-
accumulate units) and data communication resources (e.g. buses,
ports). The flexibility of the ASIP is higher than the ASIC because the
basis of the processor and most of the tools used to program it can be
reused. The efficiency is increased by suppressing instructions that are
rarely used and adding dedicated instructions.
Industrial examples of customizable cores commercialized with com-
plete software design environments are available (e.g. [6-31]).
Our interest in this thesis was to develop a new processor core that can
be optimized based on the application requirements, namely:
• speed;
• fixed-point precision;
• power-consumption.
6.2.5 Design space exploration
Hardware-software codesign is very often involved in the realization of
an ASIP for signal processing applications. Hardware-software code-
sign consists in evaluating design alternatives affecting simultaneous-
ly the frontend design space (i.e. software parameters, including code
transformations, instruction set coding) and the backend design space
(i.e. architectural parameters). 
In a classical scheme the hardware and software design would be sep-
arated at the specification level and handled in parallel until both are
achieved. Finally, a system verification tool would analyze the perform-
ance of the whole system. In the codesign approach however, these two
design phases are closely inter-related. While the architecture is fixed
for general purpose and domain specific processors, so that only soft-
ware optimization needs to be performed, the partitioning between
software and hardware becomes fuzzier in the case of ASIP, because
the addition or removal of certain hardware structures has a direct im-
pact on the software. 
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The design methodology from algorithm to the FPGA/ASIP applied in
this work is illustrated in Figure 6-1. The first step is generally the
translation of the algorithm or specification into a high-level descrip-
tion, which can be used for both the demonstration of the algorithm and
as a model for verification. C++ was used throughout this work.
A dashed line representing high-level synthesis allows to move directly
from high-level language description (e.g. C++) to synthesizable RTL
descriptions. SystemC from Synopsys (http://www.systemc.org) and
Handel-C from Celoxica (http://www.celoxica.com) are two leading
products in this domain. C or C++ are generally not optimal for auto-
matic parallelism extraction thus high-level synthesis might fail to ex-
tract sufficient parallelism unless explicitly indicated beforehand by
the developer. Other languages which embed a description of the par-
allelism might be better suited for higher level descriptions and for
subsequent parallelism extraction (e.g. parallel-Haskell [6-14]). How-
ever this methodology was not used in this work.
Instead, an estimation of the available parallelism in the designed sys-
tem and sub-blocks was performed from the high-level description.
This parallelism extraction requires manual hardware-software parti-
tioning, i.e. to manually devise an architecture and the software run-
ning on it (sequencing of operations). 
Figure 6-1: Hardware-software codesign methodology.
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In the case of an ASIP the architecture selection consists in choosing
the backend (i.e. number and type of ALUs, registers and memories)
and the instruction set available to exploit these resources. The de-
scription of this ASIP can be done either in a synthesizable language
(e.g. VHDL) or at register-transfer-level (RTL) with an architecture
simulator. This latter option was used in this work and a framework of
tools comprising an architecture simulator, debugger, profiler and as-
sembler was developed in C++. This additional effort prior to the de-
scription of the architecture in VHDL is retrieved at later stages of the
design when assembler or debugger tools are necessary, since most of
the software infrastructure can be reused. Moreover, it should be theo-
retically possible to automatically generate a synthesizable RTL de-
scription in VHDL from the corresponding C++ RTL architectural
description used in the architecture simulator, this task being much
simpler than high-level synthesis. This was however not attempted in
this work. Although all these steps (i.e. architecture selection, software
design, VHDL description) were done manually, it should be possible
to automate at least part of them. For example automatic compiler gen-
eration is a hot research subject [6-7][6-13] that would allow faster
semi-automatic exploration of the design space.
Once stable, the simulated architecture is translated in VHDL and
synthesized using synthetic1 and technology (standard cells) libraries.
Additionally, an optimized synthetic library such as the Synopsys
DesignWare Foundation library allows to optimally select structures
such as arithmetic units (especially multipliers in our case) based on
constraints specified by the developer, allowing to use only a behavioral
description of the operation in the VHDL code.
The design-space exploration consists in trying different architectural
configurations and to associate to each of them a cost metric. This met-
ric representation is then used to estimate so-called Pareto points that
represent an optimal solution with respect to a single criterion (e.g. the
architecture having the minimum power consumption given a circuit
area and throughput). Criterions for design-space exploration might be
speed/throughput, circuit area, or power-consumption (or a combina-
tion of power and throughput such as MIPS/W, i.e. millions of instruc-
tions per second and per Watt).
1. The synthetic library contains the information that enables the synthesis tools to perform high-level 
optimizations, including implementation selection among those available for a component.
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At the synthesis level it is possible to give constraints that will have an
influence on the selected structure (e.g. a Carry-Select vs. a Carry-Skip
adder) but not on the number of arithmetic units, register banks, mem-
ories, etc. Consequently the design space exploration is usually done at
a higher level of the design. Nevertheless as mentioned earlier, it is
generally not possible to estimate reliably the power consumption or
the area at higher levels. In this work, the estimation of area and pow-
er-consumption were done only after synthesis of the circuit, prior to
placing and routing of the standard cells. In the future, it would be in-
teresting to perform a switching activity analysis already in the archi-
tecture simulator so as to be able to estimate power consumption at
higher abstraction levels.
6.3 System description
The Morphological Elastic Graph Matching (MEGM) algorithm de-
scribed in Chapter 4 will now be realized in the form of a SoC contain-
ing ASIPs for certain processing tasks. The next two sub-sections
describe the choices available for partitioning the whole system and a
brief description of the system’s components.
6.3.1 Partitioning of the system
The whole system should be realized as a SoC containing different
blocks for each task. The tasks necessary for face verification are:
• Image acquisition;
• Feature extraction;
• Graph matching;
• Control (decision, sequencing of the system).
Other tasks that might be added but are not compulsory are:
• Image pre-processing, e.g. face detection (see Subsection 5.1.1),
white-balancing (see Subsection 4.2.2), etc.;
• Display (color format conversion, etc.), user interface;
• Networking.
The image acquisition and control will be implemented using inde-
pendent blocks. The control is carried out by a micro-controller unit
(MCU) or a digital signal processor (DSP) that will simultaneously
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handle the other tasks of the mobile device (e.g. voice compression / de-
compression or channel coding / decoding on a mobile phone, user in-
terfacing, etc.).
The feature extraction and graph matching tasks can be realized in the
same block or in two separate blocks. Parameters influencing this de-
composition are:
• modularity;
• sequencing and inter-dependence of the feature extraction and
graph matching tasks;
• structure and resources needed by the feature extraction and
graph matching tasks.
If the two blocks are realized as two independent IP blocks, one would
gain in modularity in the sense that it is then possible to use the graph
matching co-processor in conjunction with another feature extraction
co-processor. Other types of features might indeed be used in different
applications (e.g. fingerprint matching, see Section 5.2) or in applica-
tions requiring a different trade-off between the level of security and
the hardware complexity (for instance, in Subsection 4.3.1, Gabor fea-
tures proved to achieve slightly better verification performance and in-
creased robustness to illumination variations, yet at a much higher
computational cost).
Two alternatives for sequencing the feature extraction and graph
matching tasks are possible:
• Extract features only at given node positions and on demand;
• Extract features for the whole image, store them back in a global
memory, and subsequently read results from the memory for
given node positions.
The advantages of the first alternative are:
i) reduced memory requirements, because only 17 features are cal-
culated and stored at each iteration, instead of calculating and
storing 128×128×17 features once (the image being 128×128 pixel
wide);
ii)a reduced computational complexity, because some features may
never be required and thus calculated, whereas all the possible
features are calculated in the second alternative.
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This last advantage will hold if and only if certain locations are never
reached by a node. Nevertheless, during rigid matching, a large portion
of the image is scanned, which implies that a large number of positions
(possibly all the positions, if a rigid scan with a small step is used, see
Subsection 4.5.1) will indeed be explored. Potentially, features at cer-
tain positions might be reached, and thus calculated, even more than
once (associated to different node indexes) unless a costly caching
mechanism is used. In addition, optimal methods are generally found
for extracting features on the whole image. For example running min-
max methods can be used for morphology [6-12], or by reusing data
from the calculation of erosion and dilation with smaller structuring el-
ements, and with the same structuring element but at different neigh-
bouring locations [6-25]. In consequence, the first alternative (i.e. a
serial computation) seems more effective, although it involves a larger
latency and a larger memory requirement.
Whereas graph matching mostly involves complex addressing and mul-
tiplication-accumulations, the computation of morphological dilation
and erosion involves solely comparisons and table look-ups. As a result,
resources would not be used continuously in a single block implemen-
tation, assuming that the two tasks are performed subsequently for the
above mentioned reasons.
Accordingly, the system should optimally contain two independent
blocks used in sequence and switched-off when not used (i.e. in idle
mode). SIMD structures will be used in these two blocks, benefiting
from the large data parallelism available, and instructions containing
multiple operations will be issued thanks to the simplified sequencing.
This can be considered as a kind of VLIW architecture, although the
length of the instruction word remains small, because at least two op-
erations (one operating furthermore on multiple data) are contained in
a single instruction, and the sequencing of these instructions is estab-
lished during code development (assembly/compilation) rather than at
run time. Indeed, following the ASIP paradigm, it is possible to keep a
reduced instruction width with a carefully optimized instruction set. 
The resulting global structure of the face verification system is illus-
trated in Figure 6-2 and the sequencing of this system operations is
represented in Figure 6-3.
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6.3.2 Components.
The task of the MCU is to manage the user interface and high level
tasks. When a face verification is to be performed - meaning that the
user activated this function by providing a claim of identity - the mas-
ter microcontroller will request an image capture from the image sen-
sor and store it to the shared RAM memory using direct memory access
(DMA). Before the acquisition, it will be sometimes necessary to cali-
brate some image sensor parameters (e.g. exposure time and analog
gain for a grey level image sensor, white balancing for a color image
sensor).
The face verification system described in this report is based on the
characteristics of a 256×256 pixel APS CMOS image sensor [6-4], but it
could be adapted to other image formats. Color is not necessary from a
strict biometric verification point of view. However, color might be
wanted for fast face detection (as it was discussed in Section 5.1) and
therefore the system was also tested with a VGACAM CMOS image
sensor [6-27] implemented using the Bayer color pattern [6-2].
Figure 6-2: Face verification system-on-chip structure. 
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These sensors were tested as discrete components connected to the
FPGA development platform, but they could have been integrated in
the case of a SoC.
Control of the image sensor is done from IO ports of the master control
unit (MCU). A 146 by 146 pixel region-of-interest (ROI) is extracted
from the 256 by 256 pixel image, respectively from the 640 by 480 pixel
image. In the latter case, only green pixels (i.e. one pixel out of four be-
cause of the Bayer pattern) are used as they are believed to be less sen-
Figure 6-3: Sequencing of operations on the Face Verification architecture.
The execution of programs on the Elastic Graph Matching (EGM) coprocessor, Morphology
(MM) coprocessor, and image sensor is controlled by the Master Control Unit (MCU) which
ultimately takes an acceptance or rejection decision based on the final matching distance.
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sitive to variations of the illuminant spectrum. Indeed, the width of the
spectral sensitivity of the green filters seems to be the smallest. The
ROI selection might be based on some face detection, or it might be sim-
ply fixed as the central pixels of the full 256 by 256 pixels. Note that a
146 width is necessary in order to obtain a 128x128 feature image, due
to the fact that dilations and erosions cannot be calculated in a band of
9 pixels along the border of the image [6-25][6-26]. These pixels are
stored in the shared memory with a special scheme, i.e. at a pre-defined
page address and with a particular alignment (see Figure 6-4).
All the SoC blocks have access to the shared memory through a com-
mon bus, either in write-only, read-only or read-write mode. The bus is
arbitrated by the MCU since it has the knowledge of who is using the
bus at any time. The arbitration is done in software avoiding the need
of a complex hardware arbiter and of performance degradations. There-
fore all blocks are bus master at a time, while other units cannot access
the shared memory at the same time. This removes also the need for
multiplexing the bus in time for parallel simultaneous access, which
would otherwise lead to a bus and memory working at very high fre-
quencies.
Figure 6-4: Page organization of the shared memory.
Each page contains 128x128 pixels (or equivalently 256x64 pixels as illustrated on the right)
and thus needs 5 bits for the page index and 14 bits for the address within one page.
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During the face verification process, the shared memory (which should
be at least 360 KB to store the subsequent morphological features) is
organized in pages (see Figure 6-4). The 146 by 146 probe image will be
arranged in 146 lines of 256 pixels, with the effective pixels starting at
offset 2 (see Stadelmann [6-26] for motivation behind this choice).
The feature extraction co-processor (i.e. the morphology co-processor)
then calculates 19 (or 17 in the case of normalized features) images and
stores them starting at the first page, with the storing address being
the concatenation of the feature level (most significant bits) and of the
x and y coordinates (less significant bits). This is the main reason for
using power-of-two image sizes: the address of a feature can be easily
built by concatenation of coordinates without requiring arithmetic op-
erations (see also Figure 6-5).
Finally the graph matching coprocessor accesses the feature vectors
from the shared memory and performs the matching operation. The
score of the best match together with its corresponding node coordi-
nates can be read by the master control unit (MCU) from accessible in-
ternal registers of the graph matching coprocessor. The MCU can
similarly write configuration registers and modify the program memo-
ry and tables of both coprocessors. The graph matching coprocessor will
now be described more in detail.
Figure 6-5: Feature address construction.
The shared memory address is established from the concatenation of the feature vector index
(or “level”) and the (x,y) coordinates. The level thus corresponds to the page index in Figure 6-
4, while the concatenation of y and x corresponds to a 14 bit address within the given page.
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6.4 Elastic Graph Matching Coprocessor
The Elastic Graph Matching (EGM) coprocessor is a programmable
pipelined architecture with an instruction set optimally designed to
perform matching operations between graphs. Starting from pre-calcu-
lated features (e.g. morphological features [6-25]), it finds the optimum
correspondence between reference features - associated to a reference
graph - and features of a test image. The result of the matching is a
score that will be used by a higher level unit (the so-called master con-
trol unit, or MCU) to decide upon an acceptance or a rejection. Addi-
tionally the MCU can access the graph coordinates of the
corresponding best match for further processing (e.g. display or connec-
tion with face detection algorithms).
This section describes more in detail the type of architecture used for
this coprocessor (the description of the general structure of the verifi-
cation system was already given in Section 6.3). Subsection 6.4.1 re-
calls the algorithmic choices leading to this architecture, whose
components are described more in detail in Section 6.5, while Section
6.6 demonstrates how the graph matching tasks are performed on it.
The execution of programs on the EGM coprocessor is entirely man-
aged by the MCU (although the first possesses its own control, see Sub-
section 6.5.1) and therefore cannot be used independently of the MCU.
The MCU can read or write coprocessor registers and embedded mem-
ories to exchange data, or alternatively it can use the shared RAM (see
Section 6.3) to exchange large amounts of data. Especially, commands
(e.g. reset or run) are sent by writing special registers of the coproces-
sor.
The EGM coprocessor can be considered as a Reduced Instruction Set
Computer (RISC) architecture due to the following characteristics:
• fixed-size instruction length;
• register-register transfer architecture (load-store architecture).
Moreover, the coprocessor executes several operations during each cy-
cle, their sequence being scheduled at compile time, unlike superscalar
architectures, for which scheduling occurs at runtime. The complexity
shift from hardware to the software represents a highly efficient trade-
off when dealing with low-power architectures. This type of software
sequencing of instruction parallelism results in Very Large Instruction
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Words (VLIW) architectures in which each program instruction (to be
executed during one clock cycle) contains several fields describing the
multiple operations, and these instructions are thus usually large. In
the case of the EGM coprocessor, the actual width of the instructions is
reduced (13 bits, see Section 6.7) although they contain two fields,
which encode from 1 to 5 operations. This compaction of the instruction
is possible thanks to the following characteristics:
• use of dedicated purpose registers;
• single instruction multiple data (SIMD) structure;
• indirect addressing.
Compared to general purpose register (GPR) architectures, where each
register can be used in each instruction, dedicated registers permit the
reduction of the instruction width due to their implicit usage2. Addi-
tionally, it is possible to reduce the bus size and thus the power con-
sumption, since a reduced capacitance is achieved when connecting a
register only to selected processing units of the architecture. However,
the asymmetry that is introduced with dedicated registers quite often
implies manual optimizations of the source code, whereas GPR archi-
tectures can benefit from efficient compilers. Nevertheless, current
compilers should more and more cope with asymmetric architectures. 
The use of indirect addressing (e.g. register indirect, indexed [6-8]) –
combined with auto-increment – instead of immediate addressing also
reduce the instruction set width. Note that some of the index registers
can be simultaneously implicit!
Digital Signal Processing (DSP) processor architectures are often spe-
cialised to deal with streams of data. An example of such specialization
is clearly the use of circular buffers. In this case, a pointer is checked
to verify if it reached the end of the buffer. If this is not the case, the
pointer is incremented whereas it is otherwise reset to the beginning of
the buffer. In the EGM architecture, virtual “free” circular buffers are
obtained with an implicit buffer length being a power of two. Thus the
pointer is automatically reset when the incrementation overflows its
capacity.
2. The instruction thus only contains the opcode since the involved registers are implicitly declared. In 
GPR architectures, the instruction might require the declaration of up to three indexes (i.e. first operand 
register, second operand register, and result register), which implies the use of a large instruction word.
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Media processors dealing with streams of data in real-time generally
manage one input and one output buffer to fetch and store data as they
process them. On the other hand, other architectures use a global mem-
ory where they fetch the data to process, and to store the result. This
last type of architecture was used for the EGM coprocessor to simplify
the synchronization of the incoming data, i.e. the morphological fea-
tures. Indeed, although the pixel stream would be regular, the morpho-
logical values are produced irregularly3 requiring a large input buffer.
6.4.1 Algorithmic choices
Some simplification needs to be performed on the algorithms as they
were described in Chapter 4, so that they can be implemented in the
form of a low-power embedded system.
Firstly, the normalized mathematical morphology features extracted
from a 146 by 146 pixel image result in 128×128×17 features that are
quantized to 8 bits. The structuring element sizes range from 3×3 pixel
to 19×19 pixel. The extracted morphology features could be replaced by
other features, but the maximum number of features per node is limit-
ed to 32 due to the width of the indexes (and due to the size of the
shared RAM).
The number of graph nodes was maintained at 64, although the images
are now smaller than those of for instance the XM2VTS database. The
19 quantized features per node are reduced to 3 features with PCA and/
or LDA using fixed point arithmetic operations with saturation (see
Subsection 6.5.3). The matching strategy will be described more in de-
tail in Section 6.6.
Although it was observed in Subsection 4.4.1 that the Principal Com-
ponent Analysis (PCA) or the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
seemed not to improve results when using the XM2VTS database, this
hypothesis was not tested on a smaller dataset, e.g. with 5 clients as de-
scribed in the application scenario, and with more training samples.
Nevertheless, as 3 principal components seemed to contain more than
80% of the cumulative percentage of the total variation, this selection
of 3 reduced features seems reasonable.
Both the reference template and the PCA-LDA matrix transformation
are stored in embedded SRAMs and can thus be updated whenever nec-
3. Even though their sequence is predictable.
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essary (e.g. when new users are added to the database). Should the
PCA reduction be bypassed, only the program memory would need to
be changed. Finally, for other related applications (e.g. fingerprint
matching as seen in Section 5.2), changing the instruction set might be
easily achieved by following the ASIP implementation strategy de-
scribed in Subsection 6.2.4, thus generating a new version of coproces-
sor.
6.5 Description of the coprocessor structure
It is not uncommon to report only the number of arithmetic operations
as a measure of an algorithm complexity. Still, with multimedia appli-
cations where a large quantity of data is involved, the number of load
and store operations together with the addressing scheme are of equal
- if not of greater - importance.
In the EGM algorithm, the computational complexity being attributed
to arithmetic operations comes mainly from the feature reduction and
from the Euclidean distance calculation (see Subsection 6.5.3). During
the elastic phase, the deformation penalty calculation involves also a
relatively high number of multiplications, and the computation is
moreover irregular as compared to feature reduction. Still, the graph
addressing can be very time consuming on general purpose architec-
tures, so that the arithmetic units may not be fed with feature vector
elements at each clock cycle.
The addressing scheme is highly dependent on the system structure.
By using a power-of-two image size, it is possible to construct addresses
by simple index concatenation without resorting to costly multiplica-
tions and additions. While this could be realized on every general pur-
pose architecture, the concatenation would require at least two OR
operations to concatenate the x,y and level values, but probably also
two shift and some move operations. On the other hand this concatena-
tion can be done “for free” if the hardware is designed carefully.
Similarly, the addressing of all the graph nodes requires the memori-
zation and the manipulation of the graph coordinates. Having these co-
ordinates in a large single-port shared memory that is simultaneously
containing the morphological features would clearly limit the data
throughput. Moreover, frequent load-store operations to a global mem-
ory are power consuming, especially if the memory bandwidth must be
increased to fetch enough data to feed the arithmetic units. Keeping
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the coordinates in a small and local dedicated memory (or register
bank) thus allows to reduce the power consumption. Additionally, the
scanning process involved in the rigid and elastic matching can effi-
ciently use the auto incrementation addressing schemes when the co-
ordinates are stored in registers. 
Finally, the efficiency of the EGM coprocessor addressing scheme is
further enhanced by sharing the same adder among different opera-
tions, namely for:
• incrementing the node index;
• incrementing the level index;
• incrementing the node coordinates.
Clearly, an implementation on a general purpose processor would not
be as optimal. On the other hand, this structure does not necessarily
suit to applications that are not using graph structures, and the inter-
est of realizing ASIP architectures is thus high.
For all the above-mentioned reasons, the coprocessor was divided ex-
plicitly into an addressing unit, a processing unit and a control unit, us-
ing dedicated hardware resources for each unit (Figure 6-6).
Programming of these three units is achieved by using different fields
of the same instruction, similarly to a VLIW processor.
Figure 6-6: Structure of the EGM coprocessor. 
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6.5.1 Control unit
The control unit is composed of a state machine (activated by master
control unit queries), a master interface for decoding master read and
write requests, and a program unit composed of a program counter
(PC), memory and instruction decoder. A simple hardware loop support
is also provided (Figure 6-7).
The main operational modes of the state machine are (Figure 6-8):
• read;
• write;
• reset;
• run (until a return instruction is reached);
• run one cycle4.
The machine is in idle mode the rest of the time. The former states, or
operational modes, are activated by five associated signals set by the
master control unit. The ready signal of the EGM coprocessor (Figure
6-7) informs the master on its current state. The read and write opera-
tions are used to initialize internal registers and memories of the co-
processor and to read results such as the matching score of node
positions of the best graph match.
Figure 6-7: Control unit structure. 
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The programs (i.e. the sequences of instructions executed by the coproc-
essor) corresponding to the various operations to be performed are
stored in the program memory at different locations. To launch one op-
eration the MCU sets a correct starting address in the program counter
(PC) and issues a run request. The coprocessor will go out of its idle
state, execute the program until it reaches a return instruction, and
goes back to the idle mode. The program memory can store up to 256
instructions (see Section 6.7 for details on the instruction set), although
the whole EGM software uses currently only 143 instructions.
Before running one of the subprograms, the MCU will possibly require
uploading data to the EGM coprocessor with write commands. For in-
stance, the reference memories may need to be updated if the client is
changed. In Simplex Matching, the new graph coordinates will also
have to be uploaded, etc. After having run a program, the master will
download useful information, i.e. the match score and sometimes the
coordinates of the matched graph.
A two-stage pipeline allows to fetch and decode one instruction per cy-
cle while all the computations are performed in the succeeding clock cy-
cle (see Figure 6-9). The results are stored at the end of the cycle (rising
edge at the beginning of the third cycle).
A hardware loop mechanism (see Figure 6-10) is provided that handles
deterministic loops, i.e. loops executed a pre-defined number of times,
unlike loops containing conditional branching. These loops are typical
of the C++ for or while loops with a constant expression, e.g. for(int
i=0;i<64;i++).
Figure 6-8: Coprocessor control state machine.
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Figure 6-9: Two-stage pipeline. 
Figure 6-10: Loop stacks and program counter unit. 
This unit is composed of a program counter (PC) register, containing the current address to
fetch instructions from memory, and five loop count and loop address registers implementing
the loop and jump assembly instructions. An adder is available and shared among two tasks: it
serves both to decrement the currently selected loop count and to increment the PC.
The PC can take either the incremented value (PC+1), or one of the loop addresses contained
in the registers (i.e. when the jump contained in the instruction is taken). The current PC can be
used to store a loop address when a loop instruction is encountered (i.e. is_loop is raised).
The loop stack control selects the first pair of (loop count, loop address) registers that corre-
spond to a non-zero loop count (the zero values indicates an empty stack register). The same
control allows to store new count and address values to the next free register when a “loop”
instruction is encountered. When the loop count reaches zero and a jump instruction is issued,
the control selects the next non-empty pair of loop registers (i.e. the loop address is “un-
stacked”). Note that in the latter case, the next PC is taken instead of the stored loop address,
although the is_jump control is raised.
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A stack of 5 return address and loop count registers allows a maximum
of 5 nested loops, which is largely sufficient for elastic graph matching
subprograms. No hardware mechanism for stack overflow detection is
provided so that the assembler (or at least the programmer) shall en-
sure that no more than 5 nested loops are indeed used. Loop counters
are 7 bits wide, allowing a maximum loop count of 128, and the loop ad-
dress is 8 bits wide.
A loop expression is composed of both a loop and a jump assembly in-
structions (see Figure 6-11). The loop instruction is a special instruc-
tion using 7 bits to store the loop count (see Section 6.7 for a description
of the entire instruction set). The next PC value, i.e. amounting to
(PC+1), is stored in the next available loop address register, and it will
be used as the return address when a corresponding jump instruction
is reached, if the loop counter is still larger than zero (otherwise PC+1
will be used as the next address).
Figure 6-11: Loop and jump assembly instructions. 
In this example, the gray-marked instructions will be iterated three times (note that the meaning
of the ldnp and macv instructions is not important for this example; these instructions will be
described in Section 6.7). The “loop” assembly code translates into a loop instruction located
at the program memory location 8. The jump instruction does not translate into an opcode, but
into a jump tag (J) in the second instruction before the actual (conditional) jump. In this exam-
ple, this corresponds to the instruction located at address 9, because the actual (conditional)
jump will occur once the execution of the instruction 10 is terminated, so that instruction 9 will
then be executed instead of instruction 11 if the loop is selected. Instruction 11 corresponds to
the instruction appearing after the jump in the assembly code. This loop construction is often
used in order to avoid the insertion of a no-operation instruction: the single instruction between
the loop and jump mnemonics is duplicated, and the loop count is divided by two (see also Fig-
ure 6-13).
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8  loop 3
9  J ldnp : macv  mm,acc1
10  ldnp : macv  mm,acc1
11  ldnp : macv  mm,acc1
12         ...
...
_sample_loop_
loop 3
 ldnp : macv  mm,acc1
 ldnp : macv  mm,acc1
jump _sample_loop_
ldnp : macv  mm,acc1
...
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A jump assembly instruction does not correspond to a real jump opcode
in the program memory, but it is indicated by a single prefix bit present
in all instructions (see also Section 6.7). This 1-bit extension of the in-
struction width induces an area penalty on the program memory, but
it is largely compensated by the fact that no cycle penalty is incurred
by a jump instruction or that no complex prediction mechanism is nec-
essary. 
A simple constraint on loop instructions is that the jump bit must be
present in the instruction preceding the last instruction before the
jump gets executed (see example in Figure 6-11), in order to use a sin-
gle adder/subtracter for simultaneously decrementing the loop count
and incrementing the program counter.
This also means that at least two instructions must be present between
the loop and jump instructions otherwise no-operation (NOP) instruc-
tions must be inserted. However loop unrolling (i.e. duplicating the in-
struction or sequence of instructions, and dividing the loop count by 2)
can be efficiently used so that this requirement is not too limiting (see
Figure 6-13).
Figure 6-12: Typical waveform of the loop stack and PC unit.
The waveform corresponds to the assembly code and program instructions described in Figure
6-11. The control signals coming from the instruction decoder (i.e. is_jump and is_loop) arrive
on this unit in the clock cycle following its decoding (pc+1) as they come out of a register (re-
member that the architecture uses a two-stage pipeline).
When is_loop is asserted, the loop count and loop address are stored. Then, each time is_jump
is raised and zero_count is false, the address stored in loop_addr is taken as next pc value. Oth-
erwise, PC+1 is taken.
Notes: the actual value stored in the loop count register is N-1, where N is the loop value spec-
ified in the assembly code (here N=3, thus loop_count initially receives the value 2 when
is_loop is raised). This is because the loop count is stored during the first iteration and that dec-
rementation will not occur for this iteration. This also indicates that each loop is at least exe-
cuted once !
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Note that the loop count and address registers are very rarely updated,
which indicates that they are very good candidates for clock gating.
In conclusion, a one-cycle penalty exists only for the first iteration (i.e.
storing the loop count and the return address in the stack), but not for
each jump iteration being executed afterwards for the given loop. This
mechanism showed to be very efficient for simple and very regular
loops involved in the scanning process.
6.5.2 Addressing unit
A graph is composed of 64 nodes for which the horizontal (x) and verti-
cal (y) pixel coordinates need to be stored. Seven bits are required to
represent x, respectively y, since the features size is 128 by 128.
Two copies of the node coordinates need to be kept: one for the graph
currently in use and one for the best graph found so far. When a new
“best score” is found the “current” graph is copied in the “best” graph.
This may be accomplished either for a single node (during elastic
matching) or for all nodes (e.g. during rigid matching). Alternatively,
the best graph may be copied into the current graph to re-initialize the
current values (e.g. during elastic matching). The graph coordinates
are used to build an address for fetching features. Interestingly, only
the current graph is used for this purpose, while the best graph is used
for storage only. Consequently, and referring to Figure 6-14, only one
mux-tree is necessary on the “current” graph register bank (cx standing
for the register bank containing x-oriented graph coordinates, and cy
for the register bank storing the y-oriented graph coordinates), while
the registers of the “best” graph bank (bx for bank containing x graph
coordinates, respectively by for the bank containing y graph coordi-
nates) are in a one-to-one correspondence linked to the related regis-
Figure 6-13: Loop unrolling.
The two codes are equivalent from a functional point of view. In b), the loop unrolling permits
to avoid the insertion of a no-operation (nop) instruction, therefore saving 7 cycles. Due to the
odd number of iterations however, the unrolled code requires one more instruction after the
jump instruction.
...
_unrolled_loop_
loop 3
 ldnp : macv  mm,acc1
 ldnp : macv  mm,acc1
jump _unrolled_loop_
ldnp : macv  mm,acc1
...
...
_nop_loop_
loop 7
 ldnp : macv  mm,acc1
 nop
jump _nop_loop_
...
a) b)
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ters of the current graph bank. It should be noted that there exists
additionally a write access from the MCU to the “best bank” and a read-
write access to the “current bank”. Consequently, reading the “best
bank” involves first copying its values to the “current bank”. This oper-
ation is executed in only one cycle.
An alternative to copying the registers would have been to use a pointer
to select the current register bank between the two register banks. This
would have indeed implied the modification of a single register (a point-
er) instead of 128. However this would have required a second large
mux-tree (or equivalently 128 additional 7 bit multiplexers) to allow an
indexed access to the registers contained in bx or by, although node po-
sitions are copied from one bank to the other only a limited number of
times (i.e. when a new minimum is found). The “best” coordinate regis-
ters have actually only a very small decoding tree since a register can
be copied only to its corresponding “current” register, while the “cur-
rent” registers involve a very large mux-tree for selecting the current
node coordinates indexed by the node register (see Figure 6-14, right).
Furthermore, as only one node can be saved during elastic matching, a
single flag would not have been possible, but a stack of 64 flags would
have been necessary.
Finally, an adder exists in this addressing unit, and it is being time-
multiplexed to increment both cx, cy, and the node and level indexes.
Figure 6-14: Structure of the node position register banks.
Left: structure of the “best” (bx) and “current” (cx) register banks allocated to x-oriented graph
coordinates; right: internal structure of the i-th slice of the bx and cx banks (i taking values from
1 to 64). Note: the same  structure is duplicated for cy and by, but the adder is shared among
the two banks.
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6.5.3 Processing unit
The operations performed by the three MAC units embedded in the
processing unit are:
• multiplication (signed and unsigned);
• squaring (special case of multiplication);
• multiplication-accumulation;
• addition;
• subtraction (incl. comparisons);
• absolute value.
The MAC unit is composed of 3 multiplier-accumulators (MAC) in par-
allel acting as a SIMD structure (Figure 6-15). The same operation can
indeed be performed with different data on the three MACs, only on
two of them, or only on one. These MACs are connected to two dedicat-
ed local memories and to four dedicated registers (Figure 6-15), called
acc0, acc1, acc2 and acc3. The output of acc0 in MAC unit 1 and 2 is
connected to the third MAC for sharing data so that data can be trans-
ferred from MAC1 to MAC3, and from MAC2 to MAC3. Note however
that it is not possible to transfer data from MAC3 to MAC1, neither it
is from MAC3 to MAC2.
Figure 6-15: Structure of the processing unit.
Each multiply-accumulate (MAC) element possesses four registers, i.e. two 16-bit registers and
two 24-bit registers, one of the latter being read-accessible by MAC3. The features are passed
by the addressing unit to all the three MAC elements, but MAC3 can not read the x and y node
positions received from the addressing unit.
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Furthermore acc0 and acc1 are 24 bits wide, while acc2 and acc3 are 16
bits wide. Additional dedicated purpose registers (e.g. grid size, elastic-
ity, score) are present but cannot be called explicitly. 
The fixed-point multiplication is performing a 16×8 bit operation pro-
ducing a result represented either over 24 bits or over 16 bits (including
possible saturation), and with support of both signed and unsigned op-
erands. To accommodate with this, some registers are 24 bit wide in or-
Figure 6-16: Internal structure of the multiply-accumulate element.
Structure of a MAC element comprising a multiplier, an adder-subtracter, two local memories
(for storing the PCA-LDA coefficients and reference features) and a register bank. MSB/LSB:
selection of the most significant bits (respectively less significant bits) from the input word.
SAT: saturation of the input word if the most significant bit is 1 (unsigned case). The accumu-
lators acc2 and acc3 are zero padded before being sent to the adder, and these zeros can be add-
ed either in front or at the end of the 16-bit word in order to form the 24-bit word.
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der to hold partial accumulations, while others are only 16 bit to store
final results.
The motivation for using 16×8 multipliers comes from a careful inves-
tigation of the precision required in the most critical part of the
processing (i.e. the feature reduction), while the precision is less critical
in deformation calculation and Euclidean distance calculation (i.e.
squaring), because saturation may occur there without prejudice5.
The feature vectors are quantized on 8 bits in the morphological coproc-
essor. Clearly, varying the word length of the fixed-point PCA coeffi-
cients will lead to various degrees of precision. The PCA coefficients are
signed and two bits are used to code its integer part. The fixed point for-
mat could thus be of the form 2.Q where Q is the number of bits of the
fractional part. The precision obtained with Q={6,14,22} is reported in
Table 6-1. Similarly, modifying the world length of the accumulator
also influences the error as compared to a floating point implementa-
tion. For instance it is possible to accumulate the result on 24 bits (i.e.
2.22 format) and then to truncate this result to 16 bits at the end of the
accumulation. This corresponds to the last but one line in Table 6-1. It
can be observed that using 16 bit coefficients is sufficient, and that the
truncation after accumulation does not incur a large additional penal-
ty. In addition, depending on the type of operations and their size, some
shift operations are sometimes performed to align 16 bit data with 24
bits.
5. As score equivalent to the saturated value would anyway be larger than the decision threshold, imply-
ing that the client will be anyway rejected. Therefore, a score larger than the saturation value would not 
modify the classification result. This would be a problem however, if a non-saturated overflow hap-
pened during the score accumulation, because it might lead to a falsely low score. 
Format of PCA coeffs Size of result Error variance
2.6 (8 bits) 16 bits 2.72
2.14 (16 bits) 24 bits 4.1.10-5
2.14 (16 bits) 16 bitsa
a. A truncation from 24 to 16 bits is performed at the end of the accumulation.
4.9.10-5
2.22 (24 bits) 32 bits 6.5.10-10
Table 6-1: Error variance vs. size of PCA coefficient and of accumulator.
Reduction (i.e. multiplication-accumulation) of 17 feature elements of 8 bits each. Variance of 
the absolute difference between the floating point feature elements and the corresponding fixed 
point feature elements after accumulation. 100’000 random feature vectors were used.
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Considering the large number of operations potentially realizable with
the structure described in Figure 6-18, a general instruction set would
result in very large opcodes. Nonetheless, in the framework of ASIP
and by making a careful use of implicit operands, the number of differ-
ent operations can be drastically reduced.
a) Multiplier-accumulator structure
The critical path of the architecture is clearly located in the multiplier-
accumulator datapath. The structure shall handle both signed and un-
signed operands and shall perform the operation in one cycle. Sequen-
tial multipliers are thus rejected in favour of a combinational
(sometimes called parallel-parallel) structure.
Modern synthetic libraries have at their disposal a wide range of struc-
tures (e.g. adder, adder trees, adder-subtractors, multipliers) that can
be moreover automatically fine-tuned to the specific constraints of the
design. It is either possible to infer an optimal multiply-accumulate
structure from its behavioral description in VHDL or to instantiate it
directly in the VHDL code. However, the MAC used here is special with
the following respect:
• Possibility to perform a multiplication, a multiplication-accumu-
lation, squaring, addition, subtraction, or absolute value;
• Usage of signed and unsigned operands.
Therefore some existing and specific solutions for multiplication-accu-
mulation will be briefly discussed here and used to justify the choice of
a MAC structure that was made. In the end, basic building blocks from
a synthetic library will be used.
The multiplication of two integers basically consists in adding partial
products, i.e. performing a logical and operation on the shifted versions
of a multiplicand a and on the corresponding bits of the multiplier b
(Figure 6-17). The adder-tree implements the summation of N partial
products, where N is the width of the multiplier. This operation is per-
formed efficiently by using redundant recoding so that the carry prop-
agation of each full-adder can be calculated independently from the
input carry [6-6]. Consequently, all the partial products of one column
of the adder tree can be added in parallel and independently of other
columns. So-called 3:2 compressors are used to perform the operation
described in Eq. 6.3 (i.e. the sum of the three partial products x, y and
z results in two intermediate values, νc and νs, and not directly in ν ). 
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A final carry-save stage is thus necessary to get the final result. The re-
sulting structure is called Wallace tree [6-9][6-6]. Additionally to the
gain obtained from the lack of carry propagation it is possible to equal-
ize the different data path lengths by taking into account the difference
of propagation delay between the sum and carry outputs of the 3:2 com-
pressor [6-16]. The Wallace tree structure contains approximately the
same number of full-adders as the carry-propagate tree array but it is
always faster although much more irregular. The reduced delay could
be advantageously used to further reduce the supply voltage to achieve
a given throughput. The gain in power consumption is thus important
for VLSI implementation but may not be worthy for an FPGA imple-
mentation where dedicated hardware is present to build more regular
carry propagation structures.
The partial products may be generated by performing a bit-wise logical
and operation between the multiplier word and a multiplicand bit, and
by shifting the result accordingly, or they can be recoded in a higher-
radix. The so-called Booth encoding is a Radix-4 recoding that reduces
the number of partial products by a factor of two [6-6]. Additionally, a
modified Booth encoding may be used for signed numbers represented
in two’s-complement [6-6]. It is generally observed that Booth encoding
improves the computation speed for word sizes larger than a certain
threshold. In this work, we let the synthesizer decide upon the selection
of Booth encoding since both the Booth encoded and the non-encoded
partial product building blocks are present in the Synopsys Design-
Ware library. As it could be expected, the tool did not select Booth en-
coding for a 8x16 multiplier under our relatively loose timing
constraints (i.e. a clock frequency of 10 MHz), but the synthesizer nev-
ertheless implemented a Wallace tree. As a further optimization, the
accumulation can be incorporated in the Wallace tree as another carry-
save step.
Figure 6-17: Basic multiplier structure.
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A final addition-subtraction stage is used to perform either an addition
of operands a and b directly, or to add the two carry save results of the
tree. This final addition is again performed by a slow ripple-carry
adder, and not a fast carry look-ahead adder for instance due to the rel-
atively loose timing constraints.
The multiplication of two numbers represented in two’s-complement
signed notation can be done with two different methods:
• Sign-extend both the multiplier and the multiplicand, i.e. repli-
cate the most significant bit;
• Sign-extend the multiplier only (or the partial multiples) and per-
form a subtraction on the last partial multiple instead of an addi-
tion.
The second solution clearly requires less adders in the tree that sums
the multiplicands and is thus more interesting.
All these considerations were used in the design to build the structure
described in Figure 6-18 using DesignWare building blocks.
6.6 Coprocessor tasks
The three main tasks of the EGM coprocessor are:
• coarse rigid matching (scanning) at multiple scales;
• simplex downhill matching (see Subsection 4.5.1);
• elastic matching (see Subsection 4.5.2).
Figure 6-18: Final multiplier-accumulator structure.
Structure composed of instantiated version of Synopsys DesignWare partial product multiplier
(multp), carry-save adder (csa) and adder-subtractor (addsub). The multp was replaced during
synthesis by a non-Booth encoded Wallace tree and the addsub by a ripple-carry adder.
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Each task corresponds to a distinct program, i.e. a list of instructions
terminated by a special command signifying the end of the execution.
To perform a full matching operation, the MCU will launch these three
tasks in sequence as already illustrated in Figure 6-3. These tasks in-
volve elementary tasks that are described in the next subsection. The
specificities of the tasks are then discussed from Subsection 6.6.2 to
Subsection 6.6.4.
6.6.1 Elementary tasks
Some basic operations are performed in all the programs mentioned
above. Namely:
• fetching a feature element associated to a node (i.e. based on the
node with image coordinates (x,y)) and feature element index;
• performing PCA/LDA transformation;
• calculating the Euclidean distance between a reduced reference
feature vector and the reduced test feature vector.
These tasks are illustrated in Figure 6-19. Assuming that one feature
vector element is fetched at each clock cycle, many calculations can be
performed in parallel. Since we are calculating 3 reduced features out
of the 17 original features (see Subsection 4.4.1) the 3-way data paral-
lelism is exploited. Nevertheless it would be easy to fetch more than
one feature per cycle, e.g. by fetching multiple levels corresponding to
a single (x,y) coordinates pair. In the SoC described in Section 6.3 only
one shared memory was used. This memory delivers eight bits of data
at each clock cycle at an operating frequency of 10 MHz. For faster
memory accesses it could be possible to build a bank of memories and
to fetch simultaneously multiple data - one from each memory - from
the same address. The requirement for this would be that the features
can be stored the same way, which is indeed possible. This scheme was
not necessary here since fetching a single data and sending it to all the
computational units guarantees a sufficient throughput.
6.6.2 Rigid matching program
The rigid matching processing consists in scanning the image with a
rigid version of the graph. This program is generally executed before
the Simplex Downhill matching in order to find a starting point for the
iterative matching, when no face detection is available. In the rigid
matching program, a graph distance is calculated using the procedure
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described in the preceding subsection, and a copy of the current node
position registers is placed in the best node position registers, whenev-
er the new distance is smaller than the previous best distance (the best
distance is of course also updated). Once the Euclidean distance of a
single node is calculated (i.e. the whole feature vector associated to a
node has been fetched from the shared RAM, reduced and the distance
has been calculated and stored) the current node position register is au-
tomatically incremented from a pre-defined value (e.g. 1, 2, 3, etc.; de-
pending on the granularity of the rigid matching). End of lines are
handled differently (i.e. a different constant is added to the node posi-
tion so that it is re-positioned at the beginning of the next line). Four
nested loops are necessary to scan the image horizontally and vertical-
ly, for all nodes and for all feature elements in the vector.
Figure 6-19: Elementary feature processing operations.
a) feature vector elements F are fetched from the external memory (SRAM) based on level and
x and y coordinates, which are fetched from the cx and cy register banks using the node index;
the level index is incremented 17 times, while the x and y coordinates remain constant;
b) 17 feature vector elements F associated to a single node index are now reduced to 3 feature
elements T using a 3×17 PCA-LDA matrix P;
c) 3 test feature elements T are compared to 3 reference features R using an Euclidean metric
(i.e. a subtraction, a squaring, and an accumulation), the result being the node score S.
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6.6.3 Simplex downhill matching program
Once a starting position has been selected with the coarse rigid match-
ing, the EGM coprocessor executes a series of simplex iterations. The
MCU writes a new graph configuration in the current node position
registers and launches the corresponding EGM coprocessor program,
which returns the associated graph distance. Based on this distance,
the master defines a new graph by altering the translation, scale and
rotation parameters of the current graph. In this case, the post incre-
mentation of the graph node positions by the EGM coprocessor is not
used. The processing is otherwise exactly the same as for rigid match-
ing. 
The MCU has the possibility to calculate the next graph configuration
parallelly to the calculation of the current distance by the EGM coproc-
essor. Essentially, the selection of the next graph position can be rep-
resented by a binary tree, where the decision between two branches is
dictated by the current distance, which is either better or worse than
the previous distance. The two branches (i.e. the next graph configura-
tions) corresponding to these two possible outcomes can be either both
pre-calculated or a single outcome can be pre-calculated. In the former
case, one outcome is used, while the other is always trashed. In the lat-
ter case, the calculated outcome is sometimes used but sometimes
trashed, if the wrong outcome was pre-calculated. It would be possible
to increase the probability of pre-calculating the correct outcome by us-
ing a prediction mechanism. This prediction is however costly and it is
not guaranteed that an actual gain can be achieved.
Theoretically it would be even possible to write new graph configura-
tions to the “best” graph registers concurrently to running EGM coproc-
essor, since the latter is not using these registers in this case. However
this solution is currently not yet implemented, because the slow com-
munication speed between the two units results in an overall data com-
munication time that is longer than the processing time.
6.6.4 Elastic matching program
The elastic phase starts with the calculation of the Euclidean distance
between reference and test feature vectors, but using a node-by-node
approach. An additional deformation penalty is then calculated and
added to the features distance, while displacing the considered node.
This displacement is limited to a window around its best current posi-
tion. Firstly, the node index is displaced to the top-left position of the
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window. After having calculated the sum of the feature distance and
deformation penalty for this position (and possibly updated the corre-
sponding best node score and best node position), the graph node is
post-incremented by one position to the right. Again, the last position
on the right is handled differently so as to return to the beginning of
next line of the window. The deformation penalty is obtained according
to Eq. 4.63.
The squared horizontal and vertical rigid distance between node posi-
tions are stored in the MAC unit registers and are updated after sim-
plex matching depending on the size of the rigid graph. 
As already mentioned, nodes are displaced one after the other and the
best displacement is always stored in the best node position register
bank. Obviously, taking all the 64 nodes in a sequential order is not op-
timal. In Chapter 4, the nodes were selected using a random order (e.g.
generated from the libc “rand” command). The generation of high qual-
ity random numbers is however not necessary, but a small degree of
randomness is still desirable. Therefore, a very simple Pseudo-Random
Number Generator (PRNG) was embedded in the coprocessor. This
PRNG is simply a shift-register with exclusive-OR (XOR) gates. Each
time the value is shifted, the output of the register is modified and de-
livers a new value (see Figure 6-20). Two combinations are possible for
the connection of the XORs, and the initialization of the shift-registers
can be modified. This leads to a small number of different sequences of
node indexes, but is still sufficient for this purpose. By shifting the reg-
ister 63 times, all the node indexes appear exactly once, except the val-
ue 0 which for obvious reasons cannot occur. However, the node index
can be set to 0 with the resn instruction to move this particular node.
Figure 6-20: Simple pseudo-random number generator.
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6.7 Instruction set
Each EGM coprocessor instruction is 13 bit wide (see Figure 6-21). Bit
12 corresponds to a jump bit (Subsection 6.5.1), bits 11 down to 7 en-
code a load-store instruction and bits 6 down to 0 encode a MAC in-
struction, which contains up to three SIMD operations.
Moreover two special instructions exist:
• LOOP: encoded as “011101LLLLLLL," where L represents the
loop count. Since this instruction is 12 bits wide, it corresponds
implicitly to a NOP for the LSU and MAC units;
• RET: encoded as “011100∅∅∅∅∅∅∅," where ∅ represents a “don’t
care” value (i.e. it can be either 0 or 1).
Associated to a loop instruction, a label is embraced with “_” characters
(e.g. _mylabel_) in the assembly code. The corresponding name should
be used in the matching jump instruction (for an example see the code
excerpt listed in Table 6-2). This is useful to help reading the assembly
code, although the assembler does not currently check for matching la-
bels.
In addition, comments are present in the assembly source code but are
not translated into opcodes. Comments start with a “;” symbol and end
up at the end of the line. Further available instructions are described
in Table 6-3 (load-store unit instructions) and Table 6-4 (multiply-ac-
cumulate unit instructions).
Figure 6-21: EGM coprocessor instructions.
The 13 bit instruction word contains a jump bit and two fields, which can be used to encode the
operations of the addressing and processing units, or to encode a LOOP operation. In the latter
case, the second field encodes the number of times the loop must be taken (count).
12 06711
JUMP addressing unit
}
processing unit
}
12 06711
not used LOOP
}
count
}
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Table 6-2 is a sample of assembly code that performs the calculation of
the Euclidean distance between reference and test feature vectors as-
sociated to the 64 nodes of a graph i.e. the operations described in Fig-
ure 6-19.
Note how the loop is unrolled: two ldnp instructions inside the seven
iteration loop, plus three instructions outside achieve the 17 feature
vector fetch from the external RAM. This prevents from inserting a NOP
inside the loop to respect the two-instruction loop constraint induced by
the pipelined execution of the instructions.
resn : resa acc0  ; reset the accumulator
resl : ld_ref     ; load the first reference
                  ; and reset the level index
_nodes_1_to_64_   ; example of label
loop 64
   ; begin PCA transform
   ldnp : ld_pca  
   ldnp : multv mm,acc1
   loop 7
      ldnp : macv mm,acc1
      ldnp : macv mm,acc1
   jump _7_
   ldnp    : macv mm,acc1
   inccx 0 : macv mm,acc1  ; displace node position
   ; subtract reference feature to test feature
   ; and square and add the result
   incn    : subvref acc1, acc2
   nop     : ld_ref
   resl    : asquarv_hi acc2,acc0
jump _nodes_1_to_64_
resn : add3 1,acc0   
nop  : add3 2,acc0        ; the score is finally in acc0
nop  : compscv acc0,score ; compare and update
Table 6-2: Sample of assembly code.
Mnemonic Operation(s) Binary instruction [11:7] Argument
nop None 00∅∅∅ -
ldnp mm←EXT[L|CY[N]|CX[N]]; L++; P←PCA[L|N] 0100∅ -
incn N++ 0101∅ -
inccx i CX[N]+=IMM[i] 100ii i={0,1,2,3}
inccy i CY[N]+=IMM[i] 101ii i={0,1,2,3}
movc X=CX[N]; Y=CY[N] 11110 -
movcp i X=CX[N+imm]; Y=CY[N+imm] 0110i i={1,8}
movcn i X=CX[N-imm]; Y=CY[N-imm] 0111i i={1,8}
resn N=0 11001 -
resl L=0 11000 -
movbc CX=BX; CY=BY 11010 -
randn RAND=RAND>>1; N=RAND(0) 11011 -
Table 6-3: Addressing unit instructions.
The opcode is represented as bold font weight in the binary instruction (operands are in regular font weight). The symbol “∅“denotes a don’t care
bit; “←” indicates a load operation from the memory specified on its right; “[]” denotes an indirect addressing, where the value within brackets is
the index and the value on the left of the brackets is the indexed array (register bank or memory); “|” denotes the concatenation of the values on the
left and on the right; “++” means a post-increment by one of the value on the left of the symbol and “+=” a post-increment with the value on the
right; “;” separates several operations performed in the same instruction; EXT means the external shared memory; ACCi means the accumulator
bank of the i-th MAC unit; BX (resp. BY) means the best node horizontal (resp. vertical) position register bank; CX (resp. CY) means the current
node horizontal (resp. vertical) position register bank; The following are special registers: N is the node index; L is the feature level index; Pi (resp.
Ri) is the registered output of the PCA (resp. REF) memory in the i-th MAC unit. IMM is a bank of four immediates; X is a register input to MAC1;
Y is a register input to MAC2; and RAND is the pseudo-random shift register.
Mnemonic Operation(s)
Binary 
instruction 
[6:0]
MAC
used
Argument 
1 (i)
Argument 
2 (j)
nop None 000000∅ - - -
multv i ACC[i]=MM×PCA(+/-) 1001∅ii all {0,1,2,3} -
macv i ACC[i]=ACC[i]+MM×PCA(+/-) 1000∅ii all {0,1,2,3} -
asquarv_hi i, j ACC[j]=msb(ACC[i](+/-))×ACC[i](+/-) 101∅ijj all {2,3} {0,1,2,3}a
squar12_lo i, j ACC[j]=lsb(ACC[i](+/-))×ACC[i](+/-) 1100ijj {1,2} {2,3} {0,1,2,3}a
addabs3 ACC[j]=ACC[j]+abs(ACC[i](+/-)) 1101ijj {3} {2,3} {0,1,2,3}
mac3 i, j ACC[j]=ACC[j]+ACC[i]×ELAST 111iijj {3} {0,1,2,3} {0,1,2,3}a
subvref i, j ACC[j]=ACC[i]-R; R←REF[N] 010iijj all {0,1,2,3} {0,1,2,3}b
subvpos i, j ACC1[j]=ACC[i]-X; ACC2[j]=ACC[i]-Y 011iijj {1,2} {0,1,2,3} {0,1,2,3}
add12 i ACC3[i]=ACC1[0]+ACC2[0] 00110ii {3} {0,1,2,3} -
Table 6-4: MAC instructions (part 1).
See also symbols defined in Table 6-3. Additional symbols: “×” denotes the multiplication; a “(+/-)” superscript denotes a signed operand (operands
are unsigned by default); “msb” means the 16 most significant bits of the 24 bit register enclosed in the parentheses, while “lsb” means the 16 least
significant bits of the register; “abs” means the absolute value of the number in parentheses; ACCn means that the operation is performed only on
the n-th MAC unit; the symbol “<,>n” means the selection of one parameter in the list, based on the value of n (i.e. the first parameter when n=0,
the second when n=1, etc.); ELAST is a dedicated register containing the elasticity coefficient; GX and GY are dedicated registers containing the
horizontal and vertical distance between graph nodes in the rigid graph; SCORE is a dedicated register containing the current best score.
a. If ACC[j] is 16 bit wide, only the MSB part of the result is stored. 
b. If ACC[i] is 24 bit wide, only the MSB are used. 
Mnemonic Operation(s)
Binary 
instruction 
[6:0]
MAC
used
Argument 
1 (i)
Argument 
2 (j)
sub3 i, j ACC3[i]=ACC3[i] − <GX,GY>j 00111ij {3} {2,3} {0,1}
add3 i, j ACC3[j]=ACC3[i]+ACCj[0] 0010iij {3} {0,1} {1,2,3}
compsc If ACC3[0]<SCORE Then BX[N]=CX[N]; 
BY[N]=CY[N]; SCORE=ACC3[0]
000010∅ {3} - -
compscv If ACC3[0]<SCORE Then BX=CX; 
BY=CY; SCORE=ACC3[0]
000011∅ {3} - -
set_sc SCORE=0xFFFFFF 000001∅ {3} - -
movxy i ACC1[i]=CX[N]; ACC2[i]=CY[N] 000100i {1,2} {2,3} -
ld_pca P←PCA[L|N] 000110∅ all - -
ld_ref R←REF[N] 000111∅ all - -
resa i ACC[i]=0 000101i all {0,1} -
Table 6-5: MAC instructions (part 2).
See symbol definitions in Table 6-3 and Table 6-4. 
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6.8 Design analysis and performance figures
The EGM coprocessor was described and simulated at register-trans-
fer-level (RTL) using the VHDL language. The same description was
then used to synthesize an FPGA version and an ASIC version. The
embedded memories are however target dependent, and consequently
slight modifications of the description were necessary to interface these
memories.
6.8.1 VHDL description
The RTL description was hierarchically organized so that leaf blocks
could be tested individually. The FPGA version contains a USB and/or
Ethernet interface, which is not present in the ASIC version. The only
difference between the VHDL description to be synthesized in the
FPGA flow from that synthesized in the ASIC flow is due to the utiliza-
tion of custom SRAM memories. Indeed, the FPGA memories are pro-
vided by the “genmem” tool of Altera, while the memories for the ASIC
flow were generated with a custom tool provided by UMC (see also Sub-
section 6.8.3).
For the FPGA version a top test bench was developed to simulate USB
commands, while for the ASIC version the top test bench was devel-
oped without these interfaces. This allowed however in both cases to
simulate an entire matching of a test image against a reference tem-
plate, and to extract switching activities for power estimation.
6.8.2 FPGA implementation
The VHDL description was firstly synthesized into a netlist of standard
FPGA cells using Synopsys Design Compiler (dc_shell) as a “front end”
to other FPGA specific Synopsys tools (e.g. FPGA Compiler). The re-
sulting EDIF (Electronic Design Interchange Format) netlist was then
transferred to the Altera Quartus II tool, which performed the final
place and route, and a timing analysis of the resulting design. Another
solution could have been to synthesize the design from VHDL directly
in Quartus II. However, as an ASIC version was foreseen, reusing the
same front end and synthesis tool simplified the work.
The targeted FPGA device is an Altera APEX 20K600E-3 whose char-
acteristics are reported in Table 6-6. The synthesis was constrained for
a clock signal operating at 10 MHz6 and for minimum area. The rela-
tive area occupation of the device is reported in Table 6-7.
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With a critical path of 72.5 ns in the morphology coprocessor, the slack
time is 27.5 ns. The operating frequency could thus be slightly in-
creased. However the clock division is much simpler when using inte-
ger division factors.
6. The on board FPGA clock signal operates at 40 MHz and is divided inside the FPGA device. USB 
communication is performed at this maximum frequency of 40 MHz and converted to synchronous sig-
nals operating at 10 MHz that are delivered to the coprocessor.
Typical # 
gates
# Logical 
Elements
# Embedded 
System Blocks
Maximum # 
RAM bits
Maximum # 
user I/O pins
600’000 24’320 152 311’296 588
Table 6-6: Altera APEX 20K600E-3 FPGA characteristics.
Component
Area 
(in logical 
elements)
Percentage of 
available area
Memory use 
(in RAM bits)
Clock division + 
glue logic 5 <0.1
USB / Ethernet 
interface 653 2.7
VGACAM interface 280 1.1
External SRAM 
interface 148 0.6
Morphology 
coprocessor 3743 15.4 12’816
EGM coprocessor
- glue logic
- control
- load-store unit
- mac unit
- pseudo-
random unit
7162
30
852
2965
3300
15
29.4 64’768
3’328
61’440
Total 11’989 49.3 77’584
Table 6-7: Relative area occupation of the components on the APEX 20K600E-3.
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The simulated and measured execution times are reported in Table 6-
8. The discrepancy between the two values is due to the communication
overhead between the master control unit (MCU) and the morphology
and/or EGM coprocessor. This communication consists at minimum in
sending run commands to the coprocessors, but it can also take place to
initialize registers and memories or to read back results calculated on
the coprocessor.
As can be seen in Table 6-8 most of the time is spent in the EGM co-
processor, which in addition requires a greater number of transactions
between itself and the MCU. Consequently the average overhead in-
curred by the Ethernet communication is much higher for this coproc-
essor than for the morphology coprocessor.
For instance, running the morphology coprocessor is a task requiring
very few control transactions: namely a run request, and one or two
read requests to poll the coprocessor for the completion of the opera-
tion7. The overhead is thus only 5% in this case. However for most of
Program Simulated time
a 
[ms]
Measured timeb 
[ms]
Overhead 
[%]
Morphology 200 208 5.0
EGM 460 1’128
- Rigid matching   5x9c 120 128 6.7
- Rigid matching  6x10c 90 115 27.8
- Rigid matching  7x11c 80 102 27.5
- Simplex matchingd 23 543 >2000
- Elastic matchinge 160 240 50.0
Total 660 ~1’400
Table 6-8: Simulated and measured execution times.
a. Execution time on the respective coprocessor, without the communication with the MCU.
b. Execution time including communication with the MCU via the Ethernet interface; averaged over ten 
measurements using the Win32 QueryPerformanceCounter function. This value is subject to variations 
of the Ethernet network load.
c. Using a stride of 3 pixels horizontally and vertically.
d. Using 150 simplex iterations.
e. Four full iterations (64 nodes displaced in a 11 by 11 window each time).
7. This could be suppressed if the MCU would support interrupts.
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the EGM programs this overhead is larger. For instance in rigid match-
ing, beside the run command the graph must be initialized and read at
the end of the processing. The largest overhead is found in the Simplex
matching program, where for each iteration a graph is sent and a score
is read. The large number of iterations and the small execution time of
a single iteration lead to a very large overhead.
Still, the communications between the master control unit (MCU) and
coprocessor (through Ethernet) are asynchronous and must be syn-
chronized on the FPGA. This requires additional wait states which are
of course more costly at frequencies as low as 10 MHz. In addition, al-
though the bandwidth of Ethernet is rather high, its latency is non neg-
ligible. As a conclusion, not only the size of the transactions but also
their number is important to minimize this overhead.
Assuming synchronous communications between the MCU and the co-
processors (with possible wait states of one or two cycles) would dra-
matically reduce the overhead reported in Table 6-8 down to around
20%, i.e. meaning a total execution time below one second. This corre-
sponds indeed to the requirements specified in Section 6.1.
6.8.3 ASIC implementation
Similarly to the FPGA implementation, the VHDL description was
first synthesized into a netlist of standard cells using Synopsys Design
Compiler (dc_shell). The target VLSI process is a 0.18 µm with 6 metal
layers from UMC [6-32] and the umcl18u250t2 standard cell library was
supplied by Virtual Silicon Technologies [6-33].
The synthesis constraints were as following:
• clock signal frequency of 10 MHz, with clock skew of 2 ns;
• operating conditions: typical (25°C, Vdd=1.8 V);
• wire load model: default;
• minimum area.
The synthesis resulted in a total area of around 1.28 mm2 (see Table 6-
9 for the detail per component). Interconnect area was not estimated
because routing was not realized. Seemingly, the major area occupa-
tion is due to the memories (around 65% of the total area) and thus, log-
ically, the MAC units containing the more memories use most of the
area. Beside memories, registers take also around 19% of the circuit
area8 and will consequently also have an impact on the power figures.
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Compared to the 100 ns cycle length, the critical path lasts only 11.6 ns
resulting in a low 11.6% duty cycle. It would be thus possible to run the
processor with a clock frequency of 80 MHz without re-synthesizing the
8. This number can be obtained by subtracting the memory area to the total non-combinatorial area.
Component
Non-
combinatorial 
areaa [µm2]
Combinatorial 
area 
[µm2]
Total area
[µm2]
Control
- interface
- instruction decoder
- ram (PM)
- decoder
- others
- pc and loop stack
103’384
5’618
86’570
11’196
12’006
3’781
2’143
6’082
115’390
9’399
88’713
79’610
8’891
212
17’278
Addressing unit
- interface
- decoder
- mux (each)
- regbanks (each)
- others
192’556
10’416
0
0
91’070
0
86’336
15’400
1’545
10’756
23’935
9
278’892
25’816  
 1’545  
10’756  
115’005 
9
Mac unit
- interface
- unit 1 or 2 (each)
- regs
- ram (PCA)
- ram (REF)
- mac
- others
- unit 3
- regs
- ram (PCA)
- ram (REF)
- mac
- others
782’466
0
259’044
264’378
101’043
3’455
30’551
36’486
883’509
 3’455 
289’595
25’408
202’206
47’016
14’940
25
300’864
36’686
202’206
47’016
14’924
32
Pseudo-random unit 606 606 1’212
Total 1’079’012 199’991 1’279’003
Table 6-9: Area of synthesized ASIC cells.
Indication of cell area only, without interconnection network.
a. This value includes the area for register and memory.
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coprocessor unit, or possibly even at higher pace by applying tighter
synthesis constraints. While the power consumption would be in-
creased by roughly a factor of 8, the necessary energy for a single face
verification would not change.
Power-estimation with Synopsys Power Compiler was performed with
the “typical” library after back-annotating the activity of the netlist in
ModelSim using a test bench reproducing the stimuli of the rigid
matching phase (see Subsection 6.6.2). The dynamic power consump-
tion reaches 5.5 mW, while the static power consumption (leakage) is
only 1.3 µW. The detail of dynamic power consumption per block is de-
scribed in Table 6-10.
Component Switching power [mW]
Internal power 
[mW]
Total power
[mW]
Control
- interface
- instruction decodera
- pc and loop stack
a. Without embedded RAM
0.04
0
0.02
0.02
0.32
0.12
0.06
0.14
0.36
0.12
0.08
0.16
Addressing unit
- interface
- decoder
- mux (all)
- regbanks (all)
0.08
0.07
<0.01
<0.01
0.01
2.31
0.14
<0.01
0.02
2.15
2.39
0.21
<0.01
0.02
2.16
Mac unit
- interface
- units 1 & 2 (together)a
- regs
- mac
- unit 3 a
- regs
- mac
0.55
<0.01
0.35 
0.12
0.23
0.19 
0.07
0.12
1.52
<0.01
0.98 
0.42
0.56
0.54 
0.27
0.27
2.07
0.01
1.33 
0.54
0.79
0.73 
0.34
0.39
Pseudo-random unit 0 <0.01 <0.01
Clock tree 0.72 0 0.72
Total 1.39 4.15 5.54
Table 6-10: Dynamic power consumption of the EGM coprocessorb.
b. Estimated by simulation
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The clock tree accounts for around 13% of the consumption of the core
and the addressing unit containing the large register banks consumes
slightly more power than the three MAC units. The consumption of the
registers in the addressing and MAC units, together with the switching
of the clock net accounts for nearly 70% of the total power consumption!
The overhead of the control comprising the instruction decoding, state-
machines, etc. remains small (around 6.5%).
Note that the embedded memories are not taken into account. Only the
worst case power consumption is given in the device datasheet
(Table 6-11). Although the power consumption of these memories in
read mode is probably less than the reported value, a subtotal of
14.8 mW for these seven memories leads to a total of 20.3 mW for the
entire coprocessor at 10 MHz. Considering this worst case situation,
the power consumption of the sole memories account for 73% of the dy-
namic power consumption!
Since most of the power consumption of the core comes from the regis-
ters and clock tree net, it is clear that inserting gated-clock should dra-
matically reduce the power consumption. The gated-clock insertion
was performed automatically in Synopsys using the following com-
mands:
Only registers containing at least three flip-flops and an enable input
were replaced with gated clock versions, but this represents already
80% of the total number flip-flops.
Component Size (words×bits)
Total power
[mW]
Program memory 256×13 2.06
PCA memorya 1216×16 2.65
REF memorya 64×16 1.61
Total 14.84
Table 6-11: Maximum power consumption of the embedded RAMs at 10 MHz.
a. Per memory. One memory present in each of the three MAC unit.
set_clock_gating_style /* before elaborate */
elaborate -library MYLIBRARY -gate_clock gm_top
propagate_constraints -gate_clock /* before compile */
compile
report_clock_gating
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More importantly, the register banks in the addressing unit (which
have a very low activity because they change their values only when a
compsc instruction is true or when the graph is displaced) will greatly
benefit from gated-clock. 
Performance figures with and without gated clock are reported in Fig-
ure 6-22. Additionally, the area after clock-gating was reduced to 1.24
mm2 (vs. the previous 1.28 mm2). While this might seem strange at
first sight, it can be explained by the fact that flip-flop with complex en-
ables or resets were initially curiously implemented with scan-flip-
flops, which involve a very large area penalty as compared to simple
flip-flops. By using combinatorial logic and simple flip-flops instead the
area was reduced by approximately 2%.
Component Switching power [mW]
Internal power 
[mW]
Total dynamic 
power [mW]
Control
- interface
- instruction decodera
- pc and loop stack
a. Without embedded RAM
0.05
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.25
0.12
0.06
0.07
0.30
0.13
0.08
0.09
Addressing unit
- interface
- decoder
- mux (all)
- regbanks (all)
0.12
0.12
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.46
0.06
<0.01
0.02
0.38
0.58
0.18
<0.01
0.02
0.38
Mac unit
- interface
- units 1 & 2 (together)a
- regs
- mac
- unit 3 a
- regs
- mac
0.56
<0.01
0.37 
0.13
0.24
0.19 
0.07
0.12
1.44
0.01
0.94 
0.38
0.56
0.49 
0.22
0.27
2.00
0.01
1.31 
0.50
0.80
0.68 
0.29
0.39
Pseudo-random unit 0 <0.01 <0.01
Clock tree 0.29 0 0.29
Total 1.02 2.15 3.17
Table 6-12: Dynamic power consumption of the EGM coprocessor with gated clock.
Switching power represents the power consumption of the nets interconnecting the cells, while 
the internal power represents the dynamic power of the internal nets of the cells.
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The power consumption after clock gating is reported in details in
Table 6-12. The two major reductions in power consumption can be
found in the clock tree (factor 2.5) and in the addressing unit register
banks (factor 5.5) as can be seen on Figure 6-22. On the other hand, the
registers of the MAC unit do not benefit significantly from clock gating.
This can be explained by the fact that the latter are very often modified,
whereas the node position registers in the LSU unit are only rarely
modified and consequently benefit from gating.
Note that the capacity of the interconnects was only approximated
based on the fanout of the cells, but that Synopsys PowerCompiler has
no exact information on the route length connecting those cells, and
thus no exact information on the real net capacitance. A better estima-
tion could be achieved after place and route, when the capacitance of
the interconnects is precisely determined. The same applies to cross-
talk, bonding pads, and other such sources of dynamic and static power
dissipation.
Figure 6-22: Effect of automatic clock-gating on power consumption.
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
CTRL LSU MAC clock tree PRN
Without gated clock
With gated clock
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Finally, due to the low duty-cycle, it is theoretically possible to reduce
the supply voltage  so as to reach a duty cycle of 100%. The power
consumption (static and dynamic) would be reduced as well. Starting
from the delay equation derived from the alpha-power law [6-15]:
where k is a constant for the particular design and technology, and has
to be determined experimentally.
One can find  by replacing the values for the UMC process ( ,
, ) and by using  since the critical path of the co-
processor has an associated delay of around 11.6 ns. The constant  is
thus approximately . Now the supply voltage that would achieve
a 100% duty cycle at 10 MHz, i.e. , can be solved numerically. In
this case, the supply voltage would be as low as 0.66 V, i.e. very close
to the threshold voltage .
(6.4)
Figure 6-23: Effect of supply voltage scaling on dynamic power and delay.
A constant threshold voltage of 0.5 V is assumed in the UMC 0.18 µm process. The maximum
delay is 100 ns corresponding to a supply voltage of 0.66 V. The dynamic power at the nominal
VDD=1.8 V is 3.97 mW.
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Since the dynamic power is proportional to the square of the supply
voltage, this power would be theoretically reduced to 0.43 mW at
, while still fulfilling the timing constraints. The static pow-
er is proportional to  but would remain as negligible as in the nom-
inal case. Instead of using this very low supply voltage, a continuous
scaling is possible leading to the power and delays in Figure 6-23.
For instance, at  the dynamic power is approximately 0.98 mW,
i.e. 70% less than at , while the delay is not dramatically
changed (i.e. still far from 100 ns). It should be kept in mind in all cases
that this voltage scaling does not apply to the embedded memories that
clearly consume the largest amount of power. An alternative would be
to use low-power memories, but these were not available for the select-
ed UMC technology.
6.9 Conclusion
In this chapter we first defined basic rules for reducing the power con-
sumption:
• use the lowest possible supply voltage, and the lowest possible
operation frequency;
• use parallelism and pipelining when data or instruction parallel-
ism is available, in order to reduce the required frequency;
• use power management (e.g. gated-clock) whenever possible.
Then we described a design flow for the realization of application spe-
cific processor (ASIP) architectures together with the necessary tools.
Finally, the system-on-chip was discussed with a description of its dif-
ferent components, furnishing a more detailed view of the Graph
Matching coprocessor.
The two implementation requirements for this face verification system
were that a single face verification gets processed within less than one
second, and that the realization complies with the needs of low-power
consumption. The first requirement is clearly met, as the full matching
operation on the processor takes less than 0.7 second. However commu-
nication speed can be a limiting factor and should be designed carefully
so that the total execution time does not exceed the 1 second barrier.
The second requirement seems also reached, although it is harder to
evaluate since no other dedicated architecture for face verification of
elastic graph matching was characterized in terms of power consump-
Vdd 0.66V=
Vdd
Vdd 1V=
Vdd 1.8V=
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tion. Nevertheless with a total power consumption in the order of tens
of milliwatts, this consumption is lower than the power consumption of
general purpose or digital signal architectures, which are more often in
the order of hundreds of milliwatts, when not more. Still, we considered
the power consumption of a single component, i.e. the EGM coproces-
sor, to which the consumption of the morphology coprocessor, master
control unit (MCU), CMOS camera and shared memories should be
added. To extract a more precise figure of the power consumption, the
design of this System-on-Chip should be continued and completed after
closure of this Ph.D. work.
Possible improvements of the EGM architecture should target a reduc-
tion of the number and organization of embedded memories, as they
seem to consume the major part of the power. Replacement with special
low-power memories shall also be considered.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Summary
The research performed in biometrics in the industry and in universi-
ties is presently considerably expanding. Indeed, the demand is in-
creasing in security areas: passports and country border crossing,
plane boarding, surveillance in public places, etc. Nevertheless, the
consumer area is also starting to expand and selected applications will
progressively appear on the market: access control to devices that can
be easily stolen or that are vulnerable to attacks, cars, doors, etc. On
the other hand, computer and software providers have more difficulties
in selling biometric systems for domestic computers. Indeed, the risk of
impostors trying to physically access the workstation is so low that it
does not seem to justify the acquisition of a biometric device. Still, this
could change if the authentication gets used for online transactions, in
which case the impostor might not be sitting behind the computer, but
would try cracking the transaction from a remote location.
Even so, our research focused mainly on applications targeted at sim-
plifying the everyday life of consumers, i.e. increasing the security
without compromising ease of use, rather than targeting highly secure
but invasive applications.
The principal achievement of this Ph.D. work is the development of:
1) a set of algorithms for face authentication that take into account the
robustness requirements needed for mobile applications, that are mod-
ular, and of reduced complexity; 2) a dedicated low-power coprocessor
architecture and related software; 3) the realization of a prototype
demonstrating the feasibility of implementing the face authentication
entirely on a low-power embedded system, with a response time lying
below one second.
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7.2 Recall and discussion of contributions
The contributions of this thesis are now recalled and discussed chapter
by chapter.
The main contribution of Chapter 2 resides in the identification of mo-
bile applications of biometrics. It was demonstrated that mobile phones
or mobile PDAs clearly require a higher degree of security that can be
offered by biometrics. It was also established that face authentication
is an interesting modality for this purpose, due to the low invasiveness
and to the growing presence of digital cameras on such devices. An ex-
tension of this contribution lies in the definition of the performance re-
quirements of face authentication on mobile devices, such as reduced
power consumption, and a response time being lower than or equal to
one second. The tolerances with respect to varying viewpoints and scale
factors were discussed, and the illumination variation was identified as
the key problem for face authentication on mobile devices, thereby mo-
tivating its detailed study in the following chapters.
In Chapter 3, a list of six criteria for classifying existing approaches
was given, which were subsequently used to select an algorithm fulfill-
ing the performance requirements cited in Chapter 2. An important
contribution consists in the review of the state-of-art, by discussing an
important yet non-exhaustive list of possible implementations. The
major research directions were classified based on the subset of the
three most important criteria from the above list, and an algorithm cat-
egory was selected. Finally, a specific contribution was also provided by
reviewing the commercial products and patents existing in the field.
The first contribution of Chapter 4 is a detailed analysis of the effects
of illumination variation (intensity and spectral distribution) on face
authentication and the review of several normalization techniques
based on this analysis, successively considering methods that predict
the effect of luminance (reconstructionist methods) and those that de-
rive new, less sensitive, features. A number of conclusions were drawn
and robust features were selected for the targeted application, al-
though it is known that reconstructionist methods perform usually bet-
ter but at a higher cost which is currently not affordable on mobile
devices.
A second contribution of Chapter 4 is brought by the systematic com-
parison of three feature extraction techniques (Gabor filtered images,
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Discrete Cosine Transform, and mathematical morphology) combined
to the Elastic Graph Matching (EGM) algorithm, which was selected in
Chapter 3. Follows the introduction of a novel low-complexity feature
extraction technique based on mathematical morphology. The perform-
ance comparison takes of course into account the authentication error
rates obtained on standard databases, but also the computational com-
plexity and the impact on the algorithm convergence. Again, although
computationally complex techniques such as Gabor features globally
perform best, in some situations (e.g. under relatively well controlled
lighting conditions), simple methods exhibit performances that are
very close to those of Gabor features, though at a much reduced cost
(approximately 30 times less additions for normalized morphology).
Depending on the application conditions, feature extraction techniques
based on mathematical morphology are thus of great interest.
Following the propositions found in external publications, a reduction
of the feature space was experimented on the mathematical morpholo-
gy features by means of Principal Component Analysis or Linear Dis-
criminant Analysis. The fact that no improvement was however
observed seems in contradiction with results of an external team [4-39].
While this is most certainly related to a too small number of training
samples, it might be due to a problem in the setup or performance
measure of one of the two teams.
A third distinct contribution of this chapter consisted in the use of a
Simplex Downhill method for the iterative optimization of the graph
correspondence. Compared to other methods found in the literature
(e.g. Monte Carlo or simulated annealing approaches), this method is
extremely simple and does not require complex gradient calculations or
storage of a large number of data. This method was combined to a new
scale adaptation and a new graph deformation penalty, which permit-
ted the simultaneous optimization of rotation and scaling. In addition,
an original morphological level switching strategy was presented to
compensate scale factors lying outside the tolerance range of 0.7 to 1.4.
Finally, a discussion of the classification was performed, pointing out
that the commonly used Euclidean metrics is not optimal, except under
strong assumption that actually never holds true. Nevertheless, an a
posteriori normalization (z-norm) of the distances was used, inspired
from speaker verification problems, showing a significant improve-
ment in the Receiver Operating Curves.
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Chapter 5 presented a VLSI architecture for online color-based face de-
tection and strategies to combine it with model-based face detection us-
ing the Elastic Graph Matching algorithm. The combination of a low-
complexity solution presenting an important false detection rate with
a more precise but more time consuming solution is very interesting in
that it allows to remove quickly the regions which are not interesting
and to focus only on selected regions.
A second contribution was given in Chapter 5 by extending the use of
EGM to the fingerprint modality in combination with Gabor filtering.
Original experiments using mathematical morphology to replace the
computationally expensive Gabor filters were also described. These
preliminary results illustrate the interest of such methods when only
small portions of fingerprints are available for matching. However, this
field of research remains open to further improvements.
Finally, the originality elaborated in Chapter 6 resides in the descrip-
tion of an embedded low-power face authentication system, including a
dedicated coprocessor executing most of the low-level and regular EGM
operations. Indeed, it is recalled that no other (academic or commer-
cial) system was found by the author at time of the preparation and clo-
sure of this Ph.D. work, that enables the full verification of a face on a
mobile device.
7.3 Perspectives
One of the most challenging subjects remaining open to future research
in the area of mobile face authentication concerns the robustness to
varying illumination conditions. The influence of further aspects, like
for instance pose and expression variations, can be relatively efficiently
compensated. Since the illumination problem is a recurrent problem in
many machine vision applications, there is no doubt that innovative so-
lutions will be proposed in a near future.
Although in Chapter 3, we abandoned 3D representations in favour of
2D ones for matching faces, due to the complexity of the former and the
fact that 3D representations alone do not seem to contain more infor-
mation than 2D ones, the combination of the 3D with the 2D informa-
tion can hopefully describe more precisely the spatial organization of a
scene, helping to predict and compensate for non-linear illumination ef-
fects such as cast shadows and highlights (see Subsection 4.2.1). With
the apparition of low-cost 3D acquisition devices, the 3D reconstruc-
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tionist approaches (i.e. methods predicting the variability of a 2D rep-
resentation based simultaneously on 2D and 3D representations)
might become more accessible, as compared to the current 2D-based re-
constructionist methods mentioned in Chapter 4, which can definitely
not operate in real-time.
Finally, the possible incorporation of the results achieved in this Ph.D.
thesis in a commercial product would of course ask for complementary
applied research activities. In this perspective, and starting from the
existing prototype, more detailed specifications regarding the operat-
ing conditions, the definition of the possible lighting conditions, the
type and resolution of the camera to be selected, the number of users
who shall be authenticated per mobile device, etc., should be estab-
lished based on a precise application scenario. Then the integration of
the whole system comprising the camera and the two dedicated coproc-
essors should preferably be realized in form of a System-on-Chip, ena-
bling the realization of a new prototype generation.
Chapter 7  Conclusions
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Appendix A
Hardware and software environment
A.1 Real-time software demonstrator
The webcam-based real-time demonstrator described in Subection
2.7.3 was made of the following components:
• Acer Laptop, 700 MHz Mobile Pentium III processor, 256 MB of
memory, USB 1 connectivity;
• Logitech webcams: compatibility and tests performed with Quick-
Cam Express, QuickCam Pro 3000, QuickCam Pro 4000;
• Logitech drivers: compatibility and tests performed with Quick-
Cam software, versions 6.01 up to 9.02;
• Logitech Software Development Kit (SDK): version 1.0 (File ver-
sion: 2.11.15.0). No update was available and no support is pro-
vided;
• Compiler: Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0;
• Additional libraries: Intel Image Processing Library, version 2.5.
WARNING: the Logitech SDK is not compatible with the latest ver-
sions of the QuickCam software! More precisely, the interface defined
in the “include” files shipped by Logitech in the SDK is not the same as
the interface exposed by the actual driver in the latest versions. A trick
that was proposed by a German team (Rainer and Ralf Gerlich, BSSE,
Germany) is working with all the drivers we tested. However, the soft-
ware needs to be recompiled for each new driver version! The solution
was exposed in 2004 in the following message board:
http://www.cedhart.ch/cgi-bin/messageboard/data/board1/23.shtml
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The procedure they describe is as follows:
1. Find the HPortal 1.0 Type Library in the OLE/COM Inspector
from Visual C++ 6.0;
2. Save the IDL description;
3. Compile this IDL to vportal2.h and vportal2_i.c using the follow-
ing MIDL compiler command: midl /h vportal2.h /iid vportal2_i.c
vportal2.idl
4. Replace the header and c files provided in the SDK with those
compiled with MIDL.
A “cleaner” solution would probably consist in using more standard in-
terfaces, such as Twain (http://www.twain.org).
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